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A.

B

C.

D

S PRESENTED

Whether the Commissioner acted in excess of the authority accorded him by RSA
282-A:60 when ordering the de novo hearing on the grounds that the first Tribunal
made a "mistake"? ICR Vol. I at29-32,109-17].

If a "substantial curlailment" standard is adopted as the proper interpretation of
RSA 282-A:36, as a matter of law, whether such a standard necessitates: an
evaluation of the work normally performed by the strikers that was not performed
because of the strike; consideration of an employer's status as a public utility; and
consideration of the realities as to how the work normally performed by the
workers is performed? ICR Vol. I at32; CR Vol. Il at26l-701.

Whether RSA 282-A:36, should be interpreted to avoid a constitutional question
and preemption by the National Labor Relations Act, in violation of the
Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution? [CR Vol. I at33-34].

V/hether the second Tribunal's findings, inferences, and conclusions were clearly
effoneous in view of the substantial evidence on the whole record that a stoppage
of work occured as a result of the labor dispute? ICR Vol. I at32,124-25].

V/hether the Appellate Board erred as a matter of law when it concluded, contrary
to the Commissioner and both Appeal Tribunals, that strike pay is not deductible
income for purposes of RSA 282-A:14? ICR Vol. I at34-351,

E.

CONSTITIITI ONAL PROVISIONS. STATI]TES. REGULATIONS

These materials are set forth in the Appendix that accompanies this brief.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case arises out of a strike of FairPoint'sl unionized workforce in New Hampshire,

Maine, and Vermont. On October 17,2074, approximately 650 of FairPoint's New Hampshire

employees represented by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,Local2320

("IBEW") and the Communications'Workers of America, Local 1400 ("CWA") (collectively, the

"IJnions") went on strike. The strike lasted over four months and included all of FairPoint's

skilled technicians. Despite the employees' voluntary decision to stop working, the striking

workers applied for unemployment benefits. 'Whether 
these workers are entitled to benefits

depends upon whether there was a "stoppage of work." ,Sae RSA 282-A:36.

' "FairPoint" l'efers to Nofthern New England Telephone Operations LLC and FairPoint Logistics, Inc., collectively



Between November 5 and November 13,2074, Certifying Officers of the Department of

Employment Security (the "Department") determined that the Claimants were ineligible for

benefits because their unemployment was due to a labor dispute that resulted in a "stoppage of

work." ,See RSA 282-A:36;CR Vol. YI at 66, 747,234,324.2 TheClaimants appealed that

determination to the Appeal Tribunal. CR Vol. Yl at 69,150,238,326.

After a first hearing on this matter, the first Appeal Tribunal ("the first Tribunal")

determined that the striking workers were disqualified from receiving benefits because there was

a "stoppage of work." S¿e Add. at 6.3 After observing that what is a "stoppage of work" is

unsettled in New Hampshire, the first Tribunal made alternative findings: (1) that the Claimants

were disqualified because they stopped working because of a labor dispute; and (2) that the

Claimants were disqualified because the strike substantially curtailed FairPoint's operations. ,See

Add. at 6-9. In supporl of his rulings of law, the first Tribunal made factual findings regarding

the strike's effect on marketing, servicing new customers, revenue, infrastructure development

planning, strategic and tactical planning, elevated trouble loads and weather-related repairs, and

customer complaints -- all factors relevant to an analysis of whether there was a substantial

curtailment of FairPoint's operations. Id. The first Tribunal "separately conclude[d] that the

union members' strike pay is deductible wages under RSA 282-A:I4." Add. at 9.

The Claimants moved to re-open the case, contending that the first Tribunal should have

been swayed by their arguments that New Hampshire must adopt the reasoning of extra-

jurisdictional case law. The Commissioner granted those requests.a See Add. at 11-19. The

Commissioner analyzed the limited case law in New Hampshire and cases from other

jurisdictions interpreting "stoppage of work," and decided that the first Tribunal was in error

2 Citation to the Certified Record takes the form "CR Vol. X at
Citation to the Addendum takes the form "Add. at ." Decisions included in the AddenduÍl are cited to therein.

4 Vy'ithout questioning the first Tribunal's separate an'alysis regalding strike pay, the Commissioner nonetheless re-
openedthatissueaswell becausetheissuewas"inteftwinedwithotherissuespresented." Add.atlg.

2



when he concluded that a "stoppage of work" refers to the cessation of work by the employee

because of a strike. Add. at 16-17. The Commissioner then decided that the cor¡ect standard to

be applied is whether there is a "stoppage or curtailment of the employer's operations." Add. at

16. Although the first Tribunal had applied this alternative standard in his decision and spent the

bulk of his decision analyzingwhether there was a substantial curtailment of FairPoint's

operations, the Commissioner found that the "alternative finding on substantial curtailment is

affected by mistake of law based on the fact that no standard was articulated." Add. at 17.

FairPoint maintained then, and has maintained since, that the Commissioner exceeded his limited

authority by rejecting the first Tribunal's decision and ordering the case re-opened.

Nevertheless, a de novo hearins was held on September 29,2015, with the second

Tribunal replacing the first Tribunal. See Add. at26. Once again, FairPoint presented evidence

demonstrating that the strike had its intended effect of significantly curtailing FairPoint's

business. During the strike, FairPoint expended enonnous effort to reallocate its management

workforce and, at great expense, to hire contractors to perform the strikers' work. Even with this

expenditure of money and resources, FairPoint could only meet its responsibility and regulatory

obligations to maintain service for its customers at a significantly impaired level. In addition, to

prioritize its existing customer service, FairPoint had to largely stop critical revenue-producing

activities.

The second Tribunal disregarded much of the evidence FairPoint presented and, by

decision dated November 19,2015, reversed the Cerlifying Officer's initial determination and

granted the strikers benefits. See Add. at21-26. Despite the Commissioner's assertion that the

f,rrst Tribunal failed to articulate a standard, the second Tribunal's full articulation of the standard

consisted of first referencing it as "substantial curtailment of business" and then "substantial

J



curtailment of work," yet no more. Add. at 25.s

FairPoint brought a motion pursuant to RSA 282-A:60, asserting that the Commissioner

exceeded his statutory authority in ordering the de novo hearing, that the second Tribunal

rejected FairPoint's evidence for no legally plausible reason, and that there was in fact a

stoppage of work. ,Se¿ CR Vol. I at241-46. Accordingly, FairPoint moved to vacate the second

Tribunal's decision and to reinstate the first Tribunal's decision. 1d.

Over a year later, on December 15, 2016, the Commissioner responded to FairPoint's

request. Therein, the Commissioner: (1) decided that he acted within the scope of his statutory

authority when he chose to vacate the first Tribunal's decision and order a de novo hearing; (2)

repeated extra-jurisdictional case law cited in the Claimants' briefs regarding the stoppage of

work standard; and (3) upheld the second Tribunal's decision. ,See Add. at28-42. Despite the

fact that the first Tribunal stated he was analyzingwhether there was a substantial curtailment of

FairPoint's operations, and that he in fact analyzed factors later articulated by the Commissioner

as appropriate for such an analysis, the Commissioner characterized his determination as a

"negative impact" analysis. Add. at 30 n.6. The Commissioner also critiqued the first Tribunal's

decision by stating he did not rely upon internal NHES Directive No. 340-17, which lists factors

that the first Tribunal more or less addressed in his rulings of law. Add. at 30 n.5. No party had

suggested to the first Tribunalthatthe Directive was relevant.

Pursuant to RSA 282-A:65, FairPoint appealed to the Appellate Board (the "Board").

FairPoint again averred that the Commissioner exceeded his statutory authority when he re-

opened the case on the basis of a purported "mistake of law," that the standard for "stoppage of

\¡/ork" advanced by the Commissioner was unfounded in New Hampshire precedent, that its

t As had the first Tribunal, the second Tribunal found that the "employees had to perform strike duty to be eligible
for strike pay," and thus the strike pay was deductible wages within the meaning of RSA 282-A:14. Add. at26.

4



evidence demonstrated a stoppage of work no matter the standard employed, and that such an

interpretation would be preempted by the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution

because it improperly encroached upon federal labor law. Se¿ CR Vol. I at 105-26. Moreover,

FairPoint opposed the CWA Claimants' appeal to the Board, in which they argued that both

Tribunals and the Commissioner ened when concluding the strike pay that CV/A Claimants

received in exchange for performing services for the CV/A during the strike should not count as

compensation for purposes of RSA 282-A:14. See id. at 128-33.

The Board held a hearing on March 3I,2017, at which the parties6 presented extensive

oral arguments. CR Vol. I at I35. On April 17,2017, the Board affirmed the second Tribunal's

award of benefits, but reversed the decision to reduce benefits because of the strikers' receipt of

strike pay. Add. at43-50.

In so doing, the Board stated that the scope of review afforded the Commissioner under

RSA 282-A:60 should be "construed to allow for full consideration of all [Appeal Tribunal]

rulings, including those dealing with case law and burden of proof." Add. at 46. Yetthe Board

failed to explain how that construction was supported by the statutory language, the statutory

scheme, canons of statutory construction, and was consistent with this Court's recognition of the

limits of the Commissioner's scope of review in Appeal of Mullen, 1 69 N.H. 392, 400 (2016)

("Mullen 11'). The Board further noted that Mullen 11was distinguishable because there the

Commissioner sua sponte re-opened the decision, whereas here it was re-opened at the request of

the Claimants. Add. at46.

Moreover, the Board ruled that it was correct to FairPoint to a substantial

curtailment of operations in order to demonstrate that there was a stoppage of work under RSA

282-A:36. Add. at 47-48. While the Board nonetheless deemed that requirement appropriate, it

6 Counsel for the Depaftment was present at the proceedings before the Board.
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evaluated that requirement erroneously by unduly focusing on economic factors, going so far as

stating that the test requires "harm to the bottom line." Add. at 48. In so doing, the Board did

not square its opinion with the unrebutted evidence of the substantial impact across FairPoint's

operations, particularly the evidence demonstrating: (1) FairPoint's limited ability to replace the

striking workers and the work they performed; (2) the construction, installation, and marketing

work that was significantly curtailed; (3) the significant impairment of FairPoint's repair activity;

(4) wholesale customers lost to competitors, limiting cunent and future revenue streams; and (5)

the significant increase in customer complaints. Add. at 47-49.

Moreover, while the Board, relying upon New York Tel. Co. v. New York State Dep't of

Labor,440 U.S. 519 (1979), summarily dismissed FairPoint's argument as to federal

preemption, it did not explain how a state unemployment statute that rewards strikers with

benefits based upon the effectiveness of their strike does not improperly interfere with federal

labor law. See Machinists v. Wisconsin Emp't Relations Comm'n,427 U.S. 132, I44 (1g16)

("For a state to impinge on the area of labor combat designed to be free is . . . an obstruction of

federal policy.") (citation omitted); Golden State Transit Corp. v. Los Angeles,475 U.S. 608,

619 (1986) ("Golden State l'); Add, at 47 .

Finally, the Board adopted one of two competing views regarding strike pay, and deemed

the strike pay at issue here as non-deductible. Add. at 49. However, it declined to square its

decision with the factors identified by this Court in Mclntire v. State,116 N.H. 36I,366-61

(1978), with the fact that here, the Union bylaws provided strike pay not be paid to anyone who

refuses the duty to him and where the Union dent testified that strikers who did not

perform their fair share of duties would not receive strike pay. See Add. at 49.

FairPoint filed a motion for reconsideration of the Board's decision. 
^See 

CR Vol. I at2l-

37. The Board denied that motion. Add. at 52. This appeal followed.

6



STATITMENT OF THE FACTS

I. FAIRPOINT'S BUSINESS

FairPoint is a regulated telecommunications company that provides voice and broadband

(internet) services to residential customers, business customers, and wholesale customers. CR

Vol. III at 12(39).7 Most of FairPoint's business is providing phone and internet services to

residential and business customers, and thirty percent is its wholesale business, where FairPoint

allows other carriers to utilize its network to provide service to the end user. Id. at 13(41).

Since entering the New England market in 2008, FairPoint has faced increasing

competition due to deregulation and rapidly advancing technologies, decreasing its traditional

revenues. Id. at 10(30-32),13-14(44-46). FairPoint entered this market because it believed that

it could enhance the existing business by investing in broadband infrastructure, thereby creating

a future revenue stream. Id. at 10(32). FairPoint also believed that it could capitalize on the

area's low business penetration by increasing the marketing and sale of new products to be

deployed over the broadband network. 1d.

In order to recoup its investment, it is critical that FairPoint increase its customer base,

particularly its large business customers and wholesale customers. FairPoint's residential

landline business is in decline, reduced by 7-9% each year. Id. at 15(50-51). At a time when

many residential customers are "cutting the cotd," abandoning their landline telephone service,

FairPoint's survival depends on its ability to replenish its revenue with new business. Id. In

particular, in order to remain a viable enterprise, FairPoint needs to grow its wholesale business.

Id. To that end, FairPoint typically puts 30-40% of its capital budget towards growing its

network. Id. at 19(67). Without investment into its infrastructure, FairPoint cannot create new

7 The Cenified Record contains the condensed transcript of the de novohearingbefore the secotrd Tribunal, which
includes four transcript pages per Certified Record page. The page numbers in parentheses specifi the condensed
transcript page(s) cited to.
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revenue to replace the revenue it is losing. 1d

Because of the strike, FairPoint drastically cut back on its infrastructure investment. Id.

Comparing the months of the strike in2015 to the amount of investment made during those same

months in20l4, FairPoint reduced investment by $5.7 million. 1d

FairPoint also faces stiff competition from other telecommunications providers and cable

companies. Id. at 14(45-48). FairPoint's ability to be competitive in the current market

"depends upon service, depends upon price, it depends upon value." Id. at 14(45). FairPoint has

to offer competitive rates for its services or customers can, and often will, take their business

elsewhere. In addition, FairPoint must provide its existing customers with a positive experience

to avoid losing the market to its competitors. A poor customer experience results not only in the

loss of that particular customer but often can also dissuade that customer's friends. family.

neighbors, and nearby businesses from subscribing to FairPoint services.

All the while, FairPoint's responsibility to provide service to its current customers limited

its ability to maximize its profits. Id. at 14-15(48-49). As a federally-designated "provider of

critical infrastructure" FairPoint is obligated to deliver service to anyone in its service area and to

keep its network operating even in times of emergency, whether that emergency is a storm, a

strike, or otherwis e.8 Id. af 13(43). FairPoint does not "have the luxury of turning off the switch,

walkfing] out the door, and shuttering the facility ." Id. While new installations generate

additional revenue for FairPoint, repairs to existing services do not provide revenue. CR Vol. V

a1"251-52. To the contrary, any repair is an expense for the Company. Id.

II. FAIRPOINT'S \ryORKFORCE

The IBEV/ is the dominant telecommunications union in New Hampshire and represents

I As a "carrier of last resort," the state of New Harnpshire obligates FairPoint to provide telephone service to any
customer in its service area. CR Vol. III at 17(59-60). As a provider of "critical infrastructure," FairPoint is
obligated by the Federal Cotnmunications Commission to keep its network running and operating in times of
ernergency. Id. at 13(43).
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employees whose job responsibilities include building, installing, maintaining, and repairing

FairPoint's network and equipment. Id. at223-29. IBEV/-represented employees are primarily

technicians, including splice service technicians, outside plant technicians, equipment installation

technicians, and central office technicians . Id.; CR Vol. III at 87 . Most other lBEV/-represented

employees support the employees who build, install, maintain, and repair the network. Id.

There are thirty-five C'WA-represented employees working for FairPoint in New

Hampshire. Id. All but one of the thirty-five are call center service representatives who work in

a non-customer facing offline call center. CR Vol. III at37-38(140-41).

III. THE STRIKE

The terms and conditions of employment for FairPoint's unionized workforce are

governed by collective bargaining agreements between FairPoint and the IBEW and CWA. 1d

at 85. At 11:59 p.m. on August 2,2014, the collective bargaining agreements expired. CR Vol.

Y at74. Nonetheless, between August 3 and October 16, the Claimants continued to work

without a contract. But on October 17,2ßl4both Unions struck without notice. Id. at 69-10.

Vir"tually all of the unionized employees walked off the job and did not return to work until

February 25,2015. Id. at339-40.

V/hile on strike, the C'WA compensated its striking members by paying "strike pay" to

those who did their "fair share of strike duty" by picketing or performing some other service on

behalf of the union. CR Vol. III at287-93, 6(16). Eligible CWA strikers received $200 a week

after the first 1 5 days of the strike, $3 00 a week after the first 29 days,and $400 a week after the

first 57 days. Id. at289,5(10). CWA members who were not actively striking, whether they

crossed the picket line or were elsewhere, did not receive strike pay. Id. at 5(10-11),7(17).

IBEW strikers did not receive strike pay. Id. at 4(8).

I



IV. THE STRIKE'S EFFECT ON FAIRPOINT'S BUSINESS

The strike's effect on FairPoint's business was significant in terms of the reduction of its

capacity to do its work and the adjustments FairPoint had to make to its business strategy and its

daily operations. Understanding a strike was possible, FairPoint developed a contingency plan,

which required it to bring on contlactors and assign some of its own managers to perform the

strikers' work. Id. at 18(62-64). The hope was to provide "reasonable service" for its existing

customers and, accordingly, repair services were prioritized and revenue-generating installations

were not. Id. To that end, aggressive marketing activities were halted when the Unions

authorized a strike in the summer of 2014. CR Vol. Y at342.

Because of the strike, investment,into discretionary capital projects was drastically

reduced, all but critical construction ceased, and preventative maintenance that would have

improved its network was halted because there was insufficient manpower to perform these

functions. CR Vol. III at 19(67). In addition to the disruption to FairPoint's operations, the

response to the strike cost FairPoint approximately $63 million and resulted in an estimated 50%

reduction to FairPoint's free cash flow. Id. at36-37(136-40).

The Unions struck for a reason. As demonstrated below, installation of new services

almost ceased, the time it took to complete repairs increased dramatically, and revenue

decreased. Moreover, because of FairPoint's reduced workforce, it ceased activities to increase

its revenue

The Number of Skilled Employees Available to Perform Work During the
Strike Was SignifÏcantly Reduced.

The strike¡s ineluded âll óf FaifPoint's skilled têchnioiâns. To maintaiñ feáSonáble

service for its existing customer base, FairPoint utilized management employees and hired

contractors to perform some of the strikers'work. CR Vol. Y at242-43. As the majority of

those contractors were not local, the contractor workforce was lamped up during the first few

10
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weeks of the strike. CR Vol. III at l8(63), 19-20(68-69). At no point did FairPoint's contingent

workforce equal the number of striking workers. Id. at20(70).

Unrebutted evidence showed the gross hours spent on the strikers' work before and after

the strike. Id. at27-28(100-01), 87. Both the manager force and the contractors were working

twelve-hour days, six days a week. CR Vol. Y at 243. Even at this pace, their total hours did not

reach the number of total hours the unionized employees worked before the strike (including

regular overtime) because the contingent workforce was smaller than the union workforce. CR

Vol. III at 89. The contingent (managers and contractors) workforce averaged between 80-110

individual workers in New Hampshire during the strike compared to FairPoint's normal

complement of 161 union workers that performed field work. Id. at20(70). Not only were there

fewer hours worked, but the strike hours were worked by a recently-trained contractor force and

reassigned management personnel who did not have experience equal to that of the striking

workers. Id. at20(69). The strike workforce lacked the numbers, experience, and experlise of

the striking workforce.

B. Normal Revenue-Generating Activity Was Abandoned, and Repair'Work
Struggled.

The strike had its intended effect on FairPoint's operations. The strike caused a steep

decline in sales of new products and services and a sharp increase in the backlog of installation

and service orders. Id. at 102-07,94-95.

FairPoint was forced to all but abandon its efforts to attract new customers or upgrade the

services it provided to existing customers -- factors critical to FairPoint's business model. CR

VôI. a ln new

services sold to New Hampshire customers, with a nearly 7 5o/o decrease in call center orders and

35o/o decrease in fìeld sales during the strike. Each missed sale represents an ongoing loss to

11



FairPoint's subscription business. CR Vol. III at 102-01, 19(65-67), 3l-32(114-1Ð.e

In addition, installations for the services that FairPoint did sell during the strike slowed.

The strike created a backlog of installation and service orders that "very dramatically" increased

the time it took FairPoint to provide its new and existing customers the services that they

ordered. Id. at 50(191); CR Vol. V at 250-5I, 340-4I. The unrebutted evidence shows a steady

increase from under 500 backlogged orders to over 1,000 backlogged orders. CR Vol. III at94-

95. At best, new installations were delayed; some were undoubtedly lost forever. CR Vol. V at

349-50. Effectively, the strike doubly punished FairPoint for giving priority to the repair

services for existing customers.

C. The Strike Significantly Impaired FairPoint's Ability to Make Timely
Repairs.

Repair activity was markedly slowed by the strike. CR Vol. III at9I-92. FairPoint's

contingent workforce was never able to clear the backlog of maintenance tickets at the same rate

that its unionized workforce could. Id. at20(72). The unrebutted evidence demonstrates that

FairPoint's trouble load (i.e. the number of maintenance tickets outstanding) doubled

immediately after its workforce walked off the job, and soared after storms hit.

Because of the strike, FairPoint's pre-strike objective of repairing an out of service line

within a twenty-four hour window was extended for some customers to "several weeks." 1d. at

35(132). The strike magnified the effect of the storms because FairPoint could not employ

normal techniques to cope with the severe weather. The unrebutted evidence showed that the

striking skilled workforce would have reduced the trouble load spikes "much more quickly" than

storms in "winter normal" mode by maximizing overtime, bringing technicians in from

e Employer Exhibits 9A and 9C depict the drops in field sales and call center orders, respectively. Se¿ CR Vol. V at

102,104.
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neighboring states, and pulling staff from other non-repair focused crews. Id. at24-25(87-89).

Because managers and contractors were already working at capacity on the trouble load and

because the ongoing strike in neighboring states prevented New Hampshire from borrowing any

out-of-state FairPoint contingent workers, the Company could not clear the resulting troubles,

and the backlog gre\il. Id. at24-25(87-89), 9I-92.

D. FairPoint's'Wholesale Business \ilas Dramatically Affected By the Strike.

The strike's effect on FairPoint's wholesale business was significant. Wholesale sales

account for approximately 30% of FairPoint's business. Id. at33(I2l). Prior to the strike,

FairPoint had Network Interface Agreements with its major wholesale customers that were

virtually exclusive. Id. af 32(lI9-20). As a result of the uncertainty caused by the strike, a

number of these wholesale customers established relationships with other providers and may

never again use FairPoint at the pre-strike level. Id. at32(120). This is particularly damaging to

FairPoint's bottom-line. As stated above, FairPoint has invested heavily to build out its network.

It recoups this cost, in large part, by charging wholesale carriers to utilize its network. When

carriers choose to take their business to another provider, FairPoint has limited means to offset

the fixed cost it already invested in building its network. Id. at33(l2l-22).

E. Nearly All Construction and Preventative Maintenance Stopped During the
Strike.

FairPoint's investment in its infrastructure was scaled back to critical, obligatory projects

only, and discretionary construction was halted. Id. at 19(67),36(134). As explained above, this

"discretionary construction" represents the construction FairPoint does to build out its current

less during the months of the strike than it did during those same months in2014. Id.

F. Customer Satisfaction Plummeted Duringthe Strike.

The unrebutted evidence showed that the strike caused a backlog of repair orders and that
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the backlog damaged FairPoint's reputation and good will. Customer dissatisfaction soared

during the strike. FairPoint customers expressed their displeasure with FairPoint's service

during the strike by f,rling four times as many complaints with the Consumer Affairs Division of

the Public Utilities Commission ("PUC") in October 2014 fhan in September 2014. Id. af 97-98.

FairPoint customers filed 3 5 I complaints with the PUC in Decemb er 2014 alone -- well over 1 00

more complaints than the nine months in 2014 that preceded the strike combined, and over 300

more complaints than those seen in December 2011, 2012, and 2013. Id. Although, historically,

customer complaints increase following bad storms, the number of complaints filed in December

2014 so far exceeded any other month in the preceding four years that it cannot be explained

solely by the storms that hit New Hampshire in December 2014. Id.; CRVol. V at273.

G. Revenue.

FairPoint's revenue from Octob er 2014 to February 2015 was nearly 1 1% less than the

same perio d, ayear earlier.l0 CR Vol. III at 1 10. The Company lost revenue as a result of the

strike. Id. af 35(130-31). This loss resulted from fewer installations completed, the loss of

residential and business customers to other providers during the strike, and lost business from

wholesale carriers.

Because FairPoint is a subscription business, missed sales represent a loss to the

Company for the life of that customer. FairPoint's residential and small/medium business high

speed internet (DSL) customers, on average, stay with the Company for 3.7 years, and its voice

customers stay with the Company for l4 years. Id. at32(119). The loss of New Hampshire sales

attributable to residential and small/medium business customers was an estimated $3 million.tt'12

to And this drop is significant cornpared to the drop in any prior year. CR Vol. III at I 10.llThis estimate does not include the lost revenue attributable to the lost sales of FairPoint's direct sales force and
wholesale sales force which were also considerable. See CR Vol. lìI at 102-03, 108.

'' This figure is based on the assurnption that lost customel's would have been FairPoint custorners for only twelve
months, which is far less than the average length a custorrìer typically stays with FairPoint. CR Vol. III at l9(66).
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Id. aT.102-03,108. To the extent that it lost potential customers to its competitors, many of those

prospective customers -- and the revenue they represent -- are lost by FairPoint for years.

H. Cost of the Strike.

These losses were compounded by the high cost of the strike to FairPoint. Even taking

into account the "avoidable costs" of not having to pay the striking employees, the strike cost

FairPoint approximately $63 million. Id. at 3 4-3 5 (128-29), 3 6(13 6).

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The Commissioner exceeded the scope of the limited appellate authority afforded him by

RSA 282-A:60 when he ordered the first Tribunal's decision re-opened on the purported basis of

a "mistake of law." The language of RSA 282-A:60 and the appellate review scheme of RSA

282-A:60-67 demonstrate that he exceeded his authority. Moreover, the first Tribunal made no

such mistake of law, as when faced with unsettled law, the first Tribunal made alternative rulings

of law supported by factual findings, with the alternative ruling predicting the analysis the

Commissioner ultimately advanced as the new law of New Hampshire. The Commissioner's

rejection of the first Tribunal's decision was ultra vires, and thus should be vacated.

Moreover, the Commissioner erred when he decided that the phrase "stoppage of work"

as used in RSA 282-A:36 must be defined as a substantial curtailment of all aspects of its

operations. This Court has never ruled in such a manner, and to do so would run afoul New

Hampshire precedent and abandon the plain language of the statute and the British precedent

fi'om which it was derived, which indicate that it is the work normally performed by the strikers

that was not performed because of the strike that is to be evaluated. Moreover, the Court should

avoid adopting an interpretation that clashes with federal labor law and thus violates the

Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution.

Even assuming, arguendo, that an expansive "substantial curtailment" analysis is
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appropriate, the second Tribunal's decision was clearly effoneous in the face of the unrebutted

evidence of the Company's business and its inability to perform the work that the strikers

normally performed. The record demonstrates that FairPoint's unionized workforce performs

three primary categories of work, that workforce struck FairPoint for overfour months, and the

work normally performed by the strikers was severely compromised for that period.

Finally, the Board erred as a matter of law when it concluded, contrary to the

Commissioner and both appeal tribunals, that strike pay is not deductible income for purposes of

RSA 282-A:14.

ARGUMENT

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW.

Appeals to the New Hampshire Supreme Court from the Department are governed by

RSA 282-A:67, which provides:

The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the appeal tribunal as to the
weight of the evidence on questions of fact. The court shall reverse or modify the
decision of the appeal tribunal, or remand the case for further proceedings, as

determined by the couft, only if the substantial rights of the appellant had been
prejudiced because the administrative findings, inferences, or conclusions are: (a)

[i]n violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) [i]n excess of statutory
authority; (c) [m]ade upon unlawful procedures; (d) [c]learly effoneous in view of
the substantial evidence on the whole record; or (e) fa]ffected by other error of
law. Otherwise, the court shall affirm the appeal tribunal's decision.

RSA 282-A:67. This Courl reviews the interpretation of statutes and the constitution de novo.

Linehan v. Rockingham Cnty. Comm'rs, I57 N.H. 276, 278 (2004). Statutory interpretation

starts with the language of the statute, and this Court "interpret[s] legislative intent from the

statute as written and will not consider what the legislature might have said or add language that

the legislature did not see fit to include." Land America Commonwealth Ins. Co. v. Kolozetski,

159 N.H. 689, 691 (2010). Individual sections are interpreted "not in isolation, but together with

all associated sections." Id.
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il. THE COMMISSIONER EXCEEDED THE SCOPE OF HIS STATUTORY
AUTHORITY AND ACTED ULTRA VIRES BY RE.OPENING THE FIRST
TRIBUNAL'S DECISION ON THE PURPORTED BASIS OF "MISTAKE OF
LA'W."

RSA 282-A:60 sets out the standard for the Commissioner to re-open an Appeal Tribunal

decision. In relevant parl, the statute states that "the commissioner may, upon written request of

an interested party or upon his own initiative, in any case in which a decision has been rendered,

re-open the case on the basis of fraud, mistake, or newly discovered evidence." 1d. (emphasis

added). This Court recently explained that the statute does not confer the authority to re-open

merely because the Commissioner "disagrees with the tribunal decision." Mullen II, 169 N.H. at

403. Instead, this Court recognized that the Commissioner may only re-open a tribunal decision

on "the limited basis of fraud, mistake, or newly discovered evidence." Id. (emphasis added)

(citation omitted). Here, the Commissioner exceeded the limited scope of review afforded him

by RSA 282-A:60 when he ordered the first Tribunal's decision re-opened for a de novo hearing

on account of "mistake."

As a starting point, the scope of the Commissioner's review pursuant to RSA 282-A:60 is

more limited than the Board's review pursuant to RSA 282-A65. Had the legislature intended to

accord the Commissioner the same scope of review as the Board, it surely would not have used

contrasting language when setting the parameters of the Commissioner's review. See Appeal of

Marti,169 N.H. 185, 188 (2016) ("Vy'e interpret legislative intent from the statute as written and

will not consider what the legislature might have said or add language that the legislature did not

see fit to include."). To conclude otherwise would ignore the limits of the Commissioner's

review as stated in anguage statute ee

260-6I (2014) (statutory interpretation starts withthe language of the statute itself, and ends

there where the language is unambiguous).

The Commissioner's determination that he could correct the first Tribunal's purported
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"mistake" was without statutory authority. First, the Commissioner's decision to re-open relied

upon his belief that the statutory language "fraud, mistake, or newly discovered evidence"

includes "mistake of law." The only authority he cited was dictal3 in a thirty-five-year-old

opinion of the Attorney General. See N.H. Atty. Gen. Opinion No. 82-15-F, 1 g82WLl88103,

at *1 (N.H.A.G. June 24,1982) ("N.H. A.G.O."). An opinion of the Attorney General is neither

binding on this Court, see e.g. Hess v. Turner,129 N.H. 491, 492 (1987), nor entitled to weight

where "it is completely devoid of supporting legal analysis, reference to legislative history of the

statute, citation of historical precedents, etc.," Balke v. Manchesler, No. 01-E-092,2002WL

31248133, at *4 Qll.H. Sup. Ct. June 4, 2002).

Moreover, as noted above, had the legislature intended to grant the Commissioner the

authority to correct a mistake or effor of løw, it would have included those words expressly in the

statute. See Correia v. Alton,157 N.H. 716,718-19 (2008) ("V/e will neither consider what the

legislature might have said nor add words that it did not see fit to include."); see also F*SA282-

A:65 ("the appellate board shall reverse or modify the decision . . . [if it] is fa]ffected by

reversible enor of law") (emphasis added). The legislature's use of the phrase "of law" in

establishing the Board and this Court's scope of review, and its omission of the phrase "of law"

in establishing the Commissioner's scope of review, require the interpretation that its omission

was intentional Coneia, supra (language used elsewhere in statutory scheme demonstrates that

if legislature intends to confer certain powers, "it knows how to do so" (citing Appeal of

l3 The Attorney General's opinion offers no suppoft or analysis for its passing statement that'lnistake" encornpasses

pursuanttoRSA2S2-A:64 (1981 Supp.),theCommissionermustdenythere-openingofadecisionoftheAppeal
Tribunal before an appeal may be perfected to the Appellate Division, or whether an appeal may be taken directly
from a decision of the Appeal Tribunal to the Appellate Division." Søe N.H. A.G.O., supra at x I . When stating the
lirnited bases upon which the Commissioner may re-open or re-hear a decision of the Appeal Tribunal, the Attorney
General stated that "the Commissioner may find . . . that a mistake has been made, either through misapprehension
of fact or misapplication of law, and order reopening." Id. at *2. This statement is akin to colnmentat'y on an
unasked question as opposed to a statement of the law.
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Baldoumas Enters., 149 N.H. 136,139 (2003))); see RSA 282-A:65,67. V/hen the legislature

gave the Commissioner authority to re-open the record to address certain mistakes, see e.g.

Appeal of Pelleteri, 152 N.H. 809, 810 (2005); Mullen II, 169 N.H. at 395 (re-opening record

because Tribunal mistakenly excluded testimony of a witness¡,la it consigned mistakes or enors

of lawrs to the different jurisdiction of the Board and this Court, see RSA 282-A:65,67.

This interpretation is consistent with this Court's recent statement that RSA 282-A:60

"streamlines review and enables correction of errors earlier in the process." Mullen 11, 169 N.H.

at 404. This objective is met where "fraud" or "newly discovered evidence" is at issue, as the

legislature explicitly accorded both the Commissioner and the Board authority to review such

cases. It is also met for mistakes other than mistakes or errors of law. See e.g. Pelleteri, supra.

Yet the goal of administrative efficiency should not subvert appellate authority bestowed upon

the Board and this Court, yet not upon the Commissioner.

Assuming, arguendo, that the Commissioner's statutory authority encompasses rejecting

mistakes of law, the first Tribunal committed no such mistake. First, as the Commissioner

agreed, New Hampshire law is unsettled as to how the phrase "stoppage of work" should be

defined. See Add. at 16-18. New Hampshire law is clear, however, that there cannot be a

"mistake of law" where the law at issue is unsettled. Gannett v. Merchants Mut. Ins. Co.,l3l

N.H. 266, 272-73 (1988). That would equate'oa mistake in prophecy or opinion" with a mistake

of law. Poti v. New England Road Mach. Co.,83 N.H. 232,140 A. 587, 589 (1928). In effect,

the "mistake" that the Commissioner purported to base his decision to re-open upon was the first

were "mistakes" within the meaning of RSA 282-A:60. ln Pelleteri, this Cout addressed whether the appellants
equal protection and due process claims were waived. Id. at 811-12. ln Mullen { the appellant advocated for an
interpretation of RSA 282-A:60 that restrained the Commissioner from re-opening or re-hearing an unemployment
fraudcase because, she argued, the Commissioner was an interested party. Id. at403. Neither appellant asked this
Court to consider lhe scope of the term "mistake" as used in RSA 282-A:60.
'' Moreover, the legislature's decision to define the Commissioner's review with the term "mistake," and its
decision to define the Board and this Couft's review in terms of "error of law" (emphasis added), fufther strengthens
the distinctions between the lespective scopes of leview.
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Tribunal's failure to def,rne and adhere to a standard that did not, and does not, exist under New

Hampshire law.

There was no "mistake of law" in the first Tribunal's decision. It can hardly be a mistake

of law to identify two possible meanings of "stoppage of work" and to apply them both. The

first Tribunal, realizing the law was unsettled, made an alternate ruling. In doing so, he predicted

the standard urged by the Commissioner -- that a "stoppage of work" should be defined as a

substantial cuftailment of the employer's business. See Add. at 6. Not only did the first Tribunal

lay out his alternate ruling, he devoted most of his decision to marshalling the evidence relevant

to this issue and analyzing how the evidence demonstrated that there was a substantial

curtailment of FairPoint's business. Add. at 6-9 . Of course, a holding in the alternative carries

the same weight as a primary holding. See Hawthorne Tr. v. Maine Sav. Bank,136 N.H. 533,

537-38 (1992) (assessing on appeal trial court's primary and alternative grounds for dismissal).

Nevertheless, the Commissioner determined that the alternative finding was also infected

by a mistake of law because "no standard was articulated," that each case involves a fact-specific

inquiry, and that in reaching a conclusion a variety of factors should be considered. Add. at 17-

18. The Commissioner stated that in the de novo hearing, the Tribunal should consider at a

minimum, "a comparison of business revenues, production, services and worker hours before

and after the strike," and "[r]eference should also be made to NHES . . . Directive No. 340-17,

Attachment 4." Add. at 18 (citations omitted).

In light of this directive, the first Tribunal's "mistake" becomes imperceptible. He stated

the standard he considered in his alternative ruling by "definfing] stoppage of work as a

substantial curtailment of the employer's business." Add. at 6. Consistent with the Unions'

requests and the extra-jurisdictional case law, he employed a case-specific analysis tailored to the

particular facts of the situation. Add. at 6-8. He examined the specific facts of this case and
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considered the factors relevant to this case that the Commissioner urged for consideration in

reaching a decision. Id

The Commissioner's other criticisms of the f,irst Tribunal's decision were just unfair.

First, the Commissioner's statement that Directive No. 340-17 was not followed is misleading.

The Directive establishes the procedure to follow when a local office manager or other

Department employee is "made aware of a labor dispute." Se¿ Directive 340-17, CR Vol. III at

426-30. Even assuming it is applicable to the Appeal Tribunal, the Directive contains no more

than a list of short questions that mention some of the factors to consider for a work stoppage,

but does not specify how to determine whether various functions were substantially curtailed.16

V/here the first Tribunal's decision addresses at length the categories of information referenced

by the Directive questions, the Commissioner's position that the Directive was not "referenced"

elevates form over substance.lT

Second, the Commissioner's charucterization of the first Tribunal's analysis as a

"negative impact" analysis is specious. The extra-jurisdictional case law cited by the

Commissioner states that to assess whether there has been a substantial curtailment, one should

perform a "fact-specif,rc inquiry; there is no percentage threshold or numerical formula," Herîz

Corp. v. Acting Dir. of the Div. of Emp't & Training,437 Mass. 295,298 (2002), with a focus on

"the main business of the employer," Twenty-Eight (28) Members of Oil, Chem. & Atomic

l4lorkersUnion, LocalNo. 1-1978v. Emp'tSec. Div. ofAlaskaDep'tof Labor,659P.2d583,

16 The exact text ofthe applicable fact finding guide questions are reproduced as follows:
7. Did a stoppage of wolk occur? Evidence?

a) Production stopped or severely curtailed?
b) Shipments stopped?
c) Operation shutdown?
d) Dollar amounts/percentage of curtailment?
e) Deliveries of materials? By whorn?

8. Exact date and time of work stoppage?
9. If there was a work stoppage, which units were/were not involved? 'Which types of workers?

r7 Furthennore, nowhere in the Directive or Attachment A does it state that the Directive rnust be referenced in an

adjudicator's written determination.
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592 (Alaska 1983).

The Commissioner did not explain how to determine "substantial impact" without

analyzing"negative impact." In effect, the Commissioner affixed a label to the first Tribunal's

analysis, different from the label he later chose. The Commissioner relabeled the analysis to

justify ordering a do-over.

Ordering a re-opening and de novo hearing of the first Tribunal's decision was in excess

of the Commissioner's statutory authority, and thus the Court should reverse that decision. The

Commissioner's disagreement with the first Tribunal's decision was not a "mistake" within the

meaning of the statute. Otherwise the Commissioner could re-open a tribunal decision when he

merely "disagrees with the tribunal decision." See Mullen II, supra at 403.

ilI. EVEN IF THIS COURT ADOPTS A "SUBSTANTIAL CURTAILMENT"
ANALYSIS, IT SHOULD NONETHELESS REJECT A "HOLISTIC" ANALYSIS
OF AN EMPLOYER'S BUSINESS. INSTEADO IT SHOULD LIMIT "STOPPAGE
oF woRK" TO "STOPPAGES OF ltrORK," \ilHILE RECOGNIZTNG THE
REALITIES OF HOW THE \ryORK NORMALLY PERF'ORMED BY THE
WORIGRS IS PERFORMED.

This Court has never defined the phrase "stoppage of work" as used in RSA 282-A:36.

The Unions and the Commissioner will ask this Court to adopt the phrase "substantial

curtailment of an employer's operations," the definition advanced by a majority of other states.

If the Court does so, it still should tether the term to the statutory language.

The purpose of New Hampshire's unemployment statute is "to prevent the spread of

unemployment and to lighten the burden on those workers who are involuntarily unemployed

through no fault of their own." Appeal of Boudreault, T23 N.H. 332, 333 (1983).

purpose of an unemployment compensation act. . . . If the dispute caused the unemployment, the

employee is disqualified from receiving benefits." Gorecki v. State,l 15 N.H. 120,722 (1975).

Accordingly, New Hampshire law disqualifies claimants:
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For any week with respect to which the commissioner finds that his or her total or
partial unemployment is due to a stoppage of work which exists because of a
labor dispute at the factory, establishment, or other premises at which he or she is
or was last employed....

RSA 282-A:36.

Nothing in New Hampshire law warrants adopting the position that the phrase "stoppage

of work" implicates the overall effect on the employer's business. Presumably the "work" in

"stoppage of work" has to mean something, and New Hampshire law at minimum allows it to

mean the strikers' work.18

As this Court writes a blank slate, it should avoid "holistic" efforts to test what effect the

strike had on the Company's "bottom line." See Add. at 48. A company's bottom line is but one

factor that some courts have considered as a proxy to evaluate whether a strike caused a

"stoppage of work" under the "substantial curtailment" standard. See e.g. Boguszewski v.

Comm'r of Dep't of Emp't andTraining, et aL.,410 Mass. 337,344 (1991) (identifying revenue

as one indicator of "substantialness") (citation omitted). Yet a "substantial curtailment" standard

can be an amorphous one where, as recently recognized by the Massachusetts Board of Review,

"[o]ver time, the terminology referring to the work stoppage issue has become confusing."

Board of Review Decision, M-0336, M-0338, M-0346, M-0352,M-0373, M-0395, M-0396 and

M-0397, aI *21 (Aug. 18,2017).

Neighboring jurisdictions have staked guideposts that can instruct this Courl's analysis.

First, the Court need not turn its focus away from the actual work not performed due to the labor

dispute. Massachusetts has long recognized that "where a labor dispute blocks a substantial

therefore a'stoppage of work."' Adomaitis v. Dir, of the Div. of Emp't \ec.,334 Mass. 520,524

't The Massachusetts Suprerne Judicial Couft has explicitly recognized this interpretation. See Adomaitis, infra at
524 ("where a labor dispute blocks a substantial amount of work which would otherwise be done it has stopped that
much of the work and there is therefore a'stoppage of work which exists because of a labor dispute"').
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(1956). This principle remains central within the context of a "substantial curtailment" analysis,

as evidenced in the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court's ("SJC") analysis of a strike's effect

on a telephone company's operations in Boguszewski, supra at342-43. In fact, this summer the

Massachusetts Board of Review emphasized the importance of evaluating the work not done as a

result of the labor dispute:

Given the focus on 'stoppage of work' in the language and purpose of fthe labor
dispute disqualif,rcation], we think it makes sense to look first at what happened to
the work normally performed by the striking employees (i.e.,bargaining unit
work), rather than to examine the evidence in the more confusing terms of
'production' and 'support operations.' If the employer cannot show that
bargaining unit work was substantially curtailed, then it will have to establish that
the strike measurably and substantially disrupted the work of the non-bargaining
unit work force.

Board of Review Decision, supra at *22. In so stating, the Massachusetts Board of Review

reaffirmed that the work normally performed by the strikers is the barometer by which to gauge

the strike's effect on an employer's operations. This Court should take heed and similarly

recognize.

The British antecedents to the unemployment statute demonstrate that "stoppage of

work" meant stoppage of work.le British law considered the question of whether the work was

stopped and not performed by others when evaluating a worker's eligibility for benefìts. See

Hawaiian Tel. Co. v. Hawaii Dep't of Labor and Indus. Relations,4Os F. Supp. 275,281 (D.

Haw. 1976) (disqualification "for benefits if his unemployment is due to a trade dispute so long

as the job which he held continues to be vacant. . . . Vacancies might be terminated by the return

of the worker, by the hiring of a replacement, or by a readjustment of work operations." (quoting

ofr, IS vlston

to Many states modeled their labor disqualification statutes after the federal Draft Bill, which was prepared in
conjunction with the Social Security Act. See Shadur, Unemployntent Benefits and the "Labor Dispute"
Disqualification, 17 U. Chic. L. Rev. 294 (1950). The federal Draft Bill was modeled in substantial part after the
British Unemployment Insul'ance Acts. Hawaiian Tel. Co., infra a|287. Decisions of British Umpires interpreting
the British trade dispute disqualifications form a body of precedents for interpreting the American labor dispute
disqualifications. 1d

rnc ES u.te
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and Unemployment Compensation (July, 1946Ð).20 Thus, British law considered whether

striking employees were fully or substantially replaced. See Brit. Ump. 495, at 596 (1927)

("'When a considerable number of men with one accord cease to carry on with their work it

seems to me that there must almost inevitably be a stoppage of work, whether a few minutes only

or several months elapse before the men retum to work or their places are filled by other men.");

Brit. Ump. 496, at 599-600 (1922) (stoppage of work where, despite "management [maintaining]

substantially the same output after'the dispute as before[,] . . . the applicants' places were not

filled . . . . [and] ft]hey continued to be in the position that there was work which they would be

doing but for the dispute").

Second, both Vermont and Massachusetts2l provide special considerations for public

utilities. The Vermont Supreme Court has addressed how the substantial curtailment standard

and factors outlined by the Commissioner apply in the context of a labor dispute involving a

telecommunications provider. In Whitcomb v. Dep't of Emp't and Training,l47 Vt.525 (1986),

the Court found that a strike by the IBEV/ caused a substantial curtailment of New England

Telephone & Telegraph's ("NET") operations despite the fact that telephone service to

customers was not significantly affected, billing and payment were not curtailed, and service

activity was actually slightly higher on the last day of the strike than it was on the first day of the

strike. Id. at 521. The Court determined that NET's evidence of an increase in the backlog of

installations, the decrease in worker hours and delays in calls to operator assistance was

"significant" andestablished that the strike substantially curtailed its operatio ns. Id. at 528. In

reaching this conclusion, the Court allowed that while "business revenues, production, services

'o FairPoint has submitted an inter-library loan request for a clean copy of the Hughes publication. The request was
not fulfilled by the tirne of this filing. FairPoint will submit a supplemental appendix with the relevant portions,
should the Court so desire.

'' Two states whose law the Cornmissioner lelied upon in advancing the more expansive "substantial curtailment"
standard. See CR Vol. lll at 438-39.
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and worker hours before and during the strike," are relevant considerations, these factors are not

dispositive . Id. And in Boguszewski, the Massachusetts SJC similarly ruled that given the nature

of a public utility's business, the fact that the provision of service continues is largely irrelevant.

410 Mass. at345.

As in llhitcomb and Boguszewski, in considering a substantial curtailment standard, this

Court should do so in the context of FairPoint's business. FairPoint is a public utility and as

such has obligations to its customers that guided its priorities. Courts are concerned not to

punish public utilities for satisfying their obligations to provide service to their customers.

lï/hitcomb, I47 V t. at 527 -28; Boguszewski, 410 Mass. at 3 45 ; Weld v. Gas and Elec. Light

Comm'rs,l97 Mass. 556 (1908); see also Lewis, The Stoppage of l|rork Concept in Labor

Dispute Disqualffication Jurisprudence,45 J. Urb. L.319,330-3I (1967-65) ("while the courts

refuse to apply a different or exceptional rule to utilities, the weighing of factors in such

operations is necessarily of another order from that of manufacturing firms").

Third, this Court should adopt a standard cognizant of the realities within which

employers operate and workers perform their work. Much of the work normally performed by

FairPoint's unionized workforce -- repairs, installations, and construction -- is tied to the

weather; storms not only cause more repairs, but also make repair, installation, and construction

work more difficult to perform. The strike prevented FairPoint from deploying its usual

response to winter storms, and thus it prevented FairPoint from operating "winter normal." Any

standard applied must not be divorced from these realities.

IV. CONSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORT THIS LIMITED
APPLICATION OF THE TERM "STOPPAGE OF'WORK."

Federal labor law preemption forbids the application of state statutes that enmesh the

State with the "free play of economic forces" between labor and management, which Congress

intended to be left unregulated. See Machinists, supra ar 139-40. If this Court delves into the
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overall impact of the strike on FairPoint's operations -- effectively a who's winning analysis --

then RSA 282-A:36 violates this principle. The standard for "stoppage of work" applied in some

states grants a state body latitude to determine the effectiveness of a strike. Then, in granting

unemployment benefits to striking employees if their union's strike is determined to cause no

"substantial curtailment," those states level the playing field that labor policy says is to be left

alone by the states.

The National Labor Relations Act,29 U.S.C. $ 151 et. seq. ("NLRA") deliberately left

unregulated certain weapons of economic self-help, such as strikes and lock-outs, because

Congress intended collective bargaining to be left to the economic power of the parties to a

collective bargaining relationship. Machinists, supra at I40. "The economic weakness of the

affected party cannot justify state aid contrary to federal law ... the use of economic pressure by

the parties to a labor dispute . . . is part and parcel of the process of collective bargainin 9." Id. aT

149 (internal quotations omitted). Whether a union's strike does or does not hamper the overall

operations of an employer's business, it is not for the state to fix the problem. Id. at 148-49. To

the extent that the Department is administering RSA 282-A:36 to subsidize strikes where the

impact on an employer's overall business is limited, it enables employees to strike longer and to

exert added pressure on the employer until such a curtailment does occur or a concession is

made. Id.; Golden State I, supra at 609-20 (state pressuring employer to settle with union is

preempted by the NLRA).

Machinists preemption of such a statute would be obvious but for the Supreme Court's

decision inNew YorkTel. Co. v. New YorkState Dep't of Labor,440 U.S. 519 (1979). There,

the Supreme Court held the states were permitted to enact statutes under which striking workers

are either authorized to receive or prohibited from receiving unemployment benefits. The three-

Justice plurality examined the legislative history of the NLRA and the Social Security Act
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("SSA"), and found evidence that Congress considered the specific type of statute in question

and intended to permit states to make the policy determination whether striking workers should

or should not be entitled to receive unemployment benefits. Id. at 540-41,544.22

But the separate opinions in New York Tel. produce a narrow holding. The opinions rely

on legislative history indicating that Congress specifically contemplated the type of statute

before the Court and that Congress intended to allow states to enact laws either authorizing or

prohibiting payments of unemployment compensation to striking workers. Id. af 546-51.

Allowing states to compensate or not compensate employees who strike is not the same as

finding that states can delve into the effectiveness of a strike, and utilize unemployment

compensation to rebalance the parties' strength.

The Supreme Court later emphasizedfhaf New York Tel. was not carte blanche for states

to use unemployment compensation to regulate labor-management relations. While Baker v.

General Motors Corp.,478 U.S. 621 (1986), ultimately follows New York Tel. in holding that a

state may disqualify from unemployment compensation those who finance a strike that puts them

out of work, id. at 634-35, it also reaffrrmed the holding of Nash v. Florida Indus. Comm'n,389

U.S. 235 (1967). In Nash, the Court held that a state's refusal to pay an employee

unemployment compensation because she filed a charge with the National Labor Relations

Board was preempted as interfering with federal labor law. 389 U.S. at 235. In Baker, the Court

explained that the labor policy will yield to a state's determination whether or not to pay stlikers

and their supporters unemployment compensation, but it trumps a state law which "undermin[es]

an essential protection in the NLRA." Baker,478 U.S. at 636; see also United Steelworkers of

Am. AFL-AO-CLC v. Johnson,799 F.2d 402 (9th Cir. 1986)

" lf it were not for the legislative history showing that Congress specifically contemplated this type of statute, a

majority ofthe Justices -- the concurring Justices and the three dissenting Justices -- would have found that even
such a degree of involvement in the labor management struggle would be preempted. See Rhode Lslønd Ho.sp. Ass'n
v. Providence,66T F.3d 17,28n.6 (lst Cir. 2011).
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Interpreting the phrase "stoppage of work" as requiring an analysis of the struck

employer's "bottom line," and to decide thereby whether to grant benefits, goes far beyond any

interpretation considered in New York Tel. Individual employees are no more or less deserving

of unemployment compensation because of a strike's effectiveness. The only reason to base

compensation on the effectiveness of the strike is to place the state's thumb on one side of the

scale or the other in an arcawhere Congress has forbidden interference. See Golden State 1,475

U.S. at 619 ("4local government, as well as the National Labor Relations Board, lacks the

authority to introduce some standard of properly balanced bargaining power... or to define what

economic sanctions might be permitted negotiating parties in an ideal or balanced state of

collective bargaining." (internal quotations and citations omitted)). If this Court were to consider

the effect on FairPoint's bottom line, or the effectiveness of FairPoint's efforts to mitigate the

strike's impact, when deciding whether to award the Claimants benefits, it would distort the

federal labor law regime. See NLRB v. Mackay Radio & Tel. Co.,304 U.S. 333 (1938) (holding

that telecommunications firm did not violate the NLRA when it brought employees from its

other offices to fill the strikers' places in an effort to carry on its business and refused to

discharge the replacements at the strike's end in order to make room for the strikers); Cf. Trans

World Airlines, Inc. v, Indep. Fed'n of Flight Attendants,4Sg U.S. 426,438 (1989) ("That the

prospect of a reduction in available positions may divide employees and create incentives among

them to remain at work or abandon a strike before its conclusion is a secondary effect fairly

within the arsenal of economic weapons available to employers during a period of self-help.").

This Court interprets statutes to avoid constitutional questions. See State v. Pratte,758

N.H. 45, 49 (2008) ("A statute will not be construed to be unconstitutional, where it is

susceptible to a construction rendering it constitutional." (quoting State v. Pierce, 152 N.H. 790,

193 (2005))). Here, this can readily be achieved. This Court should construe the statute in
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accordance with its plain language and British precedent and emphasize the strike's effect on the

work normally performed by the strikers, not its impact on the Company's bottom line or a

"holistic" assessment of its business.

V. THE SECOND TRIBUNAL'S FINDINGS,INFERENCES, AND CONCLUSIONS
WERE CLEARLY ERRONEOUS ON THE \ryHOLE RECORD.

The second Tribunal clearly ered when, in the face of the unrebutted evidence of the

Company's inability to perform the work that the strikers normally performed, it found that no

stoppage of work occurred. The record demonstrates that FairPoint's unionized workforce

performs three categories of work, that workforce struck FairPoint for over four months, the

work normally performed by the strikers was severely compromised for that period, and

additional evidence demonstrated the strike's substantial impact. Specifically, the unrebutted

evidence demonstrated :

o FairPoint was unable to replace the strikers' hours and could not substantially
perform the strikers' work, see supra, SOF23 at IV.A;

Construction, installations, and marketing were significantly curtailed, see supra,
SOF at IV.B, E;

Repair activity was significantly affected by the strike, see supra, SOF at IV.C;

FairPoint's wholesale business lost customers to competitors, limiting current and
future revenue streams, see supra, SOF at IV.D;

Customer complaints, a key metric of FairPoint's goodwill, significantly
increased, see suprq, SOF at IV.F;

Revenues decreased nearly 11o/o,with the strike accounting for a substantial part
of that decrease, see supra, SOF at IV.G; and

FairPoint incumed $63 million in expenses related to the strike, see supra, SOF at

In the face of this unrebutted evidence, the second Tribunal largely disregarded the

realities of FairPoint's business and its obligations as a public utility. The second Tribunal

a

o

o

a

a

o

23 (cSOF" 
refers to the Statement of the Facts, supra.
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faulted FairPoint for its inability to precisely isolate the effects of the strike fi'om the effects of

the winter storms in its metrics. Add. at25. In so doing, the second Tribunal defied the realities

within which FairPoint's business operates, and effectively penalized the Company for its

inability to control the weather.

Moreover, the second Tribunal effectively penalized FairPoint for employing reasonable

mitigation strategies such as focusing on repairs over installations by categorizingthe cessation

of marketing activities as FairPoint's chosen "business model," and thus "beyond the impact of

the strike." Add. at 25. Labeliîg an employer's mitigation tactics as its "business model," so as

to diminish the strike's effect, ignored the fact that such tactics were because of the strike.

Moreover, it seemingly ignored that the skilled workforce that performs the repairs and

installations was on strike for over four months.

Beyond being illogical, such analysis is counter to New Hampshire precedent, as

'Judgment about reasonable action within the context of a flabor] dispute . . . should play no part

in administering the provisions of the compensation scheme relating to labor disputes." Appeal

ofSimplexWire&CableCo. Inc.,131N.H.40,48(1988). Inthecontextofa"stoppageof

work" analysis, this Court need look no further than Massachusetts for authority on this point.

See Adomaitis, supra at 524-25 (finding a stoppage of work where employer mitigated harm of

labor dispute because mitigation was in response to labor dispute).

VI. THE APPELLATE BOARD ERRED AS A MATTER OF LA\il WHEN IT
CONCLUDED, CONTRARY TO THE COMMISSIONER AND BOTH
TRIBUNALS, THAT STRIKE PAY IS NOT DEDUCTIBLE INCOME FOR
PURPOSES OF RSA 282-A:14.

"continued claims" that disclose any and all wages earned during the period in which they are

seeking benefits. CWA Claimants received compensation in the form of "strike pay" from their

union while on strike. CR Vol. III at292; CR Vol. III at 6(16). To be eligible for strike pay, the
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CWA required its striking members to do their "fair share" and pelform "duties" on behalf of the

union. Id. Only those members that did were compensated. CR Vol. III at 6(16). Therefore,

strike pay is a "form of remuneration for personal services" constituting wages under RSA 282-

A:15, I. As such, the Commissioner and both tribunals correctly decided that each CWA

Claimant who received strike pay should have his or her weekly benefit reduced by all strike pay

(combined with any other earned wages) that exceeds30Yo of that Claimant's weekly benefit

amount pursuant to RSA 282-A:14, III (a).

Before the Board, the CWA Claimants characterized these payments as "akin to an

insurance payment" or in exchange for "exercis[ing] a protected right," disregarding the

testimony of their own witness and the plain language of the Fund's ground rules. Mr.

Tremontozzi,the president of CV/A Local 1400, stated unequivocally that members who did not

participate in the strike or did not perform their "fair share" of duties, such as picketing,

processing strike pay, or other duties Mr. Tremontozzi assigned, would not be paid. CR Vol. III

at 6(15-16). The Fund's ground rules specifically state that "[s]trikers must perform strike duties

as defined by the Local to be eligible for payments from the Fund." CR Vol. III at292. These

rules are not "self-imposed" by the recipients, but are at the assignment of the Union president.

Both sources state that strike pay can only be received in exchange for duties performed and

neither limits those duties to picketing. The evidence does not support their characterization.

New Hampshire precedent reinforces this conclusion. V/hile addressing whether

payments to union members during a lockout constituted wages, this Court, in Mclntire v. State,

provided the pathway through which to demonstrate that "strike pay" constitutes wages for

purposes of the unemployment statute. 116 N.H. 361,366-61 (1976). In Mclntire, the Court

addressed whether lockout payments received by the claimants were wages within the

unemployment statute. Id. In its analysis, the Court identified two factors that indicated that
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these lockout payments were not "wages" within the meaning of the unemployment statute.

These factors were: (1) that the president of the union local testified that the "union required

nothing from its members in exchange for the benefits"; and (2) that the union constitution and

bylaws specifically provided that strike pay would not be paid to "any member who refuses to do

the duty assigned to him by those in charge of the strike," whereas no such provision was

included as to lockout pay. Id. at366-67. Only after highlighting those two factors did the Court

rule that the lockout pay did not constitute "wages" within the meaning of RSA 282. Id. at367.

The two factors found lacking in Mclntire are present here. First, Mr. Tremonfozzi

testified that members who did not participate in the strike or did not perform their "fair share"

of duties that the CWA assigned would not receive strike pay. CR Vol. III at 6(15-16). Second,

the ground rules for the Fund state that "fs]trikers must perform strike duties as defined by the

Local to be eligible for payments from the Fund." CR Vol. Ill at292.

Moreover, additional support lies beyond New Hampshire precedent, as a number of

other states have held that strike pay bars or offsets unemployment benefits. See e.g. Cohen v.

Levine,383 N.Y.S. 2d 447,448-49 (I976) (claimants who receive strike pay in exchange for

performing strike-related duties on behalf of union are not totally unemployed); Casilio & Sons,

Inc. v. Unemployment Comp. Bd. of Review,667 A.2d 507,511 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1995) (strike

pay was remuneration for services performed by union members on behalf of union, and thus

wages that must be deducted from unemployment benefits); Int'l Ass'n of Machinists v. Tucker,

652 So. 2d 842,843 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1995) (same).

CONCLUSION

FairPoint initially prevailed by demonstrating the obvious -- that a strike of nearly all of

its skilled technicians, persisting over four months, significantly interfered with the work

norrnally performed by the strikers and FairPoint's operations. The Commissioner determined,
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however, that a "mistake" was made, and declared that New Hampshire should adopt an

amorphous standard from extra-jurisdictional case law. In so doing, the Commissioner acted

ultra vires,and urged a statutory interpretation unmoored to the statute's text and New

Hampshire precedent. After a second hearing, FairPoint again presented unrebutted evidence of

the strike's effect, yet this time was denied by the second Tribunal in the name of the newly-

adopted standard. The Board endorsed this standard, yet emphasized the strike's effect on the

Company's oobottom line," and subsequently reversed the judgment of both tribunals and the

Commissioner by deciding that "strike pay" paid to CV/A Claimants was not deductible income.

FairPoint respectfully requests that this Court:

(1) vacate the Commissioner's ultra vires action in re-opening and ordering a de

novo hearing, and reinstate the determination of the first Tribunal; or alternatively

(2) reverse the decision of the second Tribunal as an error of law, and reinstate the

determination of the first Tribunal; and

(3) reverse the decision of the Board and find that the "strike pay" paid to the

CWA Claimants constituted deductible income for purposes of RSA 282-A:14.

ORAL ARGUMENT

FairPoint requests oral argument before the full court by Attorney Arthur Telegen.

CERTIF'ICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 16(3Xi)

I certify that the written decisions appealed uded in the attached addendum.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

APPEAL TRIBUNAL DECISION

JFS-86969

Claimant's Name:
Broderick

APPELLANT:

AprilBroderick

AprilBroderick
250 Ohio Ave
Manchester, NH 03104

Social Security Number:
xxx-xx-7173
Date Issued:
A 2015
Appeal Tribunal:

APPEAL TRIBLINAL UNIT
45 South Fruit Street

Concord, NH 03301

Telephone: (603) 223 -61 40
Fax: 223-6141

DOCKET NUMBER(S):

1 4-03 458, t 4-03 45 1, l 4-03 47 2, &. 1 4-03 493

INTERESTED PARTIES:

Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC andlor Fairpoint Logistics, Inc. and/or Fairpoint Communication, Inc.

CASE HISTORY: ,

Following a pre-hearing conference and Appeal Tribunal orders, both The Communications Workers of America and the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers withdraw their argument of a constructive lockout.

Prior to this withdrawal, the Appeal Tribunal Chairman had put them on notice that he would be cornparing the conditions of
employment undel Fairpoint's new proposal with the Labor Market to determine the reasonableness of the proposed
conditions.

The Appeal Tribunal Chairman also put the parties on notice that he would consider the issue of strike pay as deductible
incolne.

APPEARANCES:

Communications Workers of America (CWA,) represented by James Shaw and Sash Gillan.

International Brotherhood of Electrical Vy'orkers (IBEW,) represented by Peter Peroni and Meghan Cooper

Claimants: Stephanie Hanscom, April Broderick, Tina Sargent, and David Duhamel

Witness: Steplien Soule and Donald Tretnentozzi

Norllrern New England Telephone Operations, LLC, represented by Afthur Telegen, Kelsey Montgomery, and Jon Cho

Witnesses: Michael Reed, State President of Fairpoint Communications - Maine and Daniel White, Director of Staffing and
Employee Selvices

Si usted no puede leer esto, llame por favor a 1-800-266-2252 para una traduccion.
Page I of 10 PSN: 002162-Draft- 1012012 gbiTHIS SPACE FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT(S):

Ernployer Exhibit One: April l, 2008 Agreernent CWA
Ernployer Exhibit Two: Aprill, 2008 Agreerrent IBEW
Ernployer Exhibit Three: Employee Count
Ernployer Exhibit Four: Pre-Strike / Post Strike Hours
Ernployer Exhibit Five: NH Î'ouble Load Trend
Employer Exhibit Six: NH Order Load Trend
Employer Exhibit Seven: Cornplaints

Claimant Exhibit One: Trouble Load - Historic
Claimant Exhibit Two: Press Release
Claimant Exhibit Three: Earnings Call Transcript
Claimant Exhibit Four: Emails
Claimant Exhibit Five: Invoices
Claimant Exhibit Six: Contractor / Management Hours
Claimant Exhibit Seven: Spreadsheets
Claimant Exhibit Eight: Strike Pay Information

ISSUE(S) OF LAW:

RSA 282-A: 36Labor Dispute

Whether the claimants are involved in a labor dispute that resulted in a stoppage of work

RSA 282-A:14 Total and Parlial Unemployment

Whether the claimants received strike pay that is deductible income

FINDINGS OF FACT:

Nofthern New England Telephone Operations LLC (henceforth, Fairpoint) is a landline company; it provides services that
range from a dial tone for telephone service to high speed Broadband via cables that originate from their buildings to the end
user. Fairpoint provides services across nearly the entire State of New Hampshire. Fairpoint also has competition in nearly
every pafi of the State it offers seruices.

An access line refers to any one of the broad range of services Fairpoint provides to its customers. In recent years, Fairpoint
has experienced a decrease between 5-8%o of access lines per year.

Fairpoint provides services to both residential and commercial customers as well to their competitors. For instance, Fairpoint
competes with cell phone companies for telephone customers; however, cell phone companies rely on landlines from Fairpoint
to connect their towers. As cell phone companies expand their service options to their customers, they require more extensive
land line connections from Fairpoint.

Fairpoint's business customers have increased their demands for more sophisticated services and higher broadband speeds. In
response to these increasing demands and to stay competitive, Fairpoint has been heavily investing in upgrading its network to
be in a competitive position to provide faster speeds and more services to its customers.

Fairpoint has central switching offices in Conway and Concord; however, service is limited within a certain radius from these
offices. To extend the range, Fairpoint relies on carrier sites. These offices are all interconnected with redundancy to
eliminate single point failures. To provide increased broadband speed to more customers, Fairpoint must build carrier sites
that extend the range of the switching offices.

There are two unions that represent workers at Fairpoint: Communications Workers of America (CWA) and International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW). Fairpoint refers to the work performed by these employees as "bargained for

Si usted no puede leer esto, llame por favor a 1-800-266-2252 para una traducc¡on.
Pase zot'to fXlS SpnCe rOn OrlClat- ÚSe OrulV
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work"

Bargained for workers include customer service representatives who, in paft, fìeld phone calls from existing customers

experiencing troubles with their service and phone calls fì'om prospective new customers who want to schedule installation of
new seruice. They also include very technical jobs that cover all aspects of new equipment installation and maintenance as

well as the repair work of damaged equipment and cables.

The "Order Load" is the number of pending jobs for installation of seruice for new customers. The "Trouble Load" is the

number of pending repair jobs scheduled. Beginning in October 20l4,Fairpoint tracked this information separately. Repair

work represents an expense for Fairpoint.

If customers do not get the service they expect from Fairpoint, they can make a complaint to the New Hampshire Public
Utilities Commission. Fairpoint tracks the number of monthly complaints made to the New Hampshire Public Utilities
Commission. Fairpoint only tracks the number of complaints, not the specific complaints themselves.

To ensure a timely response to major repair issues, such as a weather storm, Fairpoint reallocates its resources across the State

and will imporl and exporl its resources to and from the border states with the goal of maximizing its workforce at the
particular problem location or locations.

The Trouble Load is normally higher during the second and third quarlers of the calendar year and lower during the first and

foufth quarters. This is because of the influx of tourists to the State during the summer months and because of summer
electrical storms. As is illustrated in Claimant Exhibit One, for all of the years 201 1 -2014, the Trouble Load steadily
increased from the first quafter of the calendar year into the second quafter of the calendar year. Although Fairpoint
experienced some declines in the Trouble Load during the third quafter of each of these years, the Trouble Load peaked

during the third quafter of each year at a level that was higher than at any time during the second quafier.

Contrary to the norm, in 2011 , during the third quafter, the Trouble Load decreased sharply before spiking because of
Hurricane Irene, which occurred in August 201 1. The Trouble Load decreased during September and October. Additional
stoms kept it elevated above pre-Irene levels until November.

During the hearing, the parties accepted data from the National Weather Advisory to show snow fall in New Hampshire from
October 20 I 4 through January 20 1 5. According to that same selice, at the end of October 20 I 1 New Hampshire

experienced a severe Nor'Easter storm. Because of this storm, between October 2011 and November 20ll,rhe Trouble Load

spiked to just above the August 2011 level.

In October 201 l, there were 37 complaints to the Utilities Commission. In November 2011, there were 41 complaints. The

number of complaints in November 20ll was lower than the 7l complaints made during January 2011. By December 201 1,

the number of complaints decreased to 19.

As an indicator of Fairpoint's ability to respond to and recover from major storms in a timely manner with its trained

than it had been during the second, third, and foufth quafiers of 20 1 1 . The Trouble Load continued to decline and by
February 2012, it was at the same level as it had been in January 201 l.

Fairpoint did not experience the same peak levels in the Trouble Load during 2012 and2013 as they did in2011. For both
years, by December, the Trouble Load was at approxirnately the same level as it had been during January of the same year.
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As illustrated in Employer Exhibit Seven, the number of complaints to the NH Public Utilities Commission rnostly followed
the same pattern as in 201 1 with minor increases and decreases. Tlrere were more complaints in January 2011 (71) than
during any other month in 201l, 2012, and 2013 .

Employees belonging to the two aforementioned unions have worked for Fairpoint under contracts that most recently expired
on August 2,2014. Prior to August 2,2014, both unions' members voted in favor of a strike in anticipation that the unions
and Fairpoint would not reach an agreement for a new contract. Also, in August 2014, in anticipation of an irnpending strike,
Fairpoint curtailed its marketing efforts; Fairpoint reasoned that, should a strike occur, they would be unable to address orders
for new service in a timely fashion.

The provisions of the expired contracts remained in place during negotiations. At the end of AugusT2014, Fairpoint declared
an impasse to negotiations. From August 2,2014 until October 16,2014, the bargained for workers continued to work under
the same conditions of employment of the expired contracts. On October 17,2014, Fairpoint implemented new conditions of
employment, based on their final proposals to the unions.

On October 17,2014, the workers for both unions implemented the strike and ceased working. Continuing work was
available to all of these employees under the working conditions of Fairpoint's final proposal. Per Claimant Exhibit Two,
Fairpoint's CEO, Paul Sunu, outlined those conditions as follows:

No reduction in base wages for current employees

An average annual base pay of about $58,000.00 for new employees, not including oveftime and bonus opportunities

A comprehensive medical plan, in which, Fairpoint pays 80% of premiums

A 40lK with a dollar-for-dollar company match up to 5%

Five paid sick days, four personal days, ten paid holidays, and up to five weeks ofvacation pay

During the strike, any employee could have returned to work by contacting his or her supervisor. Fairpoint notified its
employees of this via a letter the company mailed to the employees' homes. Some workers chose to return to work during the
strike.

Fairpoint implemented a contingency plan following the commencement of the strike. Fairpoint utilized members of
management (with the necessary expertise) and contractors to perform the bargained for work. Fairpoint had more flexibility
with this workforce because there were no limitations on hours or geography. This workforce worked more hours per day and
were more flexible with respect to when and where they would work. However, they also lacked farniliarity with Fairpoint's
specific systems and with New Hampshire's geography. Therefore, they were not as productive on an individual hourly basis
as the striking workers prior to the commencement of the strike.

As paft of the contingency plan, during the strike, management shifted their focus from the strategic and tactical planning of
attracting new customers, expanding and maintaining its infrastructure, and expanding its service offerings.

Michael Reed is the President of Fairpoint operations in the State of Maine. He monitored Fairpoint's productivity fì'om a
command and control center. He tracked productivity in different ways and personally witnessed Fairpoint's operations on a
daily basis. To achieve the same productivity as their bargained for counterpalts, management and contractors were working
more hours per day. However, because of their reduced numbers, as a combined effort, they worked fewer overall hours than
their counterpafts. Mr. Reed repofted prodtrctivity numbers to Fairpoint's CEO, Paul Sunu.
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In October 2014,Lhe Trouble Load was lower than it was at the beginning of January 2014 lt was also lower than it had ever
been during the second, third, and foufth quarter since the beginning of 2011.. By the end of October 2014 and through
November 2011 , it increased. It spiked in Decembel' 2014. It peaked at about the same level as it did in November 20 I I .

The increase in October 2014 was atypical. Since 201 1, Fairpoint experienced a decrease in the Trouble Load Rate during
October, with the exception of 2011 (which can be explained by tlie aforementioned Nor'Easter).

As illustrated in Employer Exhibit Six, by the end of October 2014, the Order Load increased to a level that was
approximately double from what it was in the middle of September 2014. This despite Fairpoint having reduced its
advertising effots and its utilization of alternative call centers to respond to customers, which were located outside of
Fairpoint. Fairpoint attributes some of the cause to these workers lacking the experience of Fairpoint's normal workforce, and
having only received minimal training, which resulted in reduced productivity. The Trouble Load also negatively impacted
the Order Load because Fairpoint prioritized its repair work over new service installations. Fairpoint rescheduled
installations for service for new customers to prioritize repair work.

In October 2014,there were 63 complaints to the NH Public Utilities Commission. This number increased to 82 in November
2014 and in December 2014,the number spiked to 351. In January 2015,fhe number of complaints decreased to215. ln
February 201 5, although the number of complaints decreased to 80, the number was still higher than during any other month
since the beginning of 201L

At the end of November,2074, the State experienced a snowstorm. The strike negatively impacted Fairpoint's ability to
recover from the storm in a timely fashion, which Fairpoint had proven it could do following the storms of 2011. Historically,
Fairpoint maximized all of its workforce resources to address the increased Trouble Load because of the storm. However,
with the loss of their workforce because of the strike, Fairpoint could only rely on management and contracted workers to
address the Trouble Load.

Beginning in December 2014,Fairpoint maxed out its workforce resources in response to the snowstorms that hit the region;
however, the strike removed their option of mobilizing trained workers from neighboring states. Fairpoint had to steadily
increase the number of contracted workers; however, there was always a delay caused by the mobilization itself as well as

training the contracted workers.

From December 2014 to January 2015,the Trouble Load Rate decreased; however, at a much slower rate than it had from
November 2011 to December 201 1. The Trouble Load rate continued to decrease; however, on February 25,2015, it was still
higher than it had been on October 15,2014.

The Order Load continued to increase and by the beginning of January 2015,it was at a level approximately two and half
times from where it was at in September 2014. Although the Order Load decreased in February 2015, on February 25,2015 it
remained at a level that was more than double what it was on October 15,2014. By shifting its focus away from attracting
and serving new customers, Fairpoint's revenue was negatively impacted.

Between December 2014 and January 2015,the average number of complaints to the NH Public Utilities Commission
decreased to approximately 75, which was still higher than the historic average.

On December 23,2014 and on March 4,2015, Mr. Sunu rnade public comments, in which, he assured the public that, despite
the strike, Fairpoint was showing productivity "well above pre strike levels" despite "aggressive picketing and sabotage". He
also assured the public that they were addressing more customer seryice work orders per day compared to the efforts of the
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striking ernployees. Lastly, he blamed the weather for the majority of the impact to Fairpoint's backlog of work

However, because Mr. Sunu did not personally witness the day-to-day operations, he based his comments simply on the
production numbers he received from Mr. Reed. Therefore, he may not have considered that contingency workers wele
working more hours per day to achieve the same individual productivity as their seasoned and well-trained counterparts.
Essentially, it was a by-product of their working more individual hours. The contractors simply lacked the expertise in
Fairpoint's specific systems. Mr. Reed can suppoft Mr. Sunu's commentary; however, only with significant qualifìers, which
Mr. Sunu did not allude to.

The CWA Union maintains a strike fund that is funded by a portion of member dues. Union lnembers are only eligible to
receive strike pay if they perform "strike duties," which are determined by the president of the local union. In New
Hampshire, the local set this standard at five days of picketing, which he subsequently reduced. If a member could not picket,
the member could perform other duties (working for the union) to establish eligibility.

To be eligible for the receipt of strike pay, the striking workers must have performed some type of selice, directed by the
local union,

Fairpoint continued to negotiate with the unions and ultimately both sides reached an agreement. The bargained for
employees returned to work on February 25,2015.

CONCLUSION(S) OF LAW:

After a review of all the records and testimony, the Appeal Tribunal Chairman concludes that the claimants were unemployed
because of a stoppage of work due to a labor dispute, per RSA 282-A:36.

As was stipulated by the parlies, there was a labor dispute. Fairpoint was the claimants last employer prior to the labor
dispute.

None of the laws exceptions apply to the claimants in this case. The claimants have stipulated that there was no lockout nor
was there a constructive lockout. All of the claimants in this case had a direct interest in the labor dispute, the employer-
employee relationship between the claimant and Fairpoint had not been severed, there was no contract in place at the time of
the labor dispute, and the stoppage of work has ended within two weeks of the end of the labor dispute (see RSA 282-A:36
sections I, II, and III).

Nothing in the law or rule guides the Chairman to defìne work stoppage based on the actions of the claimant or the employer.
The unions argue that the Chairman should adopt the "majority view" of other states that reference "stoppage of work" within
their statutes; however, although these states furlher define stoppage of work as a "substantial cuftailment" of tlre employer's
business, there is no clear consensus with respect to what constitutes a "substantial cuftailment."

The Chairrnan declines to create such a definition in the absence of guidance from the law, rule, or case law.

Therefore, the Chairman defines stoppage of work as the claimant's election to stop working because of a labor dispute.

If, however, the Chairman were to define stoppage of work as a substantial cuftailment of the employer's business, he would
have concluded that Fairpoint suffered a substantial curtailment of its business because of the strike.

Fairpoint is a service industry. Therefore, the best criteria to use to determine whether or not the strike negatively irnpacted
Faitpoint's business and the extent of that strike is criteria that neasures Fairpoint's ability to provide its service and
Fairpoint's ability to acquire new customers.
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Without a corresponding measure of expenses for the same tilne period, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the
complete financial impact of the strike to Fairpoint. Regardless, Fairpoint ceased marketing to and servicing for new
customers for a majority of a year. Additionally, Fairpoint essentially focused all of its efforts on expense related work
(repairs) during the strike. It is more likely than not that, combined, this had a negative impact on Fairpoint's revenue.

Frontline workers (the striking workers) only representapaft of Fairpoint's business; rnanagernent is the other part. The loss
of bargained for workers was a direct result of the strike (the workers walked off tlie job;) the loss of management workers
\ryas an indirect loss. Without management planning in its infrastructure during the strike, Fairpoint significantly impacted its
ability to stay competitive by meeting its customers' ever increasing demands for faster service and its ability to attract and
serve customers in outlying regions.

Therefore, with respect to management hours diverted to bargained for work hours, the specific number is irrelevant. That
management diverted any of its focus from strategic and tactical planning to operations is enough to illustrate a negative
impact to Fairpoint's business.

The claimant's argument that the weather was to blame for Fairpoint's troubles and not the fact that they walked off the job is
not cogent. The weather and the strike are not mutually exclusive events. Fairpoint's business includes weather related repair
work. Therefore, when the claimant's walked off the job, they directly and negatively impacted Fairpoint's ability to perform
an essential function ofits business.

Fairpoint has shown that with their regular dedicated work force, they can respond to and repair damage from severe weather
in a fimely fashion. Their response to huruicane Irene in August 2011 and the Nor'Easter in October 2011 with the resulting
rapid decrease of the Trouble Load support this conclusion. In October 2014,Fairpoint experienced an atypical increase in
the Trouble Load that can only be explained by the striking workers. There was no significant weather event during this time.
Therefore, it is more likely than not that the increase was caused solely by the striking workers walking off the job and
Fairpoint lacking the workforce resources necessary to address any of its repair work.

From that elevated Trouble Load position, they experienced a spike because of a major weather event. The storms of
November / December 2014 do not illustrate unprecedented events; rather, they illustrate why Fairpoint needs and relies on a
regular dedicated workforce. It also illustrates how the lack of one substantially cuftails its business during such storms.
Although Fairpoint ultimately reduced the Trouble Load, it took considerably longer than it otherwise would have had the
striking workers been in place. Additionally, as illustrated in Employer Exhibit Five, the Trouble Load remained elevated on
February 25,2014 compared to where it was before the claimants went on strike.

Therefore, although Fairpoint improved its situation by February 2015, iL took more man hours per person per day, a shift in
the focus of management, hiring contractors, and an essential abandoning of the installation of new service for new customers.
Despite all of these effofis, it still took Fairpoint considerably longer to achieve less success than they would have with their
regular workforce in place, as illustrated in201l-2012.

The number of complaints to the Public Utilities Commission illustrates Fairpoint's ability to serve its customers. The historic
data shows that during times of signifrcant weather events, the number remained mostly unchanged. It is more likely than not

also more likely than not that the signifìcant increase in the number of complaints during the fourth quarter of 2014 is directly
related to Fairpoint's inability to do the same because of the striking workers.

It is iruelevant that Fairpoint reduced its marketing efforts prior to the strike. This does not change the fact that Fairpoint did
so in anticipation of the strike. Because the union workers voted for a strike prior to the expiration of the contt'acts, this was
not an unleasonable preparation. Although there is no separate historic data on the Order Load, Mr. Reed testified that the
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Trouble Load trend extends into the Order Load as well. Fairpoint's marketing reduction and redirection of all its l'esources to
repair work clearly had a negative impact on Fairpoint's ability to attract and serve new customers.

Although Fairpoint presented Employer Exhibit Four (based on Claimant's Exhibits Five, Six, and Seven) in good faith to
show total work hours before and after the commencement of the strike, the criteria used raises too many questions.
Essentially, the data used to calculate the numbers derived frorn multiple sources, used different methodologies, and relied on

different assumptions. However, Michael Reed was a credible witness. His testimony was detailed, straightforward, and

logical. Additionally, he was not evasive and was forthcoming when he lacked the answer to a question. Because Mr. Reed

was credible, the Chairman accepts, as fact, that during the strike, management and contractors worked, on average, more
hours per person per day than the stliking workers did prior to the strike. However, they still worked fewer total hours during
the entirety of the strike than the striking workers would have during the same timeframe.

Mr. Reed satisfactorily explained the apparent contradictions between Mr. Sunu's statements and reality. Although Mr. Sunu

did not use the same qualifiers in his statements, it is more likely than not that the reason was because it was simply meant to
spin Fairpoint's situation in a favorable light for public dissemination. Therefore, Mr. Sunu's comments regarding Fairpoint's
success are unreliable. First, he was not present at the hearing to clarify his statements. Second, they are unsupported by the

evidence. It is more likely than not that Mr, Sunu simply wanted to use what was available to instill public confidence in
Fairpoint to protect the business and to ensure that there was still a viable business for the striking workers to return to.

The fact that the striking workers returned work on Februaty 25,2015 indicates that Fairpoint and the unions must have

reached an agreement. Therefore, Fairpoint must have continued negotiating with the unions to reach such an agreement.

The unions argued that not only did the strike have little effect on Fairpoint's business operations, but that Fairpoint actually
exceeded its operational goals during the strike. The unions failed to explain; however, Faipoint's continued motivation to
negotiate with the unions in light of such success. Simply put, if Fairpoint experienced elevated success without the striking
workers, it is more likely than not that Fairpoint would have instead prolonged the strike.

Because the claimants removed lockout and constructive lockout from their argument, the Chairman concludes that the

conditions of employment, as described by Fairpoint's CEO, are reasonable when compared to the labor market. Therefore,
although the claimants had the right to negotiate for better tenns, it does not change the fact that suitable work remained
available to them during the labor dispute. Because they freely chose not to accept this work, they do not satisfy the
overarching eligibility requirement for the receipt of unemployment benefits: they were not unemployed through no fault of
their own.

Had the Chairman elected to define work stoppage as a substantial cufiailment of Fairpoint's business, Fairpoint has met the

burden ofproof, by a preponderance ofthe evidence, to show that they suffered a substantial curtailment oftheir business

because of the striking workers.

The Chairman separately concludes that the union members' strike pay is deductible wages under RSA 282-A:14

Although the strike pay is comprised of union members' dues, it was not merely a refund of dues back to the members.

Rather, the union members were not eligible to receive the nronies until they performed a pre defined service for the union.

Therefore, the strike pay was clearly rernuneration for service. The Cliairman notes that tlie law does not provide any

exception to the definition for strikè pay selices.' Because the monies are wages, it is the claimant's respónsibility to reporl
such wages for week during which they were earned.
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DECISION:

Tlre Appeal Tribunal Chairman rnodifìes the Certifying Offìcer's determination and denies benefits effective October 17 ,2014
through February 25, 201 5.

The Chaiman puts tlre claimants on notice that it is their responsibility to ensure they have reported strike pay as wages for
the week during whicli they were earned. Any claimant who has filed aweekly claim without reporting the receipt of strike
pay must contact the Departrnent and provide the necessary information so that a corection to the weekly claim can be

perfonned.

DECISION OF APPEAL TRIBUNAL CHAIRMAN: Kevin Croce

Hearing Method: In Person Hearing Location: Concord

Date:Fe J 2015 &. March 1 2015 Decision Date: A 2015

IF YOU WISH TO APPEAL THIS DECISION, SEE REVERSE FOR YOUR APPEAL RIGHTS.
THIS DECISION IS FINAL UNLESS AMENDED BY THE CHAIRMAN OR APPEALED IN WRITING.

AN APPEAL IS TIMELY IF IT IS RECEIVED IN THE DEPARTMENT OR POSTMARKED NO LATERTHAN:
4t28120t5
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THIS DECISION IS FINAL UNLESS APPEALBD IN WRITING OR AMENDED BY THE CHAIRMAN.

AN APPEAL IS TIMELY IF IT IS RECEIVED IN THIS DEPARTMENT OR POSTMARKED BY:

412812015

APPEAL RIGHTS: An Interested Party adversely affected by this Decision may request the Commissioner reopen the decision
due to fraud, mistake, or newly-discovered evidence. The Unernployment CompenSation law, as provided in RSA 282-A:60,
requires a written request that includes the facts or arguments that are the basis for the request. The request should be addressed

to: Commissioner, NH Employment Security, clo Appeal Tribunal Unit, PO Box 9505, Manchester, NH 03108-9505.
Please include your name, the docket number, and the last four digits of the claimant's Social Security number.

A reopening request is timely if it is postrnarked or received by the Department within l4 calendar days from the date the
decision was issued. If the 14th day is a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the deadline above was extended to the next work
day.

If the reopen request is filed after this deadline, include the reason(s) for the delay, as the Commissioner may extend this limit if
sufficient grounds exist to justiff or excuse the filing delay.

After all appeal levels have been exhausted, RSA 282-A:29 allows the Commissioner, with the approval of the Attorney
General's Office, to forgive an individual of an overpayment of benefits under certain conditions. To request forgiveness of the

overpayment debt, send the reason(s) you believe the debt should be forgiven in writing to:
Commissioner, NHES,45 South Fruit Street, Concord, NH 03301

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS AND BENEFITS

Waiver of Rights Void : ANy aGREEMENT By AN INDTVTDUAL To V/AIVE, RELEASE, oR COMMUTE HIS RIGHTS To BENEFITS oR ANY

OTHER RIGHTS UNDER THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE VOID. SAT RSA 282-A: T 57,

LiMitAtiON Of FEES: NOINOIVIOUALCLAIMINGBENEFITS SHALLBE CHARGED FEES OFANYKINDINANYPROCEEDINGI]NDERTHIS

CHAPTERBYTHE COMMISSIONEROFTHEDEPARTMENTOFEMPLOYMENT SECURITY, ORBYHIS REPRESENTATIVE ORBYANY COURT

ORBYANY OFFICER THEREOF. ANY INDIVIDUALCLAIMINGBENEFITS BEFORETHE COMMISSIONERORHIS REPRESENTATIVEMAYBE
- REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL OR OTHER DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT; BUT NO SUCH COUNSEL OR AGENT SFIALL EITHER CHARGE OR

RECEIVE FOR SUCH SERVICES MORE THAN AN AMOUNT APPROVED BY THE COMMISSIONER. ANY PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY

PROVISION OF THIS SECTION SFIALL BE GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR. SNø RSA 282-4.'158.

No Assignment or Attachment of Benefits: ANy ASSIGNMENT, pLEDcE, oR ENCUMBRANCE oF ANY RIGHT To BENEFITS, WHICH

ARE ORMAYBECOMEDUEORPAYABLETINDERTHIS CHAPTER SHALLBE VOID. SUCHRIGHTS TOBENEFITS SHALLBEEXEMPTFROM

LEVY, EXECUTION, ATTACHMENT, OR ANY OTHER REMEDY WHATSOEVER PROVIDED FOR THE COLLECTION OF DEBT OR TAXES.

BENEFITS RECEIVED BY ANY INDIVIDUAL, SO LONG AS TFIEY ARE NOT MINGLED WITH OTHER FI]NDS OF THE RECIPIENT, SIIALL BE

EXEMPT FROM ANY REMEDY WHATSOEVER FOR THE COLLECTION OF ALL DEBTS EXCEPT DEBTS INCURRED FOR NECESSARIES

FURNISHED TO SUCH ]NDIVIDUAL OR HIS SPOUSE OR DEPENDENTS DURING THE TIME WI]EN SUCH INDIVIDUAL WAS UNEMPLOYED.

ANY V/AIVER OF ANY EXEMPTION PROVIDED FOR IN THIS SECT]ON SHALL BE VOID EXCEPT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS AS

PROVIDED IN RSA 282-A:31. SEE RSA 282-4.'159.

Prohibition Against Discrimination: No PERSON SHALLDTSCRìMTNATE IN ANY WAYAGAINSTANOTIIERPERSONBECAUSEOFHIS

APPEARANCE OR INTENDED APPEARANCE AS A WITNESS OR PARTY, OR FOR GIVING OR FURNISHING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION

WITII ANY PROCEEDING UNDER THIS CHAPTER OR AN APPEAL THEREFROM. ANY PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF TH]S

SECTION SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE PENALTIES PROVIDED IN RSA 282-A:161-168. SEE RSA 282-A.'160.

Si usted no puede leer esto, llame por favor a 1-800-266-2252 para una traduccion

1962A262\'.1
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New Hampshire
Employment
Security

'lr{e'tz t*wzttry to keep Ncw Hatyshtrc wæktry'

GnoRop N. Conanrs, cor¡¡¡esrorrrn

Rtcu¡n¡r J. LeveRs, Drftrfl cournssroxrn

Lnoet Sncrte¡v
45 Soun¡ -Fh¿¡rr Srn¡¿r

CoNconn, NH 03301-4857

July 1, 2015

Peter J. Perroni, Esquire
Meghan C. Cooper, Esquire
Nolan Perroni Harrington, LLP
133 Merrimack Street
Lowell, M as.sachusetts 0l 852

James A.W. Shaw, Esquire
Sasha Gillin, Esquire
Segal Roitman, LLP
I I I Devonshire Stree! 5ü Floor
Boston, MA 02109

Re: Requests to Reopen Filed by Intemational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBElil)
Local2320 Clainants, and Communications Workers of America (CrilA) Local I400
C'laim¡nts: Dneket Nns-: 1d-03d51 1 14-01472 end 14-03493

Dear Counsel:

In connection with your respective requests to reopen this matter,I have reviewed the record of
the combined proceeding, including transcripts of testimony and exhibits received during the
hearing held on February 3,2015 and March 12,2015. I have also reviewed the parties' pre- and
post-hearing submissions, the requests to reopen, and the reqponse ofNorthern New England
Telephone Operations LLC and FairPoint Logistics,Inc. (collectively "FairPoint") to IBEIW's
Request for Reopening and CWA's Appeal to the Commissioner.

I. Bocþr'ound

This case involves the consolidated claims of identified bargaining unit employees affiliated with
the International Brotherhood of Electrical 'Workers (IBEW), I.ocal2320 and Communication
\üorkers of Arnerica (CV/A), Local 1400. The claimants went out on strike for a period of
approximately four (4) months following an impasse in contract negotiations and the imposition
of new contract terms by FairPoint Communications. The Appeal Tribunal Chair considered two
principal issues in connection with the case: l) Whether the claimants were involved in a labor

unemployment compensation benefìts under RSA 282-A:36 (labor Dispute); and 2) Whether

[any ofl the claimants received strike pay that should be treated as deductible income pursuant to
RSA 282-A:14 (Total and Partial Unemployment). Related issues, including the issue of
whether there was a lockout by the employer, were withdrawn during the cou¡se of the hearing.
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II. Labor Dispute D tion

A.

The first issue is the labor
i

disqualification pursuant to RSA igZ-¡:EO. With respect ro
this issue, the Appeal Tribunal (ATC) made alternative findings. First, the ATC found
that, in the absence of a lockout
claimants were free to return to

the employer (actual or constructive), and where the

vol untari ly absented thernselves
at any time during the pendency of the strike, they had
work and were not unemployed through no fault of their

own. Finding firther that none the other ståtutory exceptions applied in this case, the ATC
ruled that the striking empl were disqualified from receiving benefits. ln deciding the case
on this basis, he noted that he 'stoppage of work' as the claimants' election to stop
working because of a labor
below.

Decision at p.6.t The ATC's alternative ruling is addressed

ln briefìngs of the issues and in respective requests to reopen the hearing, CWA and IBEW
have argued that the term ' of work' resulting from a labor clispute, as it appears in the
New Hampshire Insurance statute, should be interpreted to mean more than

during a strike. Specifically, the ufrions have argued that aindividuals not reporting to
large majority of States with la dispute disqualification provisions similar to New
Hampshire's have interpreted term 'stoppage of work'to rn'ean "pubstantial curtailment" of
an employer's operations in with a labor dispute. IBEW ¡Pre-Hearing Brief at p. 6;
CV/A Appeal to Commissioner Request) at p. 11, note 49, In jurisdictions that have
adopted a substantial curtail test, strikers may generally receive¡benefits unless they are
disqualified because the labor
operations,

caused a substantial curtailmept of the employer's

The unions have further argued being out on strike is not a'\oltmtary" leaving of work as
that concept is utilized in with unempl oyment insurance benefi t administrati on.
They take the position that the union members are entitled to receive unemployment
benefìts in this case because, w le the strikers did not work, their leaving was not voluntary and
FairPoint's operations were not y curtailed as a result of the strike.

Althoueh he did not define the or decide the case on this basis, the ATC took evidence on
the issue of "substantial curtai in order to cover all contingencies presented in the case,
FairPoint put on the testimony
company employed and how it
presented about impacts of the

two company witnesses who described mitigation measures the
its operations during the strike. Testimony was also

on certain aspects of FairPoint's operations. After an initial

I The ATc's decision to treat tÌ¡e as a voluntary absence appears to be based on 9orecki v. Srê!q, I I 5 N,H
120 ( 1975), in which tle New Supreme Courl noted that unemployme{t caused by a labor dispure is
generally con
2 In a case of

sidered voluntary
first impression the issue of substantial curlailment, the

)

"The consensus suppons the
Vermonl Supreme Court stated lhal,
arb mutuatly exclusive and rhar anùat tle two disqualification provisions

to 'a stoppage of work' which exists because of a 'labor dispute' cannot be
the meaning of tle voluntary separation provisions." Trapeni v,
(vr. t982),

¿

individual whose unemployment is
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day of testimony, an agreement was made regarding the scope of information to be provided to

the unions to allow thJm to effectively 
"rorrl.xu-ine 

the witnesses and test FairPoint's assertion

that its operations had been substantially curtailed. Ultimately, althougþ the case was decided on

a different legal theory, the ATC made an alternative finding that, "þ]ad þe] elected to define

work stoppage as a substantial curøilment of FairPoint's business," FairPoint met its burden to

show it.lsuffered a substantial curtailment of [its] business because of the striking workers."

euestions to be decided in connection with the reopening requests include: l) whether the ATC's

piÀuty finding with respect to disgualification of the claimants ìs affected by a mistake of law

;Jtj;h;ther-the law was properli applied in co¡r¡rection with the alternative finding of

substantial curtailment of nairPoinf s óferations. There is a separate issue presented in

connection with the ATC's finding thai strike pay received by some Crù/A union members

should be treated as deductible wages under n-Se zgz-:A:14 should benefits later be granted.

Decision at p. 8.

B. NewHampshire$tatutory.l*a¡rgùage

The New Hampshire Unemployment Insurance law contains a disqualification provision which

is applied in the context of labor disputes:

282-A:36, Labor DisPut e.- A person shall be disqualiJìedþr benefits for anY week wilh

respecl to which the commissíanerfinds that his or her total orpartial unemPloYment is due to a

sloppage of work which exis/s because of a labor dispule at the factory, establishment, or olher

premíses al which he or she is or was I asl employed; Provided that this section shall not aPPIY if
it is shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner thal:

I.(a) The person is not participating in or fìnancing or directly interested in the labor dispute

which caused the stoppage of work; and

(b) The person does not belong to a grade or class of workers of which, immediately before

the commencement of the stoppage' there were members employed at the premises at which the

stoppage occurs, any of whom are participating in or oÞ or directly interested in the

dispute; provided that, if in any case separate branch of work which are commonly coriducted

as separate businesses in separate prem¡ses afe in separate departments of the same

prem¡ses, each such department shall, for the of this subsection, be deemed to be a

separate factory , establishment, or other premises; or

II. The person has become unemploYed and ent to unemployment compensation before

the commencement of the labor dispute and his on with the employer has been totally

severed, including the absence of recall rights, sen¡ tynghts and other fringe benefits and

or the failure of the employer to live up
indicia of employmenq or

II-a. The stoppage of work was due solely to a I
entered into between the emPloYerto the provision of anY agreement or contract of

and his or her emploYees . ' '

3

New Hampshire Rev. Stat. Ann. 228-A:36
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C. Interpreting Stoppaee of \ryork

New Hampshire was one of the first States in the nation to adopt an unemployment
compensation law when it did so in 1935. NHES Second Annual Report (1937) dated Aprill,
1938. As noted by IBEW and CV/4, the original iteration of theNew Hampshire bill was

replaced with rnodel legislation adopted by many States based on work undertaken by the

Committee on Economic Security in connection wíth the Social Security Act. IBEÌW Pre-
Hearing Brief at pp. 4-5; CWA Post-Hearing Brief at p. I 1. The so-called "Draft Bill" was

modeled in large part on the British Unemployment Insurance Acts, which required that the

'trade dispute' disqualification must be as a result of a'stoppage of work.' Id. Under British
law interpreting the Acts, the phrase 'stoppa$e of work' refened "not to the cessal.ion of the

worlunan's labour, but to a stoppage of the work carried on in the factory, workshop or other
premises at which the workrnan is employed.:' Id. citing Milton I. Shadur, Unernployrnent
Benqfits and the "Labor Dispute" Disg}¡elification. l7 U. Chic. L. Rev. 294,298 (l950XCited in
turn in v
Securiw_Ðiúsion,659 P.2d 583, 588 (Al re83),

The Court addressed the issue of work stoppage as follows:

lWhile the p!aintiff concedes the work stoppage may have continued after the
termination of the dispute, he conten{s that as to him it ended when there was
enough work for one shipping clerk tb'do. This assumes that the work stoppage is

to be determined from the standpoint'of the individual employee rather than the

operation of the plant as a whole. This is not so, as has been previously stated . . .

The weight of authority and we believe the better view reaches this result in
similar cases holding that a stoppage bf work does not cease until normal
opemtions may reasonably be resumed by the employer.

99 N.H. at486, citing In re: Stevenson. 237 S.E.zd 520 (N.C. 1953) and LawEnqe
Baking Co, v. Michiean Unemployment C.C'..308 Mich. 198 (Mich. 1944). Because

"[s]uch operations had not been resumed before the plaintifPs reemployment on January

Although there is no New Hampshire case that explicitly defines 'stoppage of work,' the New
Hampshire Supreme Court did have occasiorf to consider the issue in Leeacy v..Clalostat Mfg.
Cq.. 99 N,H. 483 (1955). Due to a strike, tlúee-quarters of Clarostat's employees, including the

employee claiming benefits,left work. The dompany was forced to operate on a substantially
scaled down basis with a skeleton crew of noh-union and non-striking employees. I-d. at 485.

Afler the parties reached an agreement, Clarostat was endeavoring to resume normal operations
and full production by ramping up over time; The claimant argued that he was entitled to
benefits for the several-week period during which he was not recalled after the strike had ended.

17, 1953," the Court overturned the Superioi Court's ruling awarding benefits for the

extended period of unemployment after the strike ended. ld. al487.

In Lawrcnce_Bflkins, cited with approval in Legacy, the Michigan Supreme Court held

that, "[t]he phrase 'stoppage of work' refers to the work and operations of the employer
estabf ishment and not to the work of the individual employee.;' Id. at 263-264.

4
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Interpreting new statutory language that at the time was almosl identical to RSA 282-

A:36, the Court further held that the law would cause a disqualification for benefits only
when the claimant's "unemployment resulted from a stoppage or substantial curtailment

of the work and operations of the employer establishment because of a labor dispute." Id.

at2A9.

ln l962,the U.S. Department of Labor ("DOL"), which oversees unemployment insurance

progrrims nationally, issued guidance on interpreting the labor dispute disqualification provision

that appeared in many State laws, including New Hampshire's. In connection \^tith 'stoppage of
work,' the DOL offered the following:

The labor dispute disqualifìcation differs from disqualÍfication for the three major

causes because the former affects groups of workers rather than individuals, and

because the employment relationship is not severed as it is with voluntæy quitting
and discharge . . . The Bureau recommends that the labor-dispute disqualification
continue, in general, as long as the labor dispute causes a substantial stoppage of
the employer's work.

U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Employment SecurityNo. U-212, Unemployment
Insurance Leeislative Policv: Reçonmendgtiofi,,s for St4te l-eeislatipn. p.70 (1962). The

United States Supreme Court has recognized that "many States, pursuant to the so'called

'American Rule,' allow strikers to collect benefits so long as their activities have not

substantially curtailed the productive operations of their employer." New York Tel. Ço.
v. New York State Den't of Lgþor, 440 U.S. 519,534,n.2a Q979).

In 1982, in a case of first impression, the Vermont Supreme Court considered the issue of
whether its labor dispute disqualification applied to disqualifo striking claimants where

there was no substantial curtailment of the employer's operations as a result of the strike.

Trapeni v..Ðgpartment.of Emnloutgnt Security. 455 A.zd 329 (Vt. 1982). Analyzingthe
meaning and effect of the term 'stoppage of work,' the Coun stated:

[]t] is a fundamental principle of statutory constn:ction in Vermont that if possible

every word, clause, and sentence within a statute will be given effect. State v.

Tie-n¡ey, 138 Vt. 163, 165, 412 A.2d298,299 (l980xAdd'l cite omitted). 'Were
the phrase "stoppage of work" to refer to the cessation of work on the part of the

employee, it would be redundzurt in the sentence "his total or parrial

unemployment is due to a
dispute . . . ." 2l V.S.A. $
phrase meaningless, since

stoppage of work which exists because of a labor
l3aa(a)(a). Such an interpretation would render the
the sututory sentence has already mentioned

and presupposes the existence of that condition. Emplovment Securitv
Administration v. Browning-Eerris. Inc., 438 A.2d at 1362 (Add'l cites omined.)

Only by construing "stoppage of work" to refer to the curtailment of the

employer's operations do we give full effect to every word and clause of 2l
V.S.A. $13aa(a)(a).

5
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455 A.zd,329,332. As noted by CWA and IBETW, many States follow this approach and

define 'stoppage of work' as a substantial curtailment of the ernployer's operations. S*ge

gg. Loqrdçp Med. Ctr. ofBwlinston Cnqv. v, Bd. of Review. 963 A.2d289,297 NJ.
2009); Twenty-EiFht (28) Membgrs of Qil. Chem. & Atomic \Workers Union Locqll'{9.
1-1978,v. Emo't Sec. Div. of Alaska De,p't of Labor. 659P.2d 583,591 (A]aska 1983);

Reed Nat. Corp. v. Dir. of Div. of Emp't Sec., 44ó N.E.2d, 398; 399 (Mass. 1983); M.,L
Ferst. Ltd. v, Huiet. 52 S,E. 2d 336,339 (Ga. Ct. App. ß 9\; Hi¡w. Tel, Co. v. State of
Haw. Dep't oflL-abor & Indus. Relations,405 F. Supp.275,288 (D. Haw. 1976); Robert
S. .4,bbott Pub,_C_o. v, An¡unzio, I l2 N.E. 2d l0l,l06 (Ill. 1953); BridgestoneÆirestqú,e.
Inc. v. Enrp't Appgal. Bd.. 570 N.rW. 2d 85, 90 (Iowa 1997).

In its Pre-Hearing Memorandum, FairPoint addressed the issues of 'work stoppage' and

substantial curtailment. FairPoint argued that, in New Hampshire, unemployment caused by a
labor dispute'Is generally considered voluntary and not within the purpose of an unemployment
compensation act. . . [i]f the dispute caused the unemployment, the employee is disqualifìed
from receiving benefits." Pre-Hearing Memorandum at p. 3, citing Ggrecki v. State. I l5 N,H.
120, 122 (1975). FairPoint further argued that the New Hampshire Supreme Court has employed
a straightforward standard for benefit disqualification under RSA 282-A:36. "If a claimant is
unemployed because he or she is on strike, then they are not entitled to unemployment benefits."
Id. citing Amorv ÏYersted Mills v.. Rilçv, 96 N.H, 162,164 (1950) and $irEllex tilire &.-Çaþle

Co. Inc., 131 N.H. 40,44 (l9SS).3

The unions take issue with FairPoint's position, noting that both Gorecki and Sir¡rplex arose in
the context of lockout allegations by the claimants. The decisions appealed from in each case

had awarded benefìts based on an employer lockout theory. The question considered by the New
Hampshire Supreme Court in both cases was not whether there \ry¿u¡ a stoppage of work, but
whether the claimants had met their burden of showing that the lockout exception under RSA
282-A:36,1I-a applied. Thus, the issue of 'work stoppage' was not addressed in any significant
way in the cases and they provide limited guidance on bow to interpret the statutory language at
issue in this case.a

III. Decision on Requests to Reopen Pursuant to RSA 282-A:60 - Labor Dispute
Disqualilication Ruling by Appeal Tribunal Chair

Afler carefully reviewing the Appeal Tribunal decision and considering the extensive briefing of
the issues provided by FairPoint,IBE\W and CIWA in this matter, I find that the decision is
affected by a mistake of law. \ilhile construction of the term 'stoppage of work'is not settled
law in New Hampshire, Legacy.v. Çlarostat Mfg-eg. provides süong support for the proposition
that a work stoppage is not measured by the cessation of work by the employee, but, rather, by a
stoppage or curtailment of the employer's operations. 99 N.H 483 at 486. The U.S. Department

3 Yet in its Reply Memorandum, FairPoint stated that 'sloppage of work' is not synonymous with strike and does not
refer to the slatus of an individual's employment. Instead, FairPoint argued thal "a stoppage of work occurs rvhen

the work of a claimant who is on strike is no longer being performed at tle claimant's place of employment on

behalf of the claimant's employer. Citing Amory v. ìilqtstpd Mills v. Riley, 96 N.H. 162,164 (1950).
o Similarty, rhc Amo¡"v Mills case involved a plant shutdown and allegations of contracl violations by lhe employer,

6
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of Labor has provided guidance to the States to this effect. A majority of States with labor
dispute disqualification provisions similar to Ne\¡/ Hampshire's have reached the conclusion that
'stoppage of work' refers to a subståntial curtailment of the employer's operations. As such, it
was a mistake of law to conclude that a stoppage of work under RSA 282-A:36 occurred based

on the claimants' election to stop working due to the labor dispute and that this alone disqualified
the claimants from receiving benefits.)

ln addition, I would note that NHES has intemal guidance which has not been followed in this
case. NHES Directive No. 340-17, which relates to unemployment benefits and labor disputes,
attaches a fact-finding guide for use in unemployment cases arising from labor disputes. Seq

attached. The issue of work stoppage is addressed at ltem Numbers 7 through 9. This internal
guidance document, dated February 9,2006, confìrms that the Department has instructed its fact
finders to evaluate the issue ofwork stoppage by using a'substantial curtailment' type of test. In
determining whether a stoppage of work occurred, fact finders are directed to look at the
following evidence: "(a) Production stopped or severely curtailed? b) Shipmens stopped? c)
Operation shutdown? d) Dollar amountsþercentage of curtailment? e) Deliveries of materials?
By whom?" Directive No. 340-17 at Item #7.

The Vermont Supreme Court's reasoning with respect to the issue of whether being out on strike
should be considered a voluntary leaving of work is also persuasive. As noted by the Court in
the Trapeni case:

Before the voluntaly leaving disqualification comes into play, it must first be

established that the claimant 'lefl the employ of his last employing unit.' The
term 'leff. the employ,' as used in 21 V.S.A $13aa(a)(2)(A) refers only to a
severance of the employment relationship and does not include a temporary
intemrption in the performance of services. . . A complete and bona fide
severance of the employer-employee relationship does not occur in a labor dispute
case, for participation in a strike merely suspends that relationship, it does not
terminate it.

455 A,zd329 at 333. Similar reasoning would apply with respect to RSA 282-A:32

Having drawn this conclusion; I am granting the requests of IBEV/ ar¡d CWA to reopen
the hearing on this matter. The further hearing before the Appeal Tribunal will be held
de g ., ". . . anew [hearing] on all issues in no way restricted by what occurred before."
RSA 282-A:23.

IV. Alternative Finding re: Substantial Curtailment and Standard for Applying

After careful review of the decision, I find that the Appeal Tribunal's alternative finding
on substantial curtailment is affected by mistake of law based on the fact that no standard
was articulated. This is understandable as the New Hampshire Supreme Court has not

t The hearing record conlains evidence that FairPoint's operalions continued during the strike, wiù bargaining unit
workperformedbynon-unionmanagemcntemployeesandcontractors. Tr. latp.243;Tr.lIatp.72-75.

7
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addressed this issue. Nevefll¡eless, the cases interpreting,labor dispute disqualification
provisions similar to New Hampshire's provide valuable guidance as to the factors that

should be taken into account in evaluating the issue of substantial curtailment.

As noted by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, "a 'stoppage of work' requires
more tha¡r holes in coverage that inevitably result when staffis temporarily diverted from
one place to another." ,

437 Mass. 295,298 (Mass. 2002). "How much disruption is required to constitute a
substantial curtailment is a fact-specific inquiry; there is no percentage threshold or
numerical formula." ld. at297, citing Westinghouse Brqadcasting Co. v. Director of the

Div. of Emplovment Sec., 378 Mass. 51, 55-56 (1971); Reed Nat'l Corp. v. Ðitector of
Diy. gf Employ.ment Sec..393 Mass. 721,724 (1985).

Although there is no existing New Hampshire standard for substantial curtailment, there is an

extensive body of case law addressing the issue. As noted by the Alaska Suprerne Court:

Most decisions follow the general practice of examining decreased production,

business revenue, service, number of employees, payroll, or man-hours . . . Some

cases focus primarily on interference with production, denying tlre payment of
benefìts only if production is reduced by a significant percentage, usually about

twenty to thirty percent. (See, e.g., Meadowgold Dzuries-Hawaii. Ltd. v. Wug, 50

Hawaii 225,437 P.2d3t7,320 (Hawaii 1968). Other courts eschew reliance on

a precise percentage in determining the "stoppage of work." These courts have

adopted a more flexible test of "substantial" work stoppage by assessing "the main

business of the employer" and determining whether that primary business purpose

has been substantialty curtailed. (See, e.g., Westinghol¡se Broadcastine Co..lnç.
v. Directorof Division of Er.nplQyment Securitv,378 Mass.5l,389N,E.2d 410,

413 (Mass.1979); Çontine-ntal Oil Co. v. Board of l#bor.Appeals, 178 Mont. 143,

582 P.2d 1236,1244 (Mont.1978)).

Twentv-Eieht (28) I[e-mbers of Oi-I. Chem. & Atomic..Worke$ Union. Loca-l No. l-19?8
v..Emplt Sec. Div. of Alaska Dep't of Labor,659P.2d 583, 591 (Alaska 1983).

In their brief on this issue, the CWA claimants have advocated for a sensible, case-by-

case, fact-based analysis. CV/A Pre-Hearing Memorandum at p.14. In order to ensure

that appropriate factors are considered, on reopening, the Appeal Tribunal Chair should

consider, at a minimurn, a "comparison of business revenues, production, services and

worker hours before and afler the strike." Whitcomb v. Depa¡tment ofEmploymenl &
Tfaining, 520 A.zd 602,603 (Vt. 1986); citing Twenty-Eieht (28) Members, Supra, at

592-593. See gþ Lorudes Medical Ctr. of Burlineton C¡Jy. v. Bd. qf Reyiew, 963 A.zd
289,299 (N.J. 2009). Other factors listed above may be considered if determined to be

helpful by the Appeal Tribunal Chair based upon the input of the parties in light of the

specifics of the industry and case at issue. Reference should also be made to NHES'
intemal guidance provided in Directive No. 340-17, Attachment A.

8
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V. Finding re: Strike Pay

The second issue involves strike pay earned only by members of CV/A through funds made

availabte by the national union pursuant to the Robert Lilja Member's Relief Fund. CWA
Appeal aI p.25. Because the issue of strike pay was intertwined with other issues presented in

thJAppeal Tribunal proceeding below and was not the subject of extensive testimony, this issue

will alio be heard ds novo when the hearing is reopened. Applicable case law would include

Mclntire v, State.o 116 N.H. 361 (1976).

VI. Hearing on Reopening

The reopened hearing on benefits and strike pay before the Appeal Tribunal will be held dc

noyo. a full hearing on the merits in no way restricted by what occurred before." RSA 282-A:23.

e new Appeal Tribunal Chair will hear the case. You will be duly notified of the time and date

of the hearing by the Appeal Tribunal. The Appeal Tribunal shall assure that all parties receive

actual notice of the hearing.

W
George N. Copadis, Commissioner
New Hampshire Employment Security

cc: FairPoint Communications
Arthur G. Telegen, Esquire
Richard J. Lavers, Deputy Commissioner
Maria Dalterio, General Counsel

9
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New Élarnpshir*
Employment
Securify

"lr{ere worktng fo keep Naw Hanpshire werktng"

Geonçp N. Çol'RÞls, co¡¿¡ussro¡rnr¿

Rlc*\Rn J, .lxvrns, I)lrpr,¡îy Comrvusr';rr:¡¡nn

,Iuly 2t,2015

Ltcet Srcr:ro¡,r
45 Sot.¡:ru Fnu¡r Srn¿¡,;t"

CoNc:ann, NH O33O 1-4857

Afihur Telegen, Esqrtire
Jean Wilson, Esqnire
Kelsey Montgomery, Esquire
Seyftrth Shaw tLP
lVorld Trade Csnter Hast
Two Seapofi Lane, Suite 30ü
Boslon, MA ü??10-2fr28

Rc: H,esponsc fo ûbjecfion nf Northern New Eugl*nd Tctre¡rhone $perntÌons LLC Elnd

I'ain?oínt Logístics,Inc. to the Commissioner's O¡'der: Ilocket Nos. 14-034SI; l4-03472i
¿rnd 14-03458

Dear eounsell

I havç rçvicwed the CIbjecticrn to my July 1" 2015 decisiûn tÒ reoperr the above-c{rptitusd
eorrsolidated cases and offbr the hllowing respon$e"

The Appeal Tribunal ehair's decísiort Ín this çåse wås issued nn .A,pril 14, 2015. Tlre
lltematiarial Brothorhood of Electricnl \Morkers, Local 2320 (*TBnW") ancl ConrrnunicÍttiürs
Workera ofÀrnericao Local 1400 ("C\MA") filecl tirrely Requests to Reopen on Apríl 28r2015.
On r:r ahout May 5, 2015, an attorfley for ÏrairPoint çoiltaçTed the Appellate Sestion and

subssquenily theNHES Legal Section seekìng lime to submit Ér responst tn the requests to
reopen. NHES (ìeneral Counsel Maria Daltc*rio extenderl time for the response to bç fìled,

^Às rroted in the Objection, on May I,2015, FnirPoint also submilted a letier entitlç<l **Rospon$e

To Reque"st to lle-Opeu or ftrr Re-Hearing." Iu tlLle icfler,'FairPoint argued, without citation çf
authnrity, tlrat tÌrs Cnmrnissiorrer's review provided ft¡r in 11SA 282-,,\:60 is very limited"
FairFoint added that, if the Comrnissioner "intends to sxlcnd his exarnination beyond the lirnited
revievrro' provided l'nr in thc statute, "FairPçrint rçspûctftilly asks f-nr uotice as to Ihe scope of
review so that it can adequately rexpond to thc bricf's submitted by the lJnions."

In its May 7,2û15 lctter, Fairiloint e$sentìally asked to be notiJied of thc Commissioncr's
decision in advance of the clecision being made in ordcr To file å morfl ex.tensive respons$ to th$

reopening requests submitted by the unions. The parties ]rad sufTicient time to brief all of the

íssuçs presanted in the case. ln pa:ti*ular, ËairPoint requested ancl was granted adequate tirne to

brie.i'uny applicnble issues following the fìling of thç rcqtrests to reop€n by IBEV/ ancl LIWA.

l\¿loreover, FailPoínt's position âs to the scope ol review unclsr R.SA 2Íl?-A:60 is sirnply
inco.nect. I'he Clommjssionqr nI'the De¡rartment of Employment Security js vested with bmarl

rYlJÐS is a praud. rnernber of Americu's Worltþree Netuork an.d N'l:{ I¿íor/cs. "&'HÅ,9 i-s an lk¡Ltal Opportunitl¡ lhnploger uncl cornplies

Lîat: {643) 228"'4080 'lfrD/TTY Access; f(ekry NH 1,"800-735-2964 Web síIe: tttuut.tth.e,s.nh.çov
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Lettsr to Coulsel, july 20, 2015
Page 2 of2

authority to administer the Unemployment Insurance law in New Harnpshire. RSA 282-A:112.
That authority, by necessily, inclucles interprsting the law as needed when new issues arise"

RSA 28?-A:60 is entitled "Reopening of Appeal 'fribunal Decision: Frocedure." It provides, ir:
pefiìnent part, as fbllolvs;

The second level of appcal shall be to the commissìoner. The eommissioner mây,
upon'written request ol-an interestecl pany or upûn his crv:r initiative, in any case

in which.a decision hss renderecl, reopen the case on the basis of flaud, ruistake or
newly discoveretl evidence.

RSA 282-A:6CI. l'he refcrence in thc statute to 'lnistake" fairly encompas$es mistake of
law. Appe¡rl of Pellete¡'i, 15? T.,1.11. 809 (?005); see also I{SA 282-4161, PairPoint argues

that reopenirrg may only be granted in the cÍ¡,sÊ of "f*ndamental rniståke." However,
FairPoint does not define the tenn "li¡ndamerrtal mistake," or point to âny applicable New
Ilampshire case law lhat might provide guida:rce.

The fact that the Appellate Board's jurisdiction is stated in mc¡rs detail in the statute than
the,Commi¡;sioner's does not require an ìnterpretalion that the Commissioner's nuthoríty
to reopen Ís limìted.

Finally, I clisagree that the lJnions were seeking "appellate r€vielvo' in fìling the requests
for reopening. .,Authority is provided fo reopen a cas* on the basiÉ of fraud, mistake cr
newly discovered svidence. RSA 282-A:6û. The decisiori of the Appeal Tribunal Chair
is afïected by nristake of law, both in the pr'ímary finding and i¡r the alternative finding in
whÍch no rccognizccl stalidard for "substantial curtailmÈnt" war¡ applisd to form thc basis
for the resulting <Jecision. I'herefbre, I afÍirm my July 1, 201 5 decision to reopen the
c¿rse"

)
Sìqcerely,

|fr| 4 t
ilþrrnh'{*rp,e^{

cc: James A"W. Shaw, T:)squirc

Peter J. Pemr:ni, lìsquire
Maria l)alterio, Esquire

L0eorge N. Copaclis
Comrnissioner
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NEW HAMPSHIRE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

APPEAL TRIBUNAL DECISION

JFS-86969

Claimant's Name

SARGENT TINA

SEYFARTH SHAW, LLP
ARTHUR TELEGEN
TWO SEAPORT LANE SUITE 3OO

BOSTON MAO221O

APPELLANT:

TINA SARGENT

Social Security Number
XXX-XX-7268
Date Issued
November l9 2015
Appeal Tribunal:
APPEAL TRIBUNAL LTNIT
45 South Fruit Street

Concord, NH 03301

Telephone : (603) 223 -61 40
Fax 223-61416

DOCKET NUMBER(S):

1 4 -03 4 58, | 4-03 45 t, 1 4-03 47 2, &. 1 4-03 493

INTERESTED PARTIES:

TINA SARGENT

Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC andlor Fairpoint Logistics, Inc. and/or Fairpoint Communication, Inc.

CASE HISTORY:

The Commissioner granted a De Novo reopening to consider whether there was a substantial cuftailment of business during
the strike and whether the strike pay is deductible.

APPEARANCES:

Communications Workers of America (CWA,) represented by James Shaw and Sasha Gillan. Witness Donald

Tremenhozzi, president CWA. Claimants: David Duhamel appeared

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW,) represented by Peter Perroni and Meghan Cooper.

Witnesses Robert Erickson, International Representative IBEW and Stephen Soule, Business Manager IBEW.
Claimants: Stephanie Hanscom, April Broderick, Tina Sargent, although duly notified failed to appear or request a

postponement

Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC and FairPoint Logistics, represented by Arthur Telegen,

Kelsey Montgomery. Witness: Peter Nixon, executive Vice President of External Affairs.

EXHIBIT(S):

leer esto
'l of 6

Si usted no
THIS S
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Employer Exhibit One: April 1, 2008 Agreement CWA
Employer Exhibit Two: Aprill, 2008 Agreement IBEW
Employer Exhibit Three: Employee Count
Employer Exhibit Four: Pre-Strike / Post Strike Hours
Employer Exhibit Five: NH Trouble Load Trend
Ernployer Exhibit Six: NH Order Load Trend
Employer Exhibit Seven: Complaints
Employer Exhibit Eight: Revenue by Month
Employer Exhibit Nine a through g: graphs

Employer Exhibit Ten: Revenue by Month through July of 2015
Employer Exhibit Eleven: Past due orders graph (not considered after the deadline of discovery)
Employer Exhibit Twelve: Gemini NH Operations Headcount (not considered after the deadline of discovery)
Employer Exhibit Thirteen: Gemini Load Compare to no Strike Load graph (not considered after the deadline of
discovery)

Claimant Exhibit One: Trouble Load - Historic
Claimant Exhibit Two: Press Release
Claimant Exhibit Three: Earnings Call Transcript
Claimant Exhibit Four: Emails
Claimant Exhibit Five: Invoices
Claimant Exhibit Six: Contractor / Management Hours
Claimant Exhibit Seven: Spreadsheets
Claimant Exhibit Eight: Strike Pay Information

Depaftment Exhibit 1: transcript from prior hearings (2)

Post hearing briefs from Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC and FairPoint Logistics, IBEW and
CWA accepted.

ISSUE(S) OF LAW:

RSA 282-A: 36Labor Dispute

Whether the claimants are involved in a labor dispute that resulted in a stoppage of work

RSA 282-A:14 Total and Partial Unemployment

Whether the claimants received strike pay that is deductible income

FINDINGS OF FACT:

All parties agreed to and stipulate to the following;

l. There was a labor dispute.
'2. '.lhe employees worked under a contract and the contract exprred.
3. The union voted to strike prior to the contract expiring. The vote was prior to August 2,2014.
4. The employees participated in and were directly interested in the labor dispute.
5 . The strike began October 17 , 2014 and ended February 25, 2015 . The employees returned to work within 2

weeks after the termination of the labor dispute.
6. An employee could return to work at any time by contacting his or her supervisor.

Sì usted no puede leer esto. llame por favor a 'l-800-266-2252
Page 2 of 6
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Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC and FairPoint Logistics stipulated that the statements

made by Peter Sunu, CEO contained within claimant exhibit 2 were accurate.

All pafties agreed to the submission of the transcripts fì'om the prior hearings, which will be known as

Department document I in its entirety.

The IBEW ernployees did not receive strike pay.

The CWA employees received strike pay. The strike pay is paid out of a national strike fund known as the

Robert Lilja Members' Relief Fund. The filnds are gathered from a portion of the union dues, $0.50 a month of the
dues are put into the fund. The fund earns interest and the moneys are paid out of this fund.

Employees receive $200.00 a week after l5 days of the strike, $300.00 a week after 29 days and $400,00 a

week after 57 days.If members receive over $600.00 a year in strike pay they receive a 1099 for tax purposes.

There is a strike duty policy that requires employees to perform "their fair share of strike duty, unless excused

for just cause." They may be expected to do picket duty or office duty. They may be excused if they are disabled or
have medical issues.

The strike began October 17,2014. The agreement was reached and ratified on February 22,2015. The
workers returned to work February 25, 2075.

Peter Nixon the vice president of external affairs and operations testified for FairPoint. He has 37 years of
experience with the business. It began as a family business and he is the fourth generation. The company acquired

Verizon in2007. They were required to continue the CBA through August of 2008. They then agreed with the two
unions to extend the CBA for a five year period. They did so to avoid a labor dispute which could have prevented

the merger and been detrimental to the integration plan.

The company is in business to sell communications services. They have residential voice and DSL internet,
small and medium business, large business and government/education customers and wholesale customers.

The company is losing 5 to 7o/o of their voice customers a year to wireless providers.
The company has about 5000 customers that utilize the service for 911 only. It is considered to be the

carrier of last resort. It is governed by the FCC and cannot shut down. It is required to maintain their old lines as

well as develop new products. It is a fixed cost company.
In 2013 the company began to develop a plan to withstand a strike. Negotiations for a new CBA \ryere set to

begin in April of 2014. It intended to ask for significant concessions and work rule changes. It anticipated that this
would cause a strike.

Part of the plan was to stop marketing. This would reduce the new orders the call center received. The
Company would still accept new orders that did come in but would not actively adveftise. It was willing to
sacrifice revenue to meet its obligation to keep up with repairs. The focused on repairs rather than installations. It
intended to use management members and contract workers to fulfill these roles.

Prior to the strike the goal was to have a repair completed within 24 hours. During the strike the goal was

to provide reasonable service. Their priorities were 911 system, emergency public safety, customers with medical
issues and customers with no alternate communication.

There was a noticeable drop in orders in NH. The revenue dropped about $3,000,000.00.
Typically a data customer remains with FairPoint for 3.7 years. A voice customer will remain with them for

l4 years. During the time that FairPoint was not marketing some potential customers may have chosen another

FairPoint continued with the required construction work such as DOT highway moves. It reduced its
investment in the network by 30 to 40yo by not implementing the discretionary construction projects.

There was a small off-line call center in Manchester New Hampshire that was involved in the strike. Its
workers were represented by the Communication Workers of America union (CWA) separate from the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW). Their work was shifted to the other two call centers

outside New Hampshire and absorbed by those employees.
The company contracted with Alta to provide service technicians to New Hampshire. There were l6l

leer esto llame tavot a'l -800-266-2252
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service technicians prior to the strike. Alto was to provide 156 technicians. They never reached this goal. Some of
the technicians were not qualifìed and had to be sent back.

Prior to the strike the technicians rwere resolving 2250 tickets a day. At the beginning of the strike they

were resolving 800 tickets a day. By the end of the strike they were resolving2l5O tickets a day. There was an

initial increase in the trouble load because fewer tickets were being resolved.

There was a major snow storm on Novemb er 26,2014 that caused significant damage creating outages.

This was followed by another storm in December of 2014.In past years when storms hit they would utilized

overtime and call in crews from the neighboring states. This storm hit allthree states so they were unable to call in

outside crews. The storms and the winter weather in New Hampshire were more severe inlhe201412015 winTer

than it has been in any recent years. The storms had a significant impact in FairPoint's ability to provide services.

The out of pocket expense for the strike was about $60,000,000.00 to include their legal services required

About 40o/o of the cost is attributable to New Hampshire.
The company did have to give credit back to customers for lack of service during the strike. They gave

back $329,000.00 to residential and business customers and an additional $329,000.00 above usual to wholesale

customers.
The company submitted monthly revenue amount from October of 2011 to July of 2015. The fluctuations

from month to month are normal. They are caused by litigation awards, large contracts and large installation
projects.

In a public letter to Senator Shaheen and Congresswoman Kuster, Paul Sunu stated that, "the team is doing

exceptional work and showing productivity levels well above pre-strike levels despite being hampered by

aggressive and disruptive picketing, sabotage and extraordinarily bad weather." "The majority of the backlog of
orders is directly associated with the extreme weather we have encountered four major storms in 50 days with
regional impact approaching levels not seen since Irene in 2011." (sic)

At the hearing on February 3,2075 Mr. Daniel White, director of staffing and employee services, testified that he

could not vouch for the accuracy of the repoft containing the number of hours for pre-strike and post-strike as

contained in employer exhibit 4.

CONCLUSION(S) OF LATil:

After a review of all the records and testimony, the Appeal Tribunal Chairman finds that there was no

stoppage of work as defined by a substantial curtailment of business. In reaching this conclusion, the Chairman

considered the fact that FairPoint knew they were going to ask the Unions to make substantial concessions in the

negotiations for the new CBA. In anticipation of the strike they made the business decision to curtail marketing to

reduce the number of new orders. They were willing to sacrifice revenue to maintain repairs to service. By
choosing this business model they reduced their revenue beyond the impact of the strike. Had the Unions accepted

the new agreement revenue would still had been reduced. This is further evidenced by the fact that revenue

increased after March | , 2015 when the company began rnarketing agatn.

By FairPoint's own testimony the month to month fluctuations in revenue from October of 2011 through

July of 2015 are normal fluctuations.
There was an initial increase in the repair orders pending while FairPoint got the replacement workers in

place. There was an increase in the trouble load during the storms. This is a normal event during severe storms.

FairPoint asserted that the replacement workers were showing a productivity level above that of pre-strike and the

majority of the backlog of orders was directly due to the extreme weather which had a regional impact not seen

since Irene in 201 1.

FairPoint submitted graphs to represent the impact on their business. There is no way to test the veracity of
the reports or the graphs. The director of staffing could not verify if the information was accurate. FairPoint did

not demonstrate how rnuch of the impact was directly related to the storms versus related to the strike itself.
Given the totality of the evidence FairPoint has not shown that there was a stoppage of work as defìned by

a substantial curtailment of work.

Page 4 of 6
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The Chairman finds that the CWA employees received deductible income in the form of strike pay. In
reaching this conclusion the Chairman finds that the employees had to perform strike duty to be eligible for the

strike pay. They either had to work picket duty or office duty unless otherwise excused. This is outlined in the

CBA. Therefore they performed personal services in exchange for the strike pay. The Chainnan then referred to
RSA 282-A: l4 III (a) and found that sums of whatever type or nature unless excluded are considered wages.

DECISION:

The determination of the Certiffing Offìcer is reversed in part and affirmed in part.

In regards to whether the claimants total or partial unemployment is due to a stoppage of work which exists

because of a labor dispute the decision is reversed. Benefits are allowed.
In regards to whether the strike pay is deductible income the decision is affirmed. Benefìts are reduced or

denied due to the receipt of strike pay.

DECISION OF APPEAL TRIBUNAL CHAIRMAN: Sandra Moonqt

Hearing Method: In Person Hearing Location: Concord

Date: S ber 29 2015 Decision Date: November l9 2015

IF YOU WISH TO APPEAL THIS DECISION, SEE REVERSE FORYOURAPPEAL RIGHTS.
THIS DECISION IS FINAL UNLESS AMENDED BY THE CHAIRMAN OR APPEALED IN WRITING.

AN APPEAL IS TIMELY IF IT IS RECEIVED IN THE DEPARTMENT OR POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN:
December 3,2015
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THIS DECISION IS FINAL UNLESS APPEALED IN WRITING OR AMBNDBD BY THE CHAIRMAN.

AN APPEAL IS TIMELY IF IT IS RECEIVED IN THIS DEPARTMENT OR POSTMARKED BY:

December 3,2015

APPEAL RIGHTS: An Interested Pafty adversely affected by this Decision may request the Commissioner reopen the decision
due to fraud, mistake, or newly-discovered evidence. The Unemployment Compensation law, as provided in RSA 282-A:60,
requires a written request that includes the facts or arguments that are the basis for the request. The request should be addressed

to: Commissioner, NH Employment Security, clo Appeal Tribunal Unit, PO Box 9505, Manchester, NH 03108-9505.
Please include your name, the docket number, and the last four digits of the claimant's Social Security number.

A reopening request is timely if it is postmarked or received by the Depaftment within 14 calendar days from the date the
decision was issued. If the l4th day is a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the deadline above was extended to the next work
day.

If the reopen request is filed after this deadline, include the reason(s) for the delay, as the Commissioner may extend this limit if
sufficient grounds exist to justifo or excuse the filing delay.

After all appeal levels have been exhausted, RSA 282-A:29 allows the Commissioner, with the approval of the Attorney
General's Offìce, to forgive an individual of an overpayment of benefits under certain conditions. To request forgiveness of the

overpayment debt, send the reason(s) you believe the debt should be forgiven in writing to:
Commissioner, NHES,45 South Fruit Street, Concord, NH 03301

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS AND BENEFITS

Waiver of Rights Void: ANy aGREEMENTBy ANINDIVIDUALTo WAIVE, RELEASE, oRCOMMUTE HIS RIGHTS To BENEFITS oRANy
OTHER RIGHTS LTNDER THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE VOID. SE R^SI 282-4.'] 57.

LiMitAtiON Of FCCS: NOINDIVIDUALCLAIMINGBENEFITS SHALLBE CHARGEDFEES OFANYKINDINANYPROCEEDINGT]NDERTHIS

CHAPTER BY THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, OR BY HIS REPRESENTATIVE OR BY A}ry COURT

OR BY ANY OFFICER THEREOF, ANY INDIVIDUAL CLAIMING BENEFITS BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OR HIS REPRESENTATIVE MAY BE

REPRESENTED BY COTINSEL OR OTHER DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT; BUT NO SUCH COI]NSEL OR AGENT SHALL EITHER CHARGE OR

RECEIVE FOR SUCH SERVICES MORE THAN AN AMOUNT APPROVED BY THE COMMISSIONER. ANY PERSON V/HO VIOLATES ANY

PROV]SION OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR. SEE RSA 282-A: ] 58.

No Assignment or Attachment of Benefits: ANv asslcNMENT, pLEDcE, oR ENCUMBRANCE oF ANy RIGIIT ro BENEFITS, wHlcH
ARE OR MAY BECOME DUE OR PAYABLE I]NDER THIS CIIAPTER SHALL BE VOID. SUCH ruCHTS TO BENEFITS SHALL BE EXEMPT FROM

LEVY, EXECUTION, ATTACHMENT, OR ANY OTHER REMEDY WHATSOEVER PROVIDED FOR THE COLLECTION OF DEBT OR TAXES.

BENEF]TS RECEIVED BY ANY INDIVIDUAL, SO LONG AS THEY ARE NOT MINGLED WITH OTHER FUNDS OF THE RECIPIENT, SHALL BE

EXEMPT FROM ANY REMEDY WHATSOEVER FOR THE COLLECTION OF ALL DEBTS EXCEPT DEBTS INCURRED FOR NECESSARIES

FURNISHED TO SUCH INDIVIDUAL OR HIS SPOUSE OR DEPENDENTS DURING THE TIME WHEN SUCH INDIVIDUAL WAS UNEMPLOYED.

ANY WAIVER OF ANY EXEMPTION PROVIDED FOR IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE VOID EXCEPT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS AS

PROVIDED IN RSA 282-A:31. SEE RSA 282-4.'159.

Prohibition Against Discrimination: NO PERSON SHALLDISCRIMINATEINANY WAY AGAINSTANOTHERPERSONBECAUSEOFFIIS

APPEARANCE OR INTENDED APPEARANCE AS A WITNESS OR PARTY, OR FOR GIVING OR FURNISHING INFORMATION ]N CONNECTION

V/ITH ANY PROCEEDING UNDER THIS CHAPTER OR AN APPEAL THEREFROM. ANY PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF THIS

SECTION SIIALL BE SUBJECT TO THE PENALTIES PROVIDED IN RSA 282-A:16I-168. ,SE¿'R,SI 282-A: ] 60.

Si usted no puede leer esto, llame por favor a 1-800-266-2252 para una traduccion.
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Anwutsrntrwn Ornpn
45 Sawu Fnwr Srncsr

Coucono, NH 03301-4857

uvql*t to k4ep Naw

GEonce N. CoPAÞls, co¡u.rrss¡olen

Rlc¡+nRo J. LÀvnns ; ÞÈriury Coiirrrl rssror¡en

Arthur Telegen, Esquire
I(elsçy þlontgom-ery, Esqu! re
Seyfarth Shnw, LLP
rrt/orld Tra'de: Center Ëast
Two Seaport I ;ânÈ; Suite 300
Bosron, MA 02210-2028

December 15, 2016

James A.ìM. S-haw, Esquire
Sasha Cittii, Esquire
SegalRoitman, LLP
I1 I Devonshire St., Srli Floor'
Bostorr, MA 02109

Rel Northcrn Netv Ehgllind Telcnhónè OlrqTírtions LLC and Fairnoint Logiptjçs,lnc,'s:

Dear,Co-unsel: 
,.;

'This decisioh ís proVided in ièsponse to the Motion Pursuant to RSA 282-A;60:l filed by
,Norther¡ Nerv England 'l elephone Operations, LLC and FairPoint Logistics, Inc, (collectively
,referred to herein as "F¿irPoÌDli') and the partial Request to Reopen with respect to the issue of
strike pay filed by Communication rWorkers of Arnerica, Local 1400 ("CV/A"). He4qing
'tfanscripts, exhibits and the partics' pie and post-hearing filings have becn revicwed in
connection with this decision.

The New Flarnpshire U,nemploymeÌrt lnsurûncc law provides several levels of appeal, including a
second level ofappeal to thc Nerv Flampshire Employment Security (*NllËS") Commissioner.:

The Commissioner niåyr upon written request of an interested party or upon his
own initiative, in any case in which a dccision has.been rendered, reopen the
case on thc basis ol''fiaud, mistake or newly discovered cvidence . . . .

Þ- RSA 282:A:60' Reopening of Appeal Tribunal Decision; Procedure. In connection wìth its
Mstion Pursuant to RSA 282'.4:60, FairPoint has requested the f'ollowing relief': to vâcatc the

and to reinstäte a piior Appeal Tribunal Decision issued by Chairperson Kevin Croce on April
14, 201 5, As provided in further detail below, the relief requested by FairPoint is not available
in this proceeding. The decision on both Requests lo Reopen f'ollows.

I 
ln uccorrlnncc sith'thc statutL', thc lr4otion is hê¡ng trcatcd as a flcqu*rl to Rcopcn

¡VHES is a proud member of Amerìcø's Workþrce Network and NH l.Vorks. NffES fs an Equal Apponunìtg Emploger and complíes
wíth the Amerícans with Disabilities '4ct. Auxiliary aids and seruices are aur;.íIablç upon request af indivíduals wìth dísabilities

Telephone(60s)224"ss11 Fo-r(6O3)228-4145 ** r\lr":äs:Reloy NH 1"80O^73s"2964 Website:www.nhes.ntugou

New Hampshire
Emptoyment
$ecørifr

Hampshtre'wndrtng:



Fairl¡oínt Reapening Dec i sir:n
Page 2

I. Þpckerqund

The case arises out of a strikc undcrtaken by FairFoinl's unionized New Hampshire workfnrce
aller applicable collective bargaining agr*ements had expired in August af ätl4 and follor,ving
implementation of disputed contrarf terrns by FairPoint in October of 2014. The unionized
employees were rsprssented by C'üiA and tl¡e lnternational Brotherhood of Hlestrical lVorkers
Local 232A {*lßE,W"), w}to appeared on thcir behalf at the hearings on this matter. The
claimants had filcd for unemployment compensation benefits and the consolidated claims were
originally denied at the Cerlifying ûfÏicer level. The primary issue on appeal was whether and
how a labor dispute dÍsqualification provision shor¡ld be applied in the case. A second issue was
whether strike pay made available to CVfA mernbers through a strike relief I'unrl should be
lreatçd as d*ductible inco¡ne for purposes of'calculating any applicable unernployment bÊnefits.

The New Flampshire Labor Dispute provisicn reads as follows:

r\ pcrscn shall be disqualified l'or benefTts lbr any week with rcspect to which
the commissioner finds that his or her total or pnrtíal unemploynrent is due to û
sloppßge of work rvhich exists because of a labor dispute at thc factory,
establishrnent, or other premises at which he or she is or was last employecl " . "

RSA 282-A:36 (Exceptions omittecl). The Certilying Ofäcer(s) found that the claimants were
disqualilied under the provisions of Id$A 282-A:36 by virtue of the fact that they were
voluntarily involved in a labor clispute and thus did not meer eligibility requirements. NI-IES
ûeterminations dated November 2Al 4.

The IBËW and CTVA rlaimants appealed the disqualification decision to the Appeal'l'ribunal
pursuðnt to RSA 282-A:53" They liled pre and pasl-hearing memorânda arguing that a
"stoppage of work" under R.SA 282-.4,:36 daes not oçcìrr solely by virtue of employees being out
on strike. but occurs oniy if the employer's operations äre'osubsfantially curtailed" by the strike.
'l'his interpretalion of stcippage of work has becn adopted in a mrjority of states with labor
tlispute disqua!ifieation prcvisieins similar to thc New Flampshire provision quated above.2

tn February 3,2ü15 and March 12" 2015, NI"IËS AppealTribunal Cl:air Kevin Crnc* held a
hearing on the laì:or dispute disqualifÌcation and strike pay issues. By decisÍan dated April 14.
2t15, he dcniød benefits basecl on the fact that the claimants had elected not to work because of a
labor dispute, which he interpreted as a '¿$toppâße of u'ork" under R$A 282-A:36. \ilhìle
expressly deelining tc adopt a defTnition r:f substanlial curtailrnent (despite extensive briefîng of
the issue by the parties), the Appeal Chair made an altemalive detenninadon that F'airPoint had

supporting the decision, substanlial curtallment was detennined basecl on o'whether or not the
strike negativ*ly impaeteel FairPoint's busincss" in terms of its ability to provide service and

I Ån qxlended cliscussion of "stoppage of werrk" and "substantial curtailmcnl" rnry be fbund in pre-antl past-hearing
mrmos fìled by the parties as rvell as my previous Rcoprning llccision in this matter date<t July 1,2û15.
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acquire new customers.3 Sff Motion Pursuant to R$tA ?82-,4,:ú(), hlxhibit l, Þecision atp.6.a
With respect to the secnnel issue, stríke p;ly \ryäs determined to constitute dsductible income.

The claimants timely appealed thc decision, requesting reopenin6 pursuänt to I{SA 282-.4,:6t.
By Decision dated July I ,2A15,1 found that thât the .4ppeal Tribunal cleeision was affecteel by
mistake of law, granted the Unions' ltequests to Reopen, and ordered a dt n*vo hearing in the
case. The legal standard applied by the Appeal Chair was not supported by the case law
presenled by the pârties or by NHES' own internal policy g*idance âs set fonh in Directive Nn.
340-17.r The mistake of law finding was based both on the ,4ppeal Chair not applying the
substantial curtailment standard in the main decision on the ease, and aiso in applying the
standard improperly in the alternstive ruling.d ,4 new Appeal Tribunal ühair *àsìo be appoínted
for the de novo hearing to avoid the appearance of bías or prejudgment in the reopened
proceeding. The issue of strike pay was also reopened on a dc ¡royo basis.

In determining rvhether a "stoppage of work" had occun'ed, the new Appeal Tribunal Chair was
instructed in the Rcopening Decision to consicler substnntial c¡¡rtailrnent factûrs identified in rhe
applicable case lawo including 'fl "conrparison af business revenues, production, $ervice s and
worker hours bef'ore and nfter the strike."o Citing Whitçomb v. Þqp"ertruent cf E.mplgyment and
Traini¡g, 524 A.zd 602,603 (Vt. l986xadditional cites omitted). The Appeal Chair was also
instructed to look to NlllË$i Directive No. 34û-17 relating to labor disputes, which instructs
factfinders to evaluåte stÐppagç of work by looking at whether production is stoppecl or severely
curtailed, whether therc is operational shutdown, and to revierv dollar ämount$ rr percenfage of
curtailment inter alis. Finally, the Appeal Chair was instrueted to consider nny industry-specifìc
factors offlered by the employer in support of its case of substantial curtailment.

The de nouo hearing wâs held on $eptember 29,2015. Although exhibits from the príor hearing
werc going to be available at the de nova hearing fbr convenirnce, the parties were instructed to

3ïhr bflsis frlr this decision inclurled lindings lhat FairPoint'oc€as.ed nrarketing" and "esssntially fncused all of irs
cfforts on e.lipensË related rvork (repnirs) during thc strikc. lt is marg lihely than not thir¡. combined, this had n
neg*tive impact on FairPoint's rcven$e." Similnrly, thc Appeal Chair found that "FsirPoint's businrss includes
rvealher rçlated rcpair work. Therel'ûre, rvhen thc e laimants walked off the job, thcy directly and negatively impacted
FairPoinl's ability ta perform an essential function of its business." FairPoint'$ strfll€g,ic "mrrketing reduction *nd
redirection of all its r{:sources to r*pair work clearly had a negative impact an FairPoint's ability to ruråci and serve
nçw çüstomers." The Çl'¡air further noted that, "with respect tû rïafiagement hours div*ned to bargained for wcrk
hours, lhcspecificnumberisirrelevant. Thalnanagementdívertedanyofítsfocusfrom$trategicandlactical
planning to operations is enough to illustrate a negative impßçt ta FairFoint's business." Dscision at pp. 7-8.
o 

Appeal Chair Croce's clecision is included as Exhibit I ¿o Fãirpûini's Morion Fursuant to R$iA 2S?-Å;60.
5 Directive No, 340^l ? is a ?006 NHËS rlacurnent that details the Department's procedure in processing claims

6 
The Âppeal Chair spccifically srated thnt hc "dcclinecl tû creatf a definition" of subsranri¿l c$rtailment (Dccision

dated ltpril 14,2015 at p,6), but then praceeded toapplya standarqlthat dåd nol nonform te rhe clefinitions provided
in lhe cnse law and the provisions of NIIES' orvn Direclive. His e.rtrenr*ly broad "negntive irnpuct" analysis,
ernployed in thc absencc of an accepted definition ol"substantial cunnilm*nt," rvns l*gaily insufficicnt to suppon
the alterrative finding that substantial curtailment¡work sloppage harl occun"cd. Basccl sn the t.iecirion, any negative
ímpael was considcred sufficisnt lo suppor{ a finding sf substrntinl cufiailment.
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be prepared to put on their cases and presenl testimony at the hearing. FairPoint was found to
have the burden of proof on the issue of substantial curtailment. The Appeal Chair premised her
decition on NI{ES Administrative Rule Enp 2A7 .26, "[t]he party âsserting a propositisn shall
bear the burden of proof'of the proposition by a preponderance of the evidence." .S¿e olso
Aoneal of Mðore, I64 N,H. l0?, I04 (2012) (cmployer fourrd to have the burden ofproving n
disqualificati'on from benefits). ' Even if the burden ofproof had been placed on the claimants,
lhe evidence supporting substantial curtailment would have l¡ad lo come ftom FairPoint. lüy'here

this is the case; it makes sense that the burden o
iit<el¡, To have access to the relevant evidence."
Seclrriiv, 396 Mass. 226, 231 ( I 985).

f proof should "be æsigned to the rnost

Following the hearìng and briefing by the parlies, Appeal Tribunal Chair Sandra Mooney issued
a decision in which she recorded findings of fact and conclusions of laW. After reviewíng the
records and lestimony presented in the case, she found that there was no stoppage of work as
defìned by a substarttial curtailme¡rt of FairPointls business. BenefitE were thus allowed, Motion
Pursuant:to RSA 282-A:60, Exhibit 3, Decision dated November 19, 2015 ("'Dceisiorr") at p. 4.
Based on the evidence subnritted, she rulcd that any strike pay received by the CWA claimants
should be trealed as deductible income. ("Benelìts are reduced or denied due to th.e receip! of
strikepay;i') ld, at p. 5.

It. F¡irPoirtt',s Motinn Pu nnt ln RSA ?R?"Àrf"fl

A. Sconc of Commissir¡ncr's: Authority.to Reopgl

Ih the, Motion Pursuant to RSA 282-A:60 ({'Motiono'), FairPoint argues that the Commissioner
exceeded his authority by orderin g a de ¡lovo hearing in this matter. ln doing so, FairFoint
claims that lthe Commissioner] was acting as an appellate body and that appeal "lies with the
Appellate Board,of the NIIES, not the Commissioher." Motion at pi 3, ci/ing RSA 2S2-A:64, 65
ãnd 67. As noted by C'\ilA in its Opposition to FrirPoint's Motion, the New Flampshire Attomey
G.encial issued an Opinion regarding the scope of'the Nl-lES Commissioner's âulhorit¡l under
RSA 282-A;60 in 1982. With respect to the sequence of appeals, thc Opinion provides that:

[l]t is our opinion that RS,4 282-A:64 ( I 981 Supp.) requires that an individual
appealing a decision ol'the Appeal Tribunal must first seek reopening of rhe
decision before the Commissioner pursuånt to the provisions of RSA 282-A:60
(1981 Supp") and RSA 282-A:61 (1981 Supp.) in order fo perfect an appeal ro
the Appellate Division.

7 
Vermonl case larv, interprcting an idcntical st¡¡turory dis<lualiftcarion provisian" also supporll rhis approach.

"Under Vermont's unemployment stätu¡È, as interpreted by thc Vsnnonl Supreme Coun, the burdcn of proof is on
the employer to dcmons¡rate that the claimant's actions rssulled in substanlial cuñnilment of the employer's
opnrntion." Fíndings and Decísion of Administrative l.arv Judge date April 22, 2015, Vermont Departmenr cf
Lnbor, QlTicc of Administr¡itive Hearings, ot p" 7.
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N.l'I" Atty. fien. Opinion No. 82-t5-F (Iune ?4, lgBZ), ¡982 V/L 188103 iN.l'1.,q.G.) ar 1. I'tere,
the claimnnts (represented by CV/.A and IBEIV) bath filed timely requests tCI reCIpön pursuânt to
fq.S,A 282-.4:60 follawing the initial Appeal Tribunal decision. In my role ns Commissioner, I
aeted on those requests in accordance with the Ètåtute and within the limits of my authnrity.

Fairlloint has also argued that the NI-IES Commissioner lacks the ability to reopen on the basis of
a mistake of law. The Altomey üeneral Opinion noted above also provides thit while the
Commissioner "ca.n$ot on his nwn modify, amend or rËverse any Appeal Tribunal deÇision. . .,,,
"fhe Commissioner may lind . . . that a rnistake has been made, either lhrough misapprehension
of fact ar mísappliffiliûn aJ'lmu" and order reopening." Id, at 2. (Emphasis added.) This is
precisely vühät occuried in this case.

ln s recent New Harnpshire Supreme Court cåse, ü petitioner/claimant arguecl that the then
NI{ES Cornmissioner's decisitn to reopçn her case had violnted her right to due prCIçess. Apppai
Qf Annqlie Mullqn, üecision issued September 30,2016. Slre took the position that ir was
fundamentally unt'air to allow the Commissioner, on her own initiative, to reopen cases involving
unen:ploynlent compensation f"raud when the petitioner/claimant had prevailed at the Appeal
'l'ribunal level. The petitioner argued that the Commisçioner had exceecled her authoriryin
ordering reopening, and particularly in proviriing guidance on how to conduct the hearing on
reopening. Like FairPoint, in her request for relief, the petitioner asked that the Commisiioner
reopen the case, reversc the Appeal Tribunal's decision following reopening, and reinstate the
previous decision which had been in her fhvor.

In respcnsc {CI the pctitioner's årguments, the supremc court stated in part:

l"he plain language of the stntute pennits the conrmissioner'upon witten
requsst of an interested party or upofl his own initiative, in any case in which a
decision has becn rendered, [to.l reopen the cnse on the basiaof fiaud. mlst*g
or newjy*discovered evidence.' RS.A 28?-¡l:60 (emphasis added). lf the
commissicner clecides 10 reopen on the limited basis of fraud, mistake, or
newly diseovered evidence, the case returns to the tribunal l'crr eirher a de nçv_q
hearing cr 'the intr<leluctíon of evidence or ürgument relative to and conceming
the fhctors which constitute the basis or gruund for reopening.' RSA 2g2-
A;Sl. Tlthe commissìoner dcclines a parfy's request to reopen, the party may
appeal the tribunal decision lo the board. RSA 282-A:64. 1ffe are not
persuaded that this procsss lcads to an absurd result. fìather, we ågre€ rvith the
departnrent that tlie c<lnrmissiûner's 'adjudicatory role, as expressly permitted
by [RS.A 282-A:6f]l . . . strcamlines review and enables correctíon of enors

eft commlssloner
reopeneel the March 2012 decision, she did not exceed her authority or violate
the pelitioner's rights under chapter 282-A.
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Id. at p. 10. The decision to gr{¡nl the requesls to roopen in this case falls squarely within
the sccpe of authority described above.

FairPoint claims that in this case, the Commissioner'opurported to rcview Chairperson Croce's
decision; clisagreed with it; and decl*red that ühairperson Croce made a'mistake of lâ\ry."'
Motion at p. 3. FairFoint further argues:

The only possible explanation for the de navo order was not thst Chairperson
Croce applied the wrong standard, but that he reached îhe wong result from
the Commis*ioner's perspective. As is apparenl from Chairperson Mooney's
elecision, the Com¡nissioner made his preferred result clear to her in the July l,
2015 letter ordering a de nav* hearing.

Motion al p. 4. The July l, 2015 Tl.ecpening Decision spcaks for itself. It rcflects no insrruction
or staternent of pref'erence as to case result -- it simply provides guielance on the legal standard
for substantial curt¿¡ilment that should be applied in the de novo hearing. Ser Decision at pp. 7-8.

As in the Mullçn case, FairPoint has pr*sented no evidence af actual bias with respect to the
clecision to reopen. As the Court found in Mullç¡i, "[h]ere, as in all unemptoyment compensation
appeals, the cornmission*r served solely as the osecond level of appeal.' RSA 282-A;60."
FairPoint has provided no evidence, and no evidence exists, to support a thcory that the
Commissioner in âny wây particìpated in the second Appsal Tribunal hearing following the
elecision to reopon. The allegations ¡nacle by FairPoint's counsel äre totâlly unsubstantiated.s

n. $.sþEfttg1iå.1-t!¡ rtåi|"msß$!find*rd

l"he main issue at the heart of these proeeeclings is the interpretation of the labor dispute
disqualification provision in New Hampshirc's Unemployrnent Insurnnce ("UI") law. Scs RSA
282-A:36. ,4,s notcd in the case law cited in the pafiies' älings, according to the interpretation of
sirr¡ilnr provisions in many State UI laws:

"Unemploymfnt benefits åre not available if the 'unemployrnent is due to a
stopprge of work which exists because of a labnr dispnte.' G. L,c. l S lA,
$?5(h).(2). For therc to be a 'stoppage of work,' operations must be
'substantially curtailed.' Reed NaÍ'l Corp. v. Ðirector of the Ðív. tf
Emplaymerrr S1rc.,388 Mass. 336,338 (1983), S.C., 393 lV[ass. ?Zl {lgSS).
þlow rnuch disruption is required {o c*rnstitute a suhstantial curtailment is a
fhcl-spec¡lic inquiry; there is no percenlâge threshold or numerical fbmrula.

s As nated by the New Jcrsey Supreme Cotn in n sinrilar case, '[OJur province is merely to interpret and npply [the
statute] to particular situalions as th*y are prrs*nl*d, keepÌng in mind thc gencrrl policy of the act.' Citcs ontíttvd.
With 'r*garcl to the riglrtness or rensonnbleness of the positions or de¡nands af thc employer or cmployees,' the State
maintai¡rsacamplctelyngulralpcrsition.l"qurd.eq"Mç.d¡ËgLM'l9?N.J339,363(N'j.
20r9).
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See Westínghoust: ßroadcastíng Co. v. Ðirector of the Div. of Ënryîaynent
,Scc., 378 Mass. 5l , 55-56 ( I979); Reed Nat 'l (orp. v. Ðirector af the Div. of
Ëmploymenl,5øc., 393 Mass. 721,724 (19S5).

Hcfi,z Coreoration v. Actipg.üir.pçtpr çf thç Þivjsicn cf Ëm,plov"ryìent qn*Trainins, 43? Mass.
295,297;771 N.Ë,zd 153, *- (2002).

In Herte, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Coun found that the Board of Review of the
Department of Labor aneJ V/orkforce Development wäs "within its discretion to conclucle the
combined impacts of the strike detailed in its findings of fact did not câuse ô substantial stoppage
of Hertz's operations as a whole." Cites amilted, lt stated f'urther that:

Although certain functions wËnt unperformed while manâ&ers and nonstrikíng
rvorkers filled in for the striking ernployees, a 'stoppage of work' requíres
mcre than the holes in coverage that result lvhen staff is temporarily diverted
from one place to another. lf these sorts oldisruptions sufficed lo constitute â
'stcppage nf work,' then virtually every strike would renult in benefîts
disqualifTcation, an outcome expressly rejected by the Legislature when it
revised the unemployment compen$ation $tåtute in 1937."

Hefi2,437 Mass, a1299 - 300.

In order to meet its burden to prove substantial surtailment, an employer must show more than a
"negative impact." IÍ must show that its operations have been "substantially curtailsd" to the
point where there has been å stCIpp¿rgc of work. Ste e,g. Meaclot¡¿ Gold Dairips:l-lawaii, ttd. v,
gii.g, 437 P.2d 3l7,3tB-320 (Flw. 1968)(no substantialcurlailment wlrere production decreased
by l8%, the number of enrployees substantially eleereased and the company stnpped atl home
deliveries, ol'fice work and mainrenance); Mounlain_$gles'leL_andTel-C!-ï-$akdson, Zl5
P.2d 7CI7, 712'13 (Ariz. l950Xno substantialcurtsilment where amrng other things revenues
drappecl 66% and the number of employees decreased S9%); Tqapeni.y" Hp.p,Í'"ç"f,.Hmplovment
$$c., 455 A.2d 329 (Vt. l982xno suhstantial curtailrnent lound where publisher was able to
publislr lts newspaper tn i¡ daily basis - 2l V.S.A.$ l3a4(a)( ) did not disqualify the elaimants
from receiving benefirs); þ_urdes-M84.*ta i-&d, o,f Rqv",96J A.zd zsg:3as {2009) (holding
no substantial eurtailment and nüting that the employer "as å çonscious business objective . . .

determinsd to maintain flull services in order not [o lose its edge in & very competitive rnarket nr
to cncÕurage the strikers' demands"). Campare ÐpMio_npr"pf lh-ç
Üepartffienlo"f H¡ïplqyffç$"La$d*Trainiqg, 410 Mass. 337 ( l99l)(fînding sroppage of"work even
though the employer continued fu!l production where many of the employers opãrations were
halted or performed at a level substantially belo,w normal).
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C. þü{"qeonÊr of Il{: lï,p,vq Ho*qfinE'-- Nq $qr.b.sta¡}ttåLÇgf*åLlry,p&tg

FairPoint ârgues that Chairperson Mooney's elecision resulted from the Appeal Tribunal not
considering the evidence presented al the de nouo hearing. According to FairPoint, Chairperson
Mooney "fseused on avaiding FairPoint's nvidence." üffering nr support for this conteniion,
FairFoint also argues that '-[iJt is quite åppärent that her ultimate ccnclusion was predetermined."
In connection with these allegations, FairPoint '*mcves the Commissioner (l) to vaeate
Chairpersr:n Mooney's Appeal Tribunal Decision; ard 2) to reinstate Chairperson Croce's
Appeal Tribunal þecision." In its particular request filr relief, FairPoint is asking the
Commíssioner to act ås an appellate body and rever$e a decision * an action that is not within the
purview of the authority granted by RSA 282-A:60.

At the September 29,2016 de navo hearing on the issue of substantial cuflailment, FairPoint's
cvidenee consisted ol'the testimany oflone Iive witness * Peter Nixon, FairPoint's Ëxecutive
Vice President of Extemal Affnirs and Operational $upporto and exhibits containing summaries
of impnct informatíon. The record also includcd exhibits that had been submitted ar the prior
.Appeal Tribunal hearing. By agreernent of the part¡es late in the day of the September 29, 201 5
h*aring. testirnony fiom the two FairFoint witnesses who testifîed at the fîrst Appenl Tribunal
hearing was included in the de nova hearing record to provide a fbundation f"or eertain previously
submitted exhibits. Tr.9l29ftAl5 at 106- 109 (Þaniel V/hite, FairPoint's Scnior Direcror of
l-abor Relations (lbrmerly Director of Stafling), and Michael trìeerl, President of FairPoinr
Mainc). e

Following the henring,lhe parties Iìled detailed memoranda in which they reviewed the svidencc
presented at the $eptember 29,2016 hearing, as well âs at the earlier hearing held befi:re ,A,ppeal
Chair Croce. In irs Post-Hearing Memorandum, FairPr:int argued that despite enormous efforts it
made to reallocate its rnanagernent workforce, bring in replacernent eontraclors and largely stop
marketing to reduce ncw orders and focus on repair wcrk, the strike substantially eurtailed
FairFoint's operations. hdemorandum at p. 2. FairPoint noted that in order to maintain service
as required cluring the strike. it used a number of salaried employe*s (sorne wirh prior lield
experience) an¿l also híred conttactr:rs, but'nat no tirne did ËairPoint's contingent work fbrce
equal the number of striking wtrker$." Memorandum at p. 16. FairPoint argued that Ëmployer
Exhibit 4, presentecl at the first Appeal Tribunal hearing, provided "the be$ available data on
gross lraurs spent on the strikerso work tlefore ancl afier the strike." leJ.

As a resuh of its decision lo abandon efforrs to attraçt new customers or upgrade serviees to
existing customers in order ta focus on repairs, FuirPoint noted that it experienced a dramatie
drop in new units and services sald to }lew l-lampshire rustorners. Msmorandum at p. 17.

i L The strike magnifìed the effect of sevcre winter storms * the "incumbent rvorklorce rvould
have reduced the trauhle load spikes 'much more quickly' than the contractors did. I-cl. at p. 20.

e'l'hq 
recard rellects thar FairPoint rvas offcred lhe opportun¡ry to put on ¡clditional live rvitnesses ntlhe de ¡tova

hearing, 1'r. 9'29¡2015 *t pp. 107 - 109,
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FairPoint argued thaç as a result of the strike, its wholesale business suffered and custcmer
satisfaction plummeted. Based on a chart presented by Mr. Nixon, FairPoint argued in the
Memorandum that ils revenue for the f'our month period of the strike was ofÏ thã previous yeat's
numbers for the same period by nearly I I %. Ifl, at p. zz, Employer Exhibir 10.

CV/A noted in its Brief that the data presented by FairPoint concerning hours worked during the
strike was based on estimates rnade more than two months afier the strike started. CWA poit-
Hearing Brief at pp. 5-6" During his testimony, Daniel White (FairPoint's Director of Staffing
and Ernployee Services) could nol verify the accuracy of the information supporting Employå
Ëxhibit 4, which purported to show staffîng levels bef,ore and after the strike,- Id. uip. O.' niEW
noted that Mr. Nixon's festirnony on the issue of posþstrikr hours was contradiãted by the
background materials assembled by índividual FairPoint managers. IBEV/ post-hearing Brief at
F" 20. To the extent it could be considered reliable, the evidence did not slrow that Fairpoínt,s
worker hours were reduced çubstantially or nt all during the strike. ld. at p. 22.

Both CWA and IBEV/ contested Fairlloint's evidence regarding revenue loss. They argued that
while FairPoint submitted Employer Ëxhibits 6 nnd gA-G purpòrting ro show a decrease in
orders, it failed to provide underlying factual data to support its claim of a loss of revenue
resulting frrom the strike. IBEW Brief a¿ p. L The evidence presented was speculative,
pafiicularly given the historic volatility of FairPoint's revenue over rime. CWn Brief at p. 10.
They argued it was rnor* likely that any reduction in orders resulted from Fairpaint's conscious
decision to stop marketing sçveral months bef'ore tlre strike had stañ*d. IAEW at p. g. S/irh
respeÈt to l?airPoint's trouble load, üWA and IBEW arguecl that rhe spike in trouble load was
attributable to four (4) successive winter stonns and wculd have occuned with or rvilhout the
strike. IßEW at pp" l3'14. ]'hey pointcd to public statements by FaírPoinr,'s president, paul
Sunu, to the efl'ect that the storms artually caused the majority oîproblems, and ,,[w]ith our
mÍmägers working f'ront-line positions, we documented improved proccsses that såved hundreds
of working hours per day . . . thanks 1o the productivity from our conrinuity plan, [rhe striking
workersl returned to a trouble load that was below pre-strike levels." CWA tsriefit pp. 4-5.

Based on a r*view ol'alJ of tlre records and testimony presented, ancl afìer summarizing
the salient facts, Appeal Tribunal Chair;person Sandra Mooney concluded as follcws:

e lTairPoint knew that it was going to ask for substantial concessions in the new
collective Bargaining Agreements [and k¡ew that a strikc was likely];

, & In anticipation of the strike. FairPoint made a business decision to *urtail
rnarketing to reclucc {he number of new orde rs;
FairFoinl was willing to sacrifìce revenue 1o maintain repairs [and] service;å

â

&

By proceeding the way it clid, I.'airPoint reduced its revenue beyond the impact
of the strike;
Ëven if the Unions had agreed ts the proposeti üontract lerms, revenue would
have heen reducecl;
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Revenue increased after March 2,201s when the company s{arted nrarketing
again;
Based an FairPoint's own tesr.imony, the month to month fluctuations in
revenue from october 201 I through July of 2015 were normal fluctuations;
There was a,n initicl increase in repair orders while replacement rvorkers were
being put in place;
There wÍ$ en increase in the trouble load during the snÐw stonns that llit New
Hngland during the strike, which is nornal during ssvere storïns;
FairPoint itself asserted that replocement workers were showing productivity
levels above the pre-strike lcvels and the majority of rhe backlog-of orders vi,as
directly due to the extreme weather which had a regional impact nor seen since
Flurrícane lrene in ?tl 1;

FairPointns graphs, which purported to represent impact on business lacked a
suffieient foundation. The Director of Staffing who testified to the graphs cnulel
not verify whether the underlying inforrnation was corect; and
FairPoínt did not demonstrate how much of the impact it attributed ro the srrike
was directly related to the winter stonns versus th* strikc itself

FairPoint Motion, Ëxhibit 3 (Appeal Tribunal Decision darEd Nov.l g, z0l S) at p. 4.

Based on the hearing record and review of the parties' submissions, the Appeal Tribunal Chair
f'ound that there rvas no stCIpFage ol'work as defined as a subståntialcunaílment of business,
Decision at p. 4. tiven the totality of the evidence, she found that ËairPoint had not met irs
burden.

Upon revierv of the recnrd, I find that Chairperson Mooney properly considerecl the evidence
presentcd in the case. Prior to the hearing, and in respon$e to pioposed stipularions, she reeeived
and incorporated ïnput from the parties in fbnnulnting a statement of whnt evidence would be
cnnsidered on the issue of substantial cur"tailment. ,See Letter from Appeal Chair dated August
2I ,2t16. Her decisíon in the case reflects that shc reviçrved nncl cnnsidered the cvidence
presented on Fairlloi¡)t's revÊnue, worker hours betbre and during the srike, procluction as
den¡onstraterl by per day rçsolution of work tickcts, impact of the strike urruu* inipact of winter
slorms on repair order backlogs, and productivity levels as reported csntemporåneously during
the strike by FairPoint, among other things

FairPoint hos'made åssert¡ons about the Appeal Tribunal Chair's responsibilities that are simply
without merit. For example, FairPoint claims in its Post-Hearing Mámoranclum thstr

I

ð

è

o

I

ð

s

Ernployer F,xhibit 4 prcvides the best available data on the gross hours
spent ûn the striker's work before ancl after the strike. Tr. g/zg/201j ar l0û-
01 . while there are no exåcr time recorcls on the contrâctors or the
managers performing struck work, the Chairperson must ac*ept the
eviclencç as probative and unrebuttecl.
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FairPoint Motion, Hxhibit 4, p. 16. It is inaccurate to sugÊest that the Chair was required to
accept the evidence in question äs *'probative and unrebutted"" Testimony provieled by Daniel
White on çross*exarnination identified gaps in the foundatian i'or Employer Exhibit 4 and raised
issues regarding the backgraund information cnllected in anticipatinn af the hearing" ,4,s noted in
Chairperson Mooney's decision, "[a]t the hearing on February 3,2015 Mr. Daniel t#hite,
director of staffÏng and employee serices, testified that he could not vouch far the aecuracy of
the report containing the number of hours for pre-strike and post-strike as contained in employer
exhibit 4." Decísion at p.4. ,See s/so Post-Hearing Brief submitted by CS/A at p.6.t0 Moreover,
even if the hours as presented wÊre accurate with the exception of recognized errors presented in
the infbmration for the first two weeks of the srike, they did not support a finding of substantial
curtailment based on standards contained in the applicable case law.

With respect to evíclence of inrpact on revenue, graphs sub¡nitted by t'airPoint in Ëmployer
ßxhibit 9 were extr*mely high level. Liule detail was provided at rhe September 29,2Als
hearing regarding foundational data supporting the exhiibits. It wasn't made elear whether
revenue figurss were adjusted to reflect the savings to FairPoint for reductions in marketing costs
for the mtnths prior to and during the strike {1'r. 9/79/2û15 at p. 164" linc 6) and/or concessions
gained in bargaining {Tr. 9/29/201 5 at p. I 88, lines 21 - 25). At least one specìfìc category of
revenue .* 5 Vq of wholesale unit adds * was aelmittedly no{ included in Ërnpl<lyer Exhibit gG
(unir Adds/Field sales). Tr. 9/29¡?015 ar p. t45.

Durlng the second day of the flrrst Appeal Tribunal hearing {03/15/201 5}, when asked wherher he
was able to deteffïine how much of the loss in landline business was attributable to the normal
decline in landline revenue versus the amount cailsecl by the strike and the company's reaction to
the strike, Michael Reed, President oflFairPoínt Mainc tesrified:

It's cxtremely difficult to measuÌe, especially in the comperitive world that
we'rc in; cuslomers experience a delay, cu${omçrs don't get a¡r answer whsn
they call the call cenlÊr, and some of the çustomçrs that måy have stayed with
us went to a different provider. Vy'e can't tell that with certainty.

Hearing I , Tr. 3/l 2/2015 at p. 40, lines 2 - 9. During the September 29" 2015 hearing, Mr. Nixon
did lestify to an estimated revenue loss atÚitrutnble to the strike in the amnunt af approximately
53,000,00ü.00. The ïotalamount was based on nn estimateel trvelve (12) month$' worth of lcst
business f"or each tlreoretical cu$tomer losr" l"learing 2, Tr, 9l29l2tls at p. Is5.

In her
period

finilings of lbct, Chairperson Mooney noted that revenue fìuctuations for the pre-strike
Õ 0 y0 wers n0 were

tÛ "white preparcd Ernployer Exhibit 4 by nsking rnänfigers and supervisors in late December or Jauuary -.üver tlro
month* afler the strike bcgan - to provide estimates, ('l'ranscript cires ornitred). Whilc repcatedly acknorvtedged thar
he did not knorv halv the manngers ancl supervísors çame up with thc nu¡nbers they provieled hiur, {cites anrittecl)
and h* readily admitted the uccurucy of the estimates could not be verifîed^"
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cnused by "litigation awartls, large confracts ã,nd large installation projects." FairPoint MotÍon,
Exhibit3,p.4i $eealsqNixontestimony -Tr.9/29l20l5atp. l?4. Tïerecordprovidesabssis
for the Chair to conclude that the revenue lcsses elescribed by FairPoint as treing att¡ibutable to
the strike were consistent with previous fluctuations and werc largely self-imposed in connection
with FairPoint's mitigation stratcgy. gçe Lourdes Med".Crr.,v. B.d. of Rev", 963 A.zd 2Bg, jflS
(2CI09) (fìnding no substantial curtailment and noting that the employer "ås ä conscious busincss
objective . . . determined to maint¿in fï¡ll services in order not to lose its edge in a vçry
cnmpetitive mnrket ûr tô encsuräte thÊ slrikers' dcmands.")

While FairPoint provided testimony on the overall cast of the strike to the company in New
Ëngland, it did not present a specilTe breakdown by State until Mr" Nixon was examined by
Attom*y Michael Randall of NI"IES. Even upon l'urther exnminaticn, the estimffte of the strike
cost in New Fìampshire was based nn a high level pereentage calculation of overallcosts,
including costs of litigation. Tr.9l29l2tl5 at pp.l36-138.

S/ith respect to the backlog of installatian and servics orclers graphically illustrated at Employer
f;xhibit 6, there was a significant issue presented of whether the backlog was çaused primarily by
the strike or by the successive weather cvents. Chairperson Mooney's decision indicates thai she
considered and gave weight to FairPoint*s contemporâneous public sletements about causation
made in a letter ta Senator Shal¡een and Congresswoman Kuster. FairPoint Presidenf Paul Sunu
stated, 

-'[t]he majority of the backlog ol'r¡rders is directly ossociated rvith the extreme wsather we
hnve encountered four major storms in 50 days with regional impaet approaching levels not since
Irene in 201 1." ,9ce Decision at p.4 ref"erencing Claimant Exhiliit 2, p. l.

III. ËWA,?s }¡nrtiql ån¡?cnl Jo Corn{qi&giB_¡ler K,o{rucst¡Is R.ü{qpqpi,ns 0n,thq,lfi$q,q,pf
\ilhcther StrÊho v is Ðeductiblc [nannna Und*r 282-,{:l4.IlI

Ey Partial Appeal to the Conrmissioner. the CW,A, Claimants have ask*d the Conrmissioner to
r€open the Appeal Tríbunal's decision cn the issue of "whether a strike benefït received by thc
C\ilA*represented Claimants is deductible income under lhe New l-lampshire Unemploynrent
slalutc.o' CV/A Partial Appeal a1 p. 1.

ßeginning approximately two rveeks afier the strike started, all srikíng menrbers af thc CTVA
rvere eligible 1o receive strike bencfîts. Cï/A Post-l-learing Brief at p. 19. (Idecord cites
omitted). The bcnefits cams from the C\Å/A Robert Lilja Members' Relief lîund ("Fund"). which
is financed through contributions frnm members' union dues, I{!. r\ccording to thç lîund rulss,
strikers lilere'oexpected to do their fhir share of strike duty, unless excuserl f,urjust cause by the
Local." Clainiants Exhibit 8, üround Ruies, p. 9. Payments were in a fìxecl rve*kly amount

the strike pay received by CttrA mcmbgrs constitutcd wages that should be treated as cieductible
income in calculating unemploymenr beneÍits.

According to RSA 282-A:15, I, "[rvJages fficär'¡s *very fbrm of remuneration fr¡r persr:nal
services paid or payable tú a frcrson directly or indirectly hy his employing unit, including
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salaries, cornrnissions, bonuses" and the reasonable value of in kind benefits. R$.4 282-A:l4,lll
describes additional forms of compensation thal shall bc deerned to constiiute wages, ancl also
provides an exceplion for ccrlain pâymefits: "''Vy'ageso shall not mean and shall not incluele
påymsnts from a supplemental unemployment plan as defined in 282-A:3-a ür any portian of a
lurnp sum payment t'or workers' ccmprnsation made pursuant to I{SA 281-A:37."

A *'supplemental unemployment plan" ís defined in RS,A 2BZ-.4,:3-a as follows:

For the purpCIs€s of this chapter "supplemental unemployment plan" shall ¡meån å
plan, system, trust or contract by the terms of which an individual will receive
from thc employer, lrustees ol'the plan cr trust, tmían or other agency, paynîents
supplementnl lo unemployment cÐmpensstíon or bssed ûn $r tü be paid in
coniunclion w¡th unenîlllaynrcnl compensation, which a¡e available to the
employees generally but not available in advance, in a lurnp sum or for lCIan, to be
paid only during periods of unemployment exeept payments for vacaticns,
bonuses, profit sharing plans and severance pay CIr separâtion pây.

RSA 282-A:3-n (Emphasis added).

CV/A cites case law and Revenue Rulings to the effect that strike pay shoukì not be treated as
wåges and does not constitute deductible income un¿lçr circumstances rvhçre the benelits paid
are in a fixed amtunt unrelaled to services pertbnned, are not based on an hourly wage rate, and
âre not remuneration by an employer for services performed by an employee. C1FA also argues
that the Robert Lilja Members Relief Fund is a Supplemental Unemploymenr Plan {'"SUF")ãs
clefined by R"SA 282-A:3-4, and that payments fram thç fund are thus exenrpted from rhe
delinition of wages as provided in RSA 282-A:14, III-a.

I¡r terms of New l{ampshire precedent, C\ryA ôrgues that Mql¡ûi:re v,*$!aß. in rvhich the New
Flanrpshire Suprenre Court upheld a trial court ruling that lockout pâyments were not 'wages'
and thus not deductible income, supports a similar result as to strike pay in this case. I l6 N.H.
361 ( 1976). In Mclntirq, however, the union employees who were locked our dicl not strike.
They continued lo make themselves avnilable to work on a day tn dny basis while theirjnbs were
fìlled by salaried personnel brought in f'rom other parts of the eounrry. I l6 N.l"t. at 365. lf rhe
eniployees had gone on strike, they would have been requíred to do strike cluty as a condition of
receiving s{.rike bencfìts. Testimony established tlmt, "the uníon required nnthing l'rom its
membcrs" as a condition of paying the lockout benefit in Mclnlir . Id, at 366. This f'acr was
integral 1o the Ccurt's finding that the lockout payments were not wages fro¡n an employing unit..
I4 at 366-367.r1

tt flV/¡\ notes tlral thr MC-åAt]¡e Cc¡urt csnsidered rhe kct ¿har the lockc¡nt/**rike filnd wns f'und*d by union nrenrbç*r
contributår¡ns in linding the paym*nts wçrçn't wågcs" llowcver, th;:r fin<ling only disposed oflthc argumenr thnr t!¡*
k:{:k*ul pûyÌîräÌs t?{:r* wagrs from fhe enrptroycr, Natianal Õypsuxr. lt did not r!íspose of rhe å}epnrtment'$
ar&iltn*fit that lockr¡u¿ päymrint$ pnid by the *nion were wfigc$, and lhat rhe uníc¡n was thc clnim¿nts' 'tmpluying
unitn fç¡r purpr)$tis af {ht lockur¡t pty bcnefit" s¡¡hal was rnost Ëri{ifirl ttr thc Cçurt's annEysis w¡15 [he lack 9f a
re*¡rir*rrrent t* ¡:erl'*rm cervåees ns a c$nditisn to receíving b**efils.
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in response to CWA's partial request to reopen, FairPoint has simply argued that, in this case,
strike pay constituted weges pursuant to RSA 282-A:15, I. Because CWA strikers had to do
their'fair share' and perform 'duties,' their compensation fro¡n the Fund shor¡ld be viewed as a
"'form of remuneration for personal services' constituting wages undcr N,H. Rev. State. $282-
A:15, I." FairPoint Post:Hearing Memorandum at p. 36.

The Appeal Tribunal Chair found üat the CVIA claimants'ohad to perform sfrike duty to be
eligible for the strike pay. They either had to wotk picket duty or offrce duty unless otherwise
excusçd. ... Therefore they performed personal services in exchange for the strike pay." The
Appeal Tribunal's finding is supported by the portions of the Cï/A Robert Lilja Members'
Rclief Fund Rules submitted at the hearing. Scction lI, B, of ths Fund Rules,'oPayment to
Eligible Strikers,'provides that "l$jtr¡kçrs must perform strike duties as defìned by the Local to
be elÍgible for payments from the Fund. For eligibility purposes, a striker is defined as a member
or aR agency fee payer." Claimant Exhibit I at p. 13. Based on this finding; the Chair concluded
that the payments received constiruted wages.

The Chair's decision dces not specifically address the applicability of RSA 282'4.:3-a's
exception for payments provided tluough a Supplemental Unemployment Plan to the strike pay
received by the CWA claimants. The evidence adduced at the hearing regarding the Robert Lilja
Relief Fund was limited and a redacted summaqy of the Fund Rules was submitted as Claimants'
Exhibit L Based on hearing testimony and the limited material submitted in Exhibit 8, it is
unclear that the Robert Lilja Members' Relief Fund is a SUP. The definition of SUP under RSA
282-A:3-a requires that payments will be made pursuant to a plan, system, trust or contract by
the terms of which an individual will receivc "payments supplernenlal to unem¡tloyment
compensation or based on or. to be paid in conjunclion wit:h unemplaymen( compensation , . ,.t't2
There is no evidence in the record indicating that receipt of the strike funds was contingent upon
receipt of unemployment compensation bcncfits. As such, I find no enor in the Chair's fnilure to
sonclude that the sfrike pay constituted supplemental unemployment benefits exempt from the
deflinition of "wages,"

In addition, I find adequate support in the record for the Chair's conclusion, referring to RSA
282-A:14, III(a), that, where the claimants were required to perform personal services in
exchange fur strike pay, "sums of whatever type or nahre unless excluded are considered
!vages." Ðccision at p. 5; see also Mclntire v" Stalg, I 16 N.H. 361(1976).

ru. $tandard of F,evÍew on.B,p.one{.¡ine

The Appeal Chair has the stafutory funetion to examine the olaims records, lislen to the
testimony of witnessesn and to consider any exhibits that may be submitted during the
osurse ef the hearing. It is thc ehakpersonts responsibiìity to make #ndings of faet based
upon the evidence and arrive at one or more conclusions of law in determining whether
or not an individual ìs eligible for benefits or is disqualified uncler the statute, V/here the

" See also,26 U^S. C. $501(cXI7) for generalguidnnce on what constituîes a suffîcient nexus betwcen eligibilíry for
benefils under a plan and entitlement to unemploymðnt rompensetion ben*flr*.
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evidence supports the findings and decision ol'the Appeal Chair, I am not permitted by
Iaw to substitute my judgment for hers"

I find no basis in either the record or FairPoint's hrlotion Pursuant to RSA 282-A:60 that would
permit me to reopen the case on any of the three grounds set forth by the statute as fraud,
mistake,.or newly discovered evidence. The hearing record and evidence supports the lìndings
and conclusions reached by Chairperson Mooney. I do not have authority, in any câse, to reverse
a¡d reinstate a prior Appeal Tribunal decision as requçsted:by FairPçint.

\Víth, respect to the issue of strike pay and deductible income, I ,find.'that the record supports the
Appeal Tribunal decision. I find no basis in the record or thelfilings to reopen on the básis of
fraûd, mistake or newly discovered evidence,

V. Þe,cision qnd Anp.p4l.Rishts

By this,letter, the Department is denying FairPoíntls request to reopen the deeision on benefits
granted as a result of the fTnding of no substantial curtailmeni,, FairPoint has theright lo appeal
this decision to the Appellate Board. To do,so, it must submit:a'written requçst fbr appeal to rhs
Appellute Board.

,Also by this letter, the Departrhent is dcnying CT/4!5 reque"sf to rêopen on the issüe of whether
:suike pãy constïtutes deductible incorne, The CWA clairnanls have the rig.lrt to appeal this
decision to the Appellate Board. To do so, thelr must submit,a writlerr request loiáppeal,to the
Áppellate Board,

A i,equest:for apþeal by any interested parly may be mailed or delivereel to:

New Harnpshire Deparrment of Employment Security
ATTENTION: APPËLLATE BCIARD
45 South Fruit Srreet
Concord NH 033CI1

Or, you may subrnit an appeal online using an Online Appeal Forrn on the Department's website,
Þ!tp.://www.nhes.nh,qo U[dFX-hI¡n. For the appeal to be accepted, you must either hand-
delíver, postmarkâ or submit your request online by Dccember 31, 2016, rvhich is fouÉeen (I4)
calendnr rlays frorn this lctter's issuc datc,

Commissioner
cc: Peter J. Perroni, Esquire

Meghan C. Cooper, Esquire
Maria Dalterio, teneral Counscl

ly. \

W
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APPELLATE BOARD DECISION
App_EAL OF F.¿,_lBlOrNr _L.p._GrSTr.ÇS n{Ç,&RQS-FAPPEAL..pn I,ABOR UNTONS CWA

AND IBEW et al,
pocKET #0053-16. 00s4-16. 00ss-16. &, 0056-16

(A) PARTIES

I. CLAIMÄNT: April Broderick, xxx-xx -7 17 3

Claimant-Appellee

Tina Sargent, xrx -xx-726 I
ClaimanþAppellee

Stephanie Hanscom, xxx'xx-5555
Claimant-Appellee

David Duhamel, xxx-xx-9996
Claimant-Appellee

EMPLOYER: Northem New England Telephone Operations LLC and

FairPoint Logistics, Inc.
Employer-Appellant

DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY:
Karen Levchuk, Esquire

(B) CASE HISTCIRY

1. TYPE OF CLAIM: RSA 282'A: 36 Labor Dispute
Whether lhe claimants a¡e involved in a labor dispute

that resulted in a stoppage of work

RSA 282-A: l4 Total and Partial Unemployment
Whether the claimants received strike pay that is
deductible income

2. LOCAT, OFFICE: Manchester

WEEKS AT ISSUE: The Appeal Tribr¡nal allowed benefits in regards to

whether the claimants' total or partial unemployment
is due to a stoppage of work which exists because of a
labor dispute. The Appeal Tribu:al reduced or denied

benefits due to the receipt of strike pay,
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DOCKET #0053-16, 0054-16, 0055-16, 0056-16 Page 2 of I

4. APPEALED FROM: Appeal Tribunal Decision 14-03458, 14-03451,
14-03472, t4-03493
Sandra Mooney, Chairman

COMMISSIONER'S DENIAL OF REQUEST TO REOPEN-
DATED: December 15,2016

DATË OF APPEAL TO APPELLATE BOARD: December 30,2016
HEARiNG: March 31,2017

APPEARANCES: Attorney A¡thur Telegen represented Northern New
England Telephone Operations LLC and FairPoint Logistics, Inc.,

Employer-Appellant; Attorney James Shaw and Shawn LeBlanc, Staff
Member, represented Communications Workers of America (CWA);
Attorney Peter Perroni and Steven Soule, Business Manager, represented

International Brotherhood of Electrical V/orkers (IBEW); Attorney Karen

Levchuk and Attorney Lon Siel represented the Department of Employment
Security.

DECISION:

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The Pa¡ties appeal a decision of the Appeals Tribunal ("AT') Chairman, Sandra

Mooney, issued on November 19, 2015, (R-Volume II, pp 231-235). The case has

a protracted history and arises in the context of a strike by two unions representing

approximately 1600 FairPoint workers in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont

during the winter of 2014-15, including 650 from New Hampshire.

The issues discussed below were the subject of two separate AT de novo hearings,

pleadings, cross-pleadings, and administrative rulings by the Commissioner as

well as pre-trial hearing conespondence from AT Chair Mooney, giving notice of
the legal standards which were ordered by the Commissioner to be applied.

(Record, Volunre I)

FairPoint appeals her ruling that the claimants, who were on strike from October

17,2014 to February 25,2015, were entitled to benefits because, pursuant to RSA

282-A.:36 FairPoint had not demonstrated that the strike caused a "stoppage of
work" as defined by case law and standards articulated by the Commissioner of
the
Commissioner had exceeded his statutory authority to reopen the first AT decision

because there was no fraud, mistake, or newly discovered evidence, in setting

aside an earlier decision of the AT, by Chairman Kevin Croce, issued on April 13,

2015 (R-Volume V, pp. 1-9), in favor of FairPoint. A third argument was that

FairPoint's due process rights under the New Flampshire and U.S. Constittltions

had been violated, including the doctrine of Federal Preemption'

5

6

7

(c)
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The claimant CWA filed a Partial Cross'Appeal based upon the AT ruling that
their "strike pay" from their own strike benefit fund reduced the amount of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits, pursuant to RSA 282-A: l4 III, and RSA
282-A:15. Both AT decisions had ruled against CWA on this point, The other
union did not have or use o strike pay fund.

The Department of Employrnent Security ("The Department") argues that the AT
was conect on the issue of "Work Stoppage", decided in favor of the unions, and

on the issue of strike pay, decided in favor of FairPoint.

The record we have reviewed includes over 2200 pages of text, including
transcripts of both AT de novo hearings,4.5 hours of recorded testimony from the
Mooney hearing, and pleadings submitted in connection with the Appellate Board
oral arguments. We believe fronr all tliis that there are esseritially tluee issues
which we must decider

LEGAL ISSUES

A. Did the administrative ruling(s) of Commissioner Copadis constitute legal
error. This involves a consideration of the Commissioner's powers under RSA
282-A:60-61 and the requirements of Due Process under the State and Federal
Constitutions.

B. Did the ensuing decision of AT Mooney properly apply the law on the issue of
"work stoppage";

C. And/or did the Mooney AT decision properly apply the law on the issue of so-
called "strike pay".

DISCUSSION

A. Consideration of the Commissioner's powers and duties under RSA 282-A:
60-61.

After Chairman Croce issued his decision favorable to FairPoint, the unions fìled
pleadings seeking to reopen, (R-Volume I, pp. 148-207) and FairPoint objected.

(R-Volurne i, pp.l27-9) The Commissioner did reopen, and issued a decision in

which he set forth the legal standard which applied, and ordered a new de novo
hearing before a new hearing off.¡cer. (R-Volurne I, pp,l38-146) FairPoint had

argued inter alia, that inNew Hampshire, unemploymç¡t caused by a labor
dispute was "generally considered voluntary and disqualified the employees from
unemployment benefits."(R-Volume V, p.181), or that if the AT were to delve

into the substantive issue of whether the strike caused a worlc stoppage under
RSA-282-A:36, this would run afoul of tlie NLRA, under the constitutional
doctrine of federal preemption.(R-Volume V, pp. 182-186)
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The issue is whether the Commissioner exceeded his legal ar.rthority under RSA
282-Ã 60-6 I . Despite FairPoint's counsel's elegant and well-crafted argument,
we believe that Comnrissioner Copadis had the authority to rule as he did, and, in

fact, had this been presented to us directly we would have adopted the same legal

analysis, namely, that FairPoint, in seeking to have the strikers found ineligible for
benefits, was obligated to prove that the strike had caused a "substantial
curtailment" of its business, rather than simply a "negative impact,"

FairPoint's reliance on the recÊnt Supreme Court case, Appcal of A¡¡di€ l4l¡llqn
IL 149 A.3d 1270 (NIH 2016) provides no support for its claim that tlie
Commissioner exceeded his statutory authority or violated FairPoint's due process

rights. By law, any parry seeking to appeal an AT ruling may pursue reopening
relief from the Commissioner before coming to the Appellate Board, and in this
case the unions invoked his review, whereas in Mullen II it was SUA SPONTE.
Further, the Supreme Court in Mullen II expressly validated the Commissioner's
adjudicatory role in this process, to correct errors and streamline review. FairPoint
also argues that RSA 282-At 60 limits the Commissioner's review to mistakes of
fact, not law.

The statute, however, simply states: "The second level of appeal shall be to the

Commissioner.(He..may..) reopen the case on the basis of fraud, mistake, or newly
discovered evidence." (RSA 282-A, excerpts) This stage of the proceedings may

legally be required to be exhausted before any party can appeal to us for review.
(NH Attorney General Opinion No. 82-15-F, June 24,1982) The statute doesn't

say what kind of misfake, lt says mistake, This is as broad a formulation as may

be given, and we believe that our court has deemed this language broad enough to

include the category of mistake that impelled the Commissioner to issue his
determination here. The Webster's Dictionary definition of MISTAKE is entirely

appropriate where, as here, AT Chair Croce confessed that ire lacked guidance on

the pivotal issue:

"MI STAKE; I .A wrong j ud gment I mi sunderstanding;

2. A wong action or statement proceeding from faulty judgment;

3. Inadequate knowledge or inattention." Webster's Dictionary, Merriam ed.

This broad understanding of mistake is reflected in our case latv, as well as the

statute. Appeal gf Pelleteri, 152 N.H. 809 (2005).

It would be an impaired agency head if this seemingly broad obligation to

review/correct rulings of the AT were not construed to allow for full consideration

of all AT rulings, including those dealing with case law and burden of proof,

Where, as here, the result of the review is to start over de novo witþ a new

Appeals Tribunal Cliair, allegations of due process violations prior to the actual

hearing are generally of acadenric interest, only, unless there is a claim tliat
discovery was hampered, witnesses were tampered with, or there was insufficient

notice to the parties on relevant issues, etc., prior to trial, none of which is in piay

here.
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FairPoint's assertion that in instructing the AT of the proper legal standard to
apply, the Commissioner was guilty of bias and seeking to reverse the outcome
from the fTrst AT ruling is without merit and not proven.

Indeed, we commend the process followed by AT Chair Mooney in engaging in
useful pretrial discovery and communications to simplify issueso obtain a

stipulation of uncontested facts, and satisff perceived pretrial obligations. (R-

Volume I, Pre-Hearing Record, AT Chair, Sandra Mooney, R-Volume I, pp.l-
231). We also commend AT Chair Croce for following a similar path in
preparation for the first hearing, (R-Volume V,.pp. 134-5), ill-fated though it was

by failure to understandlapply the case law on proof of work stoppage. Both
hearing chairs have exemplified high standards for the conduct of administrative
law hearings.

The issue of preemption by federal labor law is similarly without merit, and has

been since the Supreme Court ruling in New-Tprk Tçlephpne
State D-ept. of l.abor, 440 U.S. 519, 544-45 (1979). ltry'e rule that the

Commissioner did not exceed his statutory authority to reopen or commit
reversible error of law, nor did he violate the employer's rights to due process

under the New Hampshire and/or U.S. Constitution.

B. The legal standard for eligibility in a labor strike case. ("Negative Impact" vs

"substantial Curtai lme nf ', atV a "The American Rule")

The operative statute is RSA 282-A:36:

"A person shall be disqualified for benefits for any week with respect to which
the commissioner finds that his or her total or pafiial unemployment is due to a
STOPPAGE OF WORK which exists because of a LABOR DISPUTE at the

factory, establishment, or other premises at which he or she is or was last

employed..."

The cited section of the statute has not been considered in our context yet by the

Supreme Court. Perhaps this is because private sector unions, and union job

actions, are about as colrunon in New Hampshire as alpine ski areas without
snowmaking, The closest case law deals with the lockout provision, RSA 282-A:

3 6 II-a, construed in Appeal of SimpþxlVirq& 1 131 NH 40 (1988)' and

Mslnryre_v gtate, 116 NH 361 (1976). There is additional helpful legal analysis in

the Commissioner's comprehensive and well-presented legal discussion on

December 15,2016, (RecordII, Pp, t-I5).
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As requested by FairPoint's counsel, we have carefully reviewed and compared
both AT decisions, and we agree that Chairnian Croce, despite his more extensive
discussion, applied the wrong legal standard, Chairman Croce begins by stating
his conclusion that the claimants were unemployed because of a stoppage of
work...and that he was NOT going to adopt the "substantial curtailment"
standard, the so-called'oAmerican Rule" asserted by the unions. (Croce decision,
R-Volume V, p. 6), The American Rule is the law in a majority of states that have
considered it (CV/A Memorandum of Law R-V pp. 9-l2,IBEW Brief, Volume II,
pp. 341-384).

The underlying rationale for creating â negative implication from RSA 282-A:36,
namely, that unless it is a true Work Stoppage, the strikers will be eligible for
benefits, appears to be that being on strike is not the same as a voluntary quit, ie
that the employees walk out due to actions or threatened actions of the employer,
here, substantial benefits concessions. As FairPoint Ëxecutive V.P. Peter Nixon,
testified:

"We knew that we would be asking for signifìcant concessions and work
rule flexibility (when the labor contract expired) as part of our negotiations.
We therefore felt there was a high probability of a strike. We started planning for
that eventuality in 2013." (R-Volume II, p.34 as page 62 of transcript)

Therefore, under the American Rule, unless the employer can prove that the strike
resulted in substantial harm to its bottom line, unemployment benefits to its
temporarily unemployed work force should be available, This is precisely the
legal standard which the Commissioner rÍglitfully ordered to be applied,

The fact that Chairman Croce gave lip service to the proper standard elsewhere in
his decision, does not alter our opinion. FIe stated clearly: "The Chairman declines

to create such a definition in the absence of guidance from the law, rule, or case

law." (R-Vol. 5, p. 6 excerpts). If a judge or magistrate is ignorant of the legal
standard he or she is charged with applying to the facts, the hearing or trial
becomes a fool's errand. The record presented by FairPoint failed to satisff its
burden of proof using the Substantial Curtailment standard at either of the two AT
proceedings.

The cross-examination by attorney Shaw, in particular, of FairPoint's chief
witness Peter Nixon amply demonstrated the weakness of FairPoint's evidence.

(tuVolume II, pp, 575-577)
quantifr the impact" and/or

. Mr. Nixon repeatedly admitted that "lt was hard to
to separate out that was due to the weather vs the

strike, One could properly infer that FairPoint held back more precise information
on economic impact factors because it did not show that the impact had been

substantially detrimental to its bottom line.
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The record included a FairPoint press release, published a month into the strike,
and which claimed that "produetivity is well above pre-strike levels despite being
hampered by aggressive and disruptive picketing, sabotage and extraordinarily
bad weather. .,The majority of Backlog of orders is directly associated with the
extreme weather,.,four major storms in 50 days," (R-Volume IV, p 39). We fltnd

that AT Mooney properly and clearly applied the applicable law to the facts before
her and that her decision on the issue of Work Stoppage is amply supported by the

record.

C. Strike Pay Exclusion

The AT decision on appeal to us (as well as the Croce decision) ruled that the

weekly strike pay benefit enjoyed by CWA members should be used to reduce its
members' unemployment benefits under RSA 282-A:14 iII (a) as this was deemed

to bc "double income". (AT decision of l1-19-16, RII, p. 235) The Commissioner
shared this view, Vy'e respectfully disagree, and REVERSE.

While there are aspects of the Lilja Members' Relief Fund ("the Fund") which
make its payout to striking members resemble wages, under RSA 282-A:15, it is
beyond dispute that the source of the Fund is its own union members, out of their
own pay. The Fund is not their employer. They are not selÊemployed. In Mglntvre
v-S-t?tq, I l6 NH 361 (1978), our Court held in a lockout situation which made the

workers locked out eligible for benefìts that monies receivcd from the fund they

created from their union dues was not payment attributable to an employer, ergo

not wages, and the same sort of construction should apply to the concept of self-
employment. The striking workers had self-imposed conditions to their eligibility
for the strike pay, ie hours spent on the picket line etc., but this is simply not "self-
employment" and it would reward form over substance to rule that payment to

strikers from funds which they themselves contributed from previous

earnings/savings should be considered "wages". Applicable case law is catalogued

in the pleading captioned "Appeal of CVy'A," (R-Vol. l,pp,25'29), including
Worcester Telesram Pub Co v. Directo , 387

Mass.505,5la (1964):

"We adopt the view, taken by those courts which ltave considered the question,

that stríke beneJìts at'e not renumeratíon and that claìmanls are not barred from
receivingunemployntent benefits by their receipt of slrike benefils", (Worcester

Telegram, supra, at 514, emphasis added)
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RULINGS

Accordingly, the decision of the AppealTribunal is AFFIRMED as to its decision

to award benefits using the "Substantial Curtailment" or "American Rule"
interpretation of RSA 282-à:36, and REVERSED as to its decision to reduce said

benefits because of receipt of so called "strike pay" benefits from its strike benefit

ñmd,

SO ORDERED

Signed: James E, Townsend, Chairman
Concurring: Bill Clayton

Angela T. Finney

Dated: April 17,2017
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THE FOLLO\ryING DOCUMENT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATTON.
THE F'AILURE TO COMPLY COULD RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF AN APPEAL.

Appeals of decisíons of the Appellate Board are allo'wed to the New Hampshire Supreme Court onlv
after an interested party has exhausted all administrative remedies within the Department of
Employment Security and is aggrieved by a final decision of the Appeal Tribunal or Appellate Board.

. Any interested party who is aggrieved by the decision of the Appellate Board (or the
Co¡nmissioner) may within fwenty (20) days of the date of mailing of the Board's dccision request
that the Board reconsider its decision or that the Board order a new hearÍng. This is a Motion
for Reconsideratipn of the Appellatç Board. The request must specifically state the reasons for your
request. Failure to speci$r the reasons for your request may result in the Appellate Board sumnrarily
denying your request.

¡ Failure to fìle a Motion for Reconsideration with the Appellate Board within twenty (20) days
wÍll precludc any further appeal to the New Hampshire Supreme Court. The Appellate Board
shall within thirfy (30) days deny or grant the Motion for Reconsideration or order a new hearing.

RSA 282-A:67,1.

. In the event that the Motion(s) for Reconsideration or Rehearing are denied, then an appeal by an
interested party may be taken to the New Hamp$bire,supreme Court. If Reconsideration or
Rehealing is granted, an appeal to the New Hampshire Suprenre Court nray be taken when the decision
on Reconsideration or Rehearing is rendered or, if the time has expired in which the written decision
should have been entered. In such instances the original decision is considered as final agency action.

r Notice of the appeal is to be filed with the New Hampshire Supreme Court within thilty (30)
days after the date of mailing of the final decision from which the appeal is taken. The notice of
appeal is served upon the Commissioner and the Attorney General contemporaneously with the
filing of that notice of appeal with the New ÍIampshire Supreme Court. In addition, rhat notice of
appeal shall be served upon all parties of record. The service required by this section rnay be in
person or by certified mail, return receipt requested. The appeal shall be styled "appeal of n_4nre-of the
p.Affv filine thg.appeal Iegardine unemploynlent compensation". Any interested party, and the State,
sllall have a right to participate as a party in the appellate proceedings before the Court. The notice of
appeal shall specifically identify each €rror for which review is sought. The filing of a notice of
appeal shall not stay enforcement of the Appeal Tribunal decision. RSA 282-A:67 ,1. The appeal
should be addressed to:

CLERK, NEw HaupsHrRE SUPREME CouRr
ONE CruaR¡-Ës DoE Dnlve
CoNeoRD, NEW HÀMÞs¡-iinE 0330I

IN THE EVENT AN INTERESTED PARTY. AS DEFINED TN RSA 282-A:42. ENTERS AN

ÞË ctr\T'n -rrl
^pÞËf 

l. 
^Ttr 

FrôÀprì Þv î'LrË 
^

AT INrì P ^ÞTV

/VHES rs a proud member ol Amerícø's Workforce Networlc and NH l,i¡orics. /VHES ís an Equal Oppomtnity Employer and complies
tuith the Anericans uith Disabilíties Act. AttxíIiary Aids and Seruices are auaílable on request of ínclivíduats with dßabítitíes

NHBS 0l2t R-6/12
Teleplrcne(603)224-3311 Fax(603) 228-4145 TDD/TTYAccess:Relay 1"800-735-2964 Website:www.nl'p-s.rt|gou
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MAY 3 0 2017

James E. Townsêñd, Chairman

Thomas P Mullins. Vicê Chai¡man

F¡ed Keech

OIck Anagnosl

wili¡em K. cteyton

AngÉis T F¡nn6y

Susan Ende¡

Jefiiey Duvaf

lvlay 25,2017

Arthur Telegen, Esquire
Timothy J. Buckley, Ësquire
Seyfarth Shaw, LLP
Two Seapofi Lane, Suite 300
Boston, MA 02210

RE: Appellate Docket #0053- I 6, 0054- I 6, 0055- I 6, 0056- l ó
April M. Broderick, xxx-xx-7 I 73, Claimant-Appellee
Tina M. Sargent, xxx-xx-726 B, Cl aimant-appe liee

! tephanie Hanscom, xxx-xx-S i S 5, C taimant-Appellee
David A. Duhamel, xxx-xx-99g6, ClaimanþAppellee
Northern New England relephone operationr, LLC and Fairpoint Logistics, Inc.,
Employer-Appellant

oRnpR

On May 05, 2017, a Motion for Reconsideratian was received from Attorneys Arthur Telegen
and Timothy J. Buckley on behalf of Northern New England Telephone Operations, LLC and
FairPoint Logistics, Inc., Employer-Appellant.

The Motion for Reconsideration is hereby DEIrJIED. Based on the information presented, rhere
is no substantial justifîcation to allow u r*op.ningJhere will be no fur-ther actión 1uken by the
Appellate Board.

Signed: James E. Townsend, Chairman
Concuming: Angela T. Finney

Bill Clayron

Enclosure: Appeal Rights

James A. W, Shaw, Esquire
Peter Peroni, Esquire
NHES/Legal
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New Hampshlre
Employmenl
SocurJfy

'Wc n øtAttg n kary Næ HæptAtn w*try

APPEAL RIGHTS.

THE FCILLOWING DOCUMENT CONTAINS IMPORTANT TNFORMATION.
THE FAILURE TO COMPLY COULD RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF'AN APPEAL.

Appeals of decisions of the Appellate Board are allowed to the New Hampshire Supreme Court onlyafter an interested pârty has exhausted all administrative remedies within the Department ofEmployment Security and is aggrieved by a final decision of the Appeal Tribunal or Appellare Board,

o Any inferested party.who is aggrieved by the decision of the Appellate Board (or the
Commissioner) may within fwenty (20) days'of the date of mailing äi the Board's d'eclsion requestthat the Board reeonsider its decision or that the Board order 

" 
ñuro hearing. Thls is a lVlotipJnfor Reconsi!þration of.t-he.Apoellate Boqrd. The request must specifically state tnffififfi,

request' Failure to speciff the reasons for your requÕst may result in the Appellate Board ,u**urîly
denying your request,

o Failure to flle a Motion for Reconsideration with the Appcllate Board within fwenty (20) dayswill preclude any further appeal to the New Hampshire Supreme Court The Appellate Board
shall within thirty (?0) days deny or grant the Motion for Reconsideration or order a new hearing,

RSA 282-A:67,1.

r ln the event that the Motion(s) for Reconsideration or Rehearing are denied, then an appeal by aninterested party may be taken to the New Hampshire Sunreme Co-urt. If Reconsideration orRehearingisgranted,a1appealtoth@eCourtmaybetakenwhenthedecision
on Reconsideration or Rehearing is rendered or, if the timå has expired ¡n wn¡cn the written decision
should have been entered. [n such instances the original decision is considered as final agency action.

o- Notice of the appeal is to be filed with 
Jh-e 

Neîv Hampshire Supreme Court within thirty (30)
days after the date of mailing of thc fTnal decision from which thl appeal iq taken. The notice ofappeal is served upon the Commissioner and the Attorney Generaf åontemporaneously with thefiling of that notice of appeal with the New Hampshire Supreme Court. In addition, that notice ofappeal shall be served upon all parties of record. The service required by this section may be inperson or by certified-mail, return receipt requested. The appeal sírall be rryf"O iiuppral olna*" of thsp,arf.'y,fil¡"8 the "ppta . Any interåstedîårry, and the state,
shall have a right to participate as a party in ttr. rpp"ttutffi..dings before thetourt. The notice ofappeal shall specifically identify each error for which ieview is Jought" The filing of a notice ofaPpel! shall not stay enforcement of the Appeal Tribunal decision. nSÃ zaz-A;67, I. The appeal
should be addressed to:

CreRr, Nrw HeupsHtRE SupREue Counr
ONE Crunnles Doe Dnlve
CoNcom, NËw H¡Mpsllrne û33 01

J{HES ús a proud membær a! Ameriea's warkforce Network and NH t4¡orks. /vHEs rs an Equal opportunitg Emploger and complìestuíth the Americans u'¡itlt Þi*abilitíes Act. Arxilíary Aids and ,seru¡'ces 
"rà 
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